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Foreword – Financing the Transition
If we are serious about tackling the climate emergency, we need to do more to fund
it, and with tightening budgets, the cost of living crisis and the growing urgency of
climate impacts, this has to be sooner rather than later. More than a decade of
austerity has stripped public bodies (local and national) and wider society of much of
its financial capacity. The UK Government borrowed extreme amounts to spend on the
Covid-19 response, which also stretched the resilience of much of the private sector.
And we are now facing a cost-of-living crisis, one that will severely test those on the
lowest incomes. This is clearly a tough time financially. But the climate emergency
hasn’t gone away and if we don’t ensure we increase the funding spent on taking
action to address it, we will fail to hit our targets, and face a much more serious and
challenging problem in the medium term.
There is no real scientific dispute over climate change and with the increasing
incidence of wildfires across the globe, extreme weather – droughts in some
continents and floods in others, and ever worsening glacial retreat and coral
bleaching events, we surely need no more stark reminders that this is a colossal issue.
Worryingly, this problem is only getting worse. Climate change is a multiplier – it
will increase the likelihood and impact of short-term problems like the current cost
of living crisis, and make them ever more common. A heating world will continue to
impact food, water, health and global security – so if we don’t fund climate action, we
will not be able to keep up with its consequences. It makes no sense to keep bailing
out banks and responding to energy crises and food shortages whilst we continue to
fund climate damaging activities and investing in high carbon infrastructure. We need
to start taking a more thoughtful, strategic approach and see some real leadership.
And by tackling climate we will find that many of these other concerns are diminished.
If we approach it sensibly.
It is vital therefore that money which is channelled to address immediate priorities like
the cost of living crisis, are used wisely and do not undermine efforts to deliver against
targets. This should really not be that difficult; after all, many of the measures which
we need to tackle the climate emergency have wider benefits – so-called ‘win-wins’.
For example, if we had heeded any of the many calls for mass insulation of housing
stock, we could face the energy crisis with more confidence, and less anxiety. If we
had stopped funding and importing fossil fuels sooner, and implemented more local
renewables and even community energy schemes, we would be able to ride out the
impacts of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, and be more energy secure as a nation.
Looking forward, we must learn the lessons. Our agriculture needs to change – both
to reduce its own direct impact and sequester more carbon, but also to adapt to
the changing climate and grow more local food. Our transport needs to shift – but
who wouldn’t welcome a public transport system that was fast, safe, affordable and
actually functioned properly?
Many of the solutions to climate change are also solutions to inequalities. They
will make people’s homes warmer, drier and more affordable. They will reduce the
fluctuations and vagaries of the global energy markets. They will alleviate food
security concerns and make us healthier. They will reduce our over-dependence on
expensive transport – and reduce dependency on expensive private cars. They will
make us less beholden to oil-rich regimes like Russia’s and Saudi Arabia’s. And of
course they will also help reduce the likelihood of extreme climate events running out
of control.
We don’t claim to have all of the answers, but this report is an important step towards
identifying the money needed to finance the transition, whether that is diverting
existing spend or finding new money in fair ways. It also considers what we need to
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spend it on to deliver against our domestic emissions reduction targets and to fulfil
our international moral obligations. All countries, particularly rich industrialised ones
share this challenge. Importantly, there are profound benefits to the climate, our
society and every one of us, if we get this right. But there are also profound risks if
we continue to operate a business as usual approach, continue to fund damaging
activities and don’t properly invest. This is not just about investing in reducing our
climate emissions, it is about investing in everyone’s future, and investing in a new
direction of travel – investing in a more thoughtful way of running our society and
investing in real hope.
We all know deep down that we need to do more – and quickly. And, to do that, we
need to start funding it sufficiently. It’s in everyone’s interest to get this right.
Mike Robinson
Chair, Stop Climate Chaos Scotland
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Summary
We are in the midst of climate and nature emergencies. As this is being written a third of
Pakistan is underwater after devastating floods. 33 million people are affected and early
estimates put losses at $43bn. Fifty million people in Eastern Africa face acute food insecurity
this year because of a range of crises including climate extremes.
Here in Scotland we are supposed to cut our emissions to 75% of their 1990 levels by 2030.
This means roughly halving today’s level, requiring year-on-year reductions of nearly 7%
every year to 2030, a rate three times faster than the reduction over the past 30 years. Yet the
government’s official adviser says we are likely to miss every annual target on the way to 2030
and the government themselves admit plans are off track to meet the 2030 milestone itself.
Addressing climate change and the decline in nature means major changes to society and
the economy. Done right this will have additional benefits, including for air quality, human
heath, our efficient use of materials, the quality of urban spaces, the reduction of poverty and
inequality, and the creation of fair and sustainable work. These will bring savings in the NHS,
congestion costs and the social security system, whilst bolstering the transition to a wellbeing
economy which operates within safe environmental limits.
At the same time we are in a cost of living crisis, with rapidly rising inflation, escalating interest
rates and spiralling energy bills. It is largely a fossil fuel crisis. It might seem that this is the
worst time to talk about the need to spend more money taking action to reduce climate
emissions and to contribute more financial support towards those being impacted by the
climate crisis overseas. But we cannot afford to slacken our efforts if we are to avert even
deeper climate chaos.
A cost of living crisis is exactly the time to redirect subsidies and tax breaks, impose windfall
taxes on energy companies, and increase revenue from (the top-end of) Income and
Corporation Taxes, while looking to better tax wealth, thereby to invest in the solutions – like
insulating homes, changing heating systems, building up renewable energy and phasing out
fossil fuels – which will help people out of the current crisis and avoid similar crises in the future.
The Scottish Government’s advisors think we need to spend around £4.5bn a year in future
on reducing emissions and adapting to climate change. Separately, Common Weal have
a costed plan to decarbonise Scotland which comes in at about £5bn a year. The current
Scottish budget lists nearly £2.9bn of spending as contributing to climate change goals. Since
we are off track to meet our targets, we clearly need to commit more and we know that this is
a bill that gets rapidly bigger the longer we take to act.
This may seem hard but reducing emissions and adapting to a new climate in a rich,
industrialised country is easy compared to the life and death climate challenges in lowincome countries. As one of the countries which began and fuelled the industrial revolution,
Scotland owes a significant debt to the people who did least to cause the problem but are
suffering its worst impacts.
Rich countries promised to provide $100bn a year by 2020 to help the rest of the world but this
commitment has not been delivered, and the actual need is likely much larger. Scotland’s fair
share of this bill is estimated at about £450m a year.
At COP27 this year in Egypt, there will be difficult discussions about funding for Loss and
Damage – payments for the things and livelihoods irreversibly destroyed by climate change.
One estimate puts Scotland’s fair share of this at £1.25-2.5bn a year by 2030.
So, in 2030, the mid-range estimate of Scotland’s fair contribution to both the $100bn
commitment and the Loss and Damage funding is that Scotland needs to mobilise about
£2.3bn a year of public and private contributions. This represents about 1.4% of Scotland’s
current GDP. Both of these obligations currently fall on the UK Government.
Governments need to lead in driving the reduction in emissions. This means banning things
– like the sale of petrol and diesel cars. It means raising standards – like the energy ratings
for domestic appliances. It means setting the conditions and making clear the scale of
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change that is coming to make it a ‘no-brainer’ for businesses to invest in renewables, energy
efficiency and other pro-climate measures. And it also means using fiscal measures to bring
about change and to raise the money needed to invest in change.
At its most basic, governments try to engineer a transition, and this usually involves making the
things we want less of, more expensive, and incentivising the things we want more of, through
prices or other means. A fiscal measure is anything where a flow of money is used to change
behaviour or raise money to fund priorities, or both. Fiscal measures cover everything from
taxes, levies, duties and charges to subsidies, loans, grants and guaranteed prices.
A key conclusion of this report is that the climate crisis is of such a scale and urgency – a
global emergency – that measures to address it should be funded directly from general
taxation. This should then be complemented by specific environmental taxes primarily aimed
at changing societal behaviours.
In Scotland, we are already familiar with environmental grants, loans and subsidies, such as
those for insulating people’s homes, and levies, duties and charges like the carrier bag charge,
and taxes like the landfill tax. What the Scottish Government chooses to fund in the annual
£43bn budget represents a set of massive fiscal levers. How the Scottish public sector spends
an annual £13bn on purchasing goods and services is another major fiscal lever.
This report looks at a set of fiscal measures, some of which raise money, some of which
aim to influence behaviour and some of which aim to do both. Some are in the hands of
the UK Government, some the Scottish Government and some local authorities, and often
a combination of these.
In selecting the measures to highlight in this report two other principles have also been applied.
The Polluter Pays Principle means that the people responsible for climate emissions should be
the ones paying for the cost to society. This is true in the direct case where a motorist pays fuel
duty, and more generally, where better off people are targeted to pay more tax because, in
general, they have higher-carbon lifestyles.
The second consideration is equity. There is a strong divide on carbon equity – the wealthiest
10% of the UK population has a carbon footprint four times that of the least-wealthy half of
the population. At home, equity is about solutions which do not disadvantage those on lowincomes and which they can access. Internationally it is about helping countries deal with the
climate change that we played a large historical part in creating. This is also about shifting the
burden of taxation off the cost of employing people and on to resources, pollution and waste.
The featured measures are either cross-economy in nature or fit into one of the economic
sectors used by the Scottish Government in their Climate Change Plan.
The cross-economy measures looked at are national taxes and subsidies, and local authority
activities, environmental and general, all through the lens of the Polluter Pays Principle and
climate justice. Those covered are income tax, a new tax on wealth, redirecting subsidies
that drive climate change, a new carbon tax, divestment of public sector pensions from fossil
fuels, the public sector’s multi-billion pound procurement spend and the idea of a Sustainable
Wealth Fund.
RECOMMENDATION 6 – increase income tax revenue to fund action on climate change.
Increases should fall mostly on higher and top-rate taxpayers because they are almost
always also high-emitting individuals and also have greater capacity to pay.
Revenue raising, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
An increase in tax rates for the middle and higher paid in Scotland – generally those with the
highest carbon footprint – could bring in an additional £500m a year to fund climate priorities,
which would represent around a 20% increase on current spending.
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RECOMMENDATION 7 – set up a rapid and time-limited, independent commission to look at
the options for replacement of the Council Tax and other local taxes with a land, property
and/or local wealth tax, with a strong element of climate justice built in, building on the
Reform Scotland report and the recommendation of the David Hume Institute.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments and/or
local authorities
For wealthier people, much of their wealth is locked away in land and property. A local wealth tax
could replace and increase the current £2.5bn income from the Council Tax with a fairer system,
which would also encourage owners to make more productive use of land and buildings.
RECOMMENDATION 8 – remove tax breaks and subsidies from the fossil fuel industry,
including those for decommissioning, and spend this money on activities to support
climate justice.
Revenue redirecting and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
The UK’s domestic fossil fuel subsidies are estimated at £13.6 billion a year, most of this as
tax breaks. Removing these subsidies that create more climate change would free up tens
of billions to tackle climate change. Unlike for almost any other industry, the UK Government
is committed to tax breaks which mean public money will be paying for more than a third –
estimated at around £18bn – of the cost of decommissioning oil rigs and pipelines.
RECOMMENDATION 9 – introduce a Carbon Tax with revenues used to reduce taxes on labour.
Revenue raising and strong behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
A carbon tax – making the cost of goods and services more properly reflect their climate
impact – represents the strongest possible implementation of the Polluter Pays Principle, but
there would need to be protections for lower-income households who tend to spend a higher
percentage of their income on heating and transport.
RECOMMENDATION 10 – take public sector pension investments out of fossil fuels and
encourage the funds to invest in projects like social housing and renewables in Scotland.
Revenue raising, controlled by local authorities
Most of the public sector, and many third sector organisations, have their pensions with the
11 Scottish Local Authority Pension Funds. These funds currently have a total of around £1.2bn
invested in fossil fuel companies which could instead be invested in energy-efficient social
housing, funding public transport or creating green infrastructure in Scotland, guaranteeing
a good return to the pension funds and simultaneously doing social good in Scotland.
RECOMMENDATION 11 – mobilise public sector procurement expenditure to address the
climate emergency.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and public bodies
The public sector spends more than £13bn a year on goods and services. A rough estimate
shows that spending this money 25% better could save 2MtCO2e* a year. This measure
includes proposals developed by the Climate Emergency Response Group.
RECOMMENDATION 12 – as a first step, the Scottish and/or UK Government should work with
the Royal Scottish Geographical Society to further develop their proposal for a Sustainable
Wealth Fund.
Revenue raising, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
Norway used oil income to create the largest state wealth fund in the world, at over $1.2 trillion.
Scotland’s tremendous natural assets for renewable energy could be contributing to a wealth
fund of our own, with initial contributions from polluting industries.
Alongside the above cross-economy measures, this report also makes a series of
recommendations for the different sectors featured within the Scottish Government’s Climate
Change Plan. Some relate to raising revenue or incentivising behaviour change, with others
relating to increasing investment in specific activities.

* 1MtCO2e is one million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, a measure which relates all greenhouse gases to the
impact of carbon dioxide. Scottish direct emissions were 40MtCO2e in 2020.
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The energy sector has reduced emissions dramatically over the last 30 years and the
measures featured are to increase windfall taxes on the oil and gas industry, and to further
boost support for community-driven local heating schemes.
RECOMMENDATION 13 – increase windfall taxes on the fossil fuel industry and remove the
perverse tax break for increasing production at the expense of the environment.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
The current Energy Profits Levy aims to gather £5bn over the next five years, a tiny amount
compared to oil companies expected extra profits, and it includes a tax discount for those who
produce extra fossil fuels. A levy consistent with climate aims would raise much more and
discourage extra production.
RECOMMENDATION 14 – provide government incentives and support for local authorities and
social housing providers to work with communities to develop low carbon heating systems
in neighbourhoods.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Transforming how we heat buildings is a vital part of reducing climate emissions and this
measure, which is based on a recommendation from the Climate Assembly, aims to make
sure that communities can develop and deliver low-carbon heating schemes.
The buildings sector is responsible for 15% of Scotland’s direct emissions. Properly designed
action here can drastically improve people’s living conditions and cushion them from the
cost of living crisis, helping to eliminate fuel poverty. The two closely-related measures in
this section cover energy efficiency retrofits for existing homes and then, more specifically,
increasing the deployment rate of heat pumps. They are both based on a very significant
acceleration of existing Scottish Government plans and initiatives, and will require government
support for supply chains and developing the workforce, and clear commitments about the
direction and scale of travel.
RECOMMENDATION 15 – make a grant (or loans for higher earners) available to ALL
homeowners in Scotland as soon as possible to bring their homes to zero emissions
standards by 2030, starting by prioritising homes in fuel poverty.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Based on a recommendation from the Climate Assembly, this measure would accelerate
existing programmes of work to retrofit homes and other building for energy efficiency,
reaching the Scottish Government’s target for zero carbon homes in 2030 instead of 2045.
RECOMMENDATION 16 – significantly boost the current Scottish Government’s heat pump
installation programme.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Transforming home heating away from fossil fuels could reduce Scotland’s emissions by 15%
and this measure would significantly accelerate the Scottish Government’s existing plans in
this area.
The transport sector is the largest sector of emissions, with little decline until the COVID-19
lockdowns. More than 60% of the emissions from road transport come from cars. One
measure here directly addresses car use in city centres and the other looks to make public
transport an even more attractive alternative to car use.
RECOMMENDATION 17 – public funding for free public transport (bus and train) anywhere
in Scotland.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Free public transport for all would reduce congestion, crashes and air pollution, increase
access to job opportunities and reduce costs for most households. It could reduce emissions
by 0.5MtCO2e a year and make a big contribution to the Scottish Government’s target to
reduce car-kilometres driven by 20% by 2030. Also proposed by the Climate Assembly.
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RECOMMENDATION 18 – use the powers in the 2019 Transport Act to introduce Workplace
Parking Levies (WPL) in Scotland’s larger urban areas, with the revenue raised dedicated to
public transport and active travel investment.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and
local authorities
Plans already exist in Edinburgh and Glasgow to introduce Workplace Parking Levies like
those which have been so successful over the last decade reducing congestion, and funding
active travel and public transport improvements in Nottingham. Similar schemes should be
developed for Scotland’s other large urban areas.
The business and industry sectors have shown only a very slow reduction in emissions over
recent decades. The measures here aim to make all businesses aware of their climate impact,
and incentivise them to reduce it, and to use the new UK Emissions Trading Scheme to drive
faster emissions reductions for the bigger business covered by the scheme.
RECOMMENDATION 19 – link the level of business rates to a business’ carbon footprint
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and local authorities
A scheme to help all businesses assess, understand and start to reduce their carbon footprint,
with the incentive of lower business rates as they make progress.
RECOMMENDATION 20 – given Scotland’s climate targets are more ambitious than those
at UK level, the UK Emissions Trading Scheme needs to put industry in Scotland on track to
deliver a fair share of Scotland’s climate targets, which means reducing allowances faster
than needed only to meet the UK’s targets and also reducing the amount of free allowances
allocated at a faster rate than at the UK level. Free allowances for the oil and gas industry
should be scrapped.
If a new scheme is created for fuel use in buildings, as in the EU, an equivalent mechanism
to the proposed EU Social Climate Fund is needed to protect low-income households and
ensure costs are not passed on to them. Revenue from the scheme should be ring-fenced for
carbon-saving activity and international climate finance.
Linking the UK and EU ETSs, as has happened for the EU and Switzerland, makes sense to
increase efficiency in reducing emissions and to avoid the risk of carbon border taxes being
applied to trade with the EU.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
About 100 businesses in Scotland are included in the new UK Emissions Trading Scheme. This
measure would incentivise these businesses to deliver a fair share of Scotland’s climate targets
and remove £250m-worth of free allocations to the oil and gas industry.
The waste sector has shown an impressive fall in emissions since 1990 but this does not include
the carbon content of the products we buy from overseas, which has fallen much more slowly.
The measures here aim to make manufacturers take much greater responsibility for the
materials and energy used in making their products, and to incentivise individual householders
to make better use of recycling facilities and make smarter purchasing choices.
RECOMMENDATION 21 – introduce additional Extended Producer Responsibility schemes.
Behaviour change, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
82% of Scotland’s global total carbon footprint comes from the goods and services we
consume. An extended producer responsibility scheme shifts the responsibility of dealing with
the environmental impacts of a waste product to the manufacturer and/or retailer. At its most
simple, the manufacturer is obliged to fund collection, reprocessing and disposal schemes for
their products. Much better is if this measure can drive product redesign, to be lighter and use
materials with less environmental impact.
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RECOMMENDATION 22 – introduce a pay as you throw tax for household waste, alongside a
parallel reduction in existing payments for waste collection made through the Council Tax.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Common around the world this kind of scheme would transfer costs of waste collection from
Council Tax bills to instead charge people based on what they throw away, encouraging them
to recycle more and even buy less stuff.
The land use, land use change and forestry sector hides a big secret. Because some of the
land uses in Scotland are absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere the net figures mask
the true scale of emissions from other land uses – so what we are doing to the land of Scotland
actually results in more emissions than even transport. The measures here aim to incentivise
land owners and managers to manage this land for carbon and nature, and to plant the right
sorts of trees in the right places in great numbers.
RECOMMENDATION 23 – introduce a Carbon Emissions Land Tax which taxes emissions
created through land use and penalises the owners of land currently emitting more carbon
than it captures.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and
local authorities
Based on proposals from the Climate Assembly and the John Muir Trust, this local tax would
penalise those who fail to act to reduce the climate impact of their land, whether due to a
lack of awareness or a lack of effort, and rewards those who move to more climate-friendly
practices. It could remove 6MtCO2e – 15% of current emissions – from the atmosphere and
raise £2.5m a year.
RECOMMENDATION 24 – encouraging crofters, farmers and land managers to plant, and
investors to invest in, the right sort of trees in the right places including reviewing current
planting and management funding schemes to make sure they are delivering as much as
possible for nature and the climate, including protecting forest soils.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
The right trees, planted in the right places and managed in the right way, are vital for removing
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. We have high tree-planting targets this decade and
even higher ones in the next decade. This measure would ensure that the climate and nature
benefits are maximised.
In the agriculture sector more than 70% of the emissions counted are to do with rearing livestock.
The measures proposed are to make the forthcoming reform of the agricultural subsidy system
maximise the benefits to climate change action, and nature protection and restoration, and to
tackle the specific problem of climate emissions from the use of nitrogen in farming.
RECOMMENDATION 25 – reform agricultural subsidies to deliver maximum benefits for
climate and nature, including protecting soil health, while producing healthy food from
resilient businesses.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy system of farming subsidies is to be replaced in Scotland
with the new Agriculture Bill. This measure aims to make sure that the £600m of public money
spent every year on Scotland’s farming system is climate and nature friendly, while helping
farmers and crofters through a just transition.
RECOMMENDATION 26 – introduce a nitrogen levy in farming. As a minimum the Scottish
Government should honour their commitment in the 2018 Climate Change Plan to develop a
target for reducing emissions from nitrogen fertiliser.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and/or
local authorities
Nitrous oxide emissions, mostly from farming, contribute about 9% of Scotland’s direct climate
emissions. This measure would help farmers use nitrogen more efficiently and require the
Scottish Government to more firmly define the level of reductions in emissions required,
potentially saving nearly 2MtCO2e a year.
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Some of these measures could be put in place tomorrow, some quite quickly and some
are ideas that need working through with experts and stakeholders – for instance, the UK
Government could increase the windfall tax on oil and gas companies almost immediately,
but the idea of a Carbon Emissions Land Tax needs more work to refine the design of
the scheme.
For some there is an obvious upcoming opportunity for change via the Scottish Parliament
– for instance, re-orienting agricultural subsidies through the Agriculture Bill or introducing
further producer responsibility schemes through the Circular Economy Bill.
Some, like a Carbon Tax, are a very pure implementation of the Polluter Pays Principle, which
would require social safeguards to be built in. Most have equity considerations included, like
prioritising the fuel poor for energy efficiency and heating system upgrades.
Certain measures would obviously fit well together – for instance, Workplace Parking Levies
could help fund Free Public Transport.
Of the 21 specific sectoral and cross-sectoral measures recommended, four are wholly
controlled by the UK Government, five have a large role for local authorities, working with
the Scottish Government, and the remaining ten are directly in the hands of the Scottish
Government. Three are purely revenue raising, eight are purely about behaviour change and the
remaining twelve combine these two elements. Each could be implemented in isolation, but the
scale of the challenge we face means they should be considered in parallel.
The final recommendation is for the Scottish Government to set up an independent working
group to look at the ideas and proposals in this report and advise Ministers how to take them
forward, including what to include in the next Programme for Government in 2023. Given that
every industrialised country is facing similar challenges of reducing emissions and contributing
to the required international climate finance, an early commitment by the Scottish Government
to look at the use of fiscal measures to drive climate-just action would no doubt be warmly
welcomed at COP27 in November 2022 in Egypt.
The measures in this report are described in the Scottish context and would be delivered by
the UK or Scottish Governments, or local authorities, but most of them are possible in any
similar country.
The need to reduce emissions faster is urgent and the need to help other countries cope with
climate change is a debt we owe. We will need to implement many of these measures and
more to meet the climate challenge we face, and will need to do so fairly.
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Introduction
The Scottish Government has acknowledged twin emergencies of climate change and nature.
In the last 15 years we have passed two climate acts, both with tough emissions reduction
targets. A fifth climate action plan to deliver the cuts needed is currently being put together.
Progress is being made: Scotland’s direct emissions have halved since 1990. The Climate
Justice Fund has been helping people in Malawi, Rwanda and Zambia to adapt to the changing
climate for a decade. The Scottish Government has called this – the 2020s – the ‘decade of
delivery’ on climate change.1
Yet we are still not doing enough, with climate change continuing to increase around the globe
and with a strong likelihood that Scotland will miss most or all of our annual climate targets in
the coming decade, having already missed three out of the last four annual targets.*
Scotland needs to fund faster climate emissions reductions at home and make a fair
contribution to international climate finance, as well as to compensate those facing irreversible
losses and damages. This will need more public funds, from existing sources and new fiscal
measures, driven by the principles of making the highest polluters pay the most and protecting
the worst off. New measures are needed too to help persuade people to make low-carbon
choices in food, transport, energy use and recycling. And we have no time to waste.
Meeting the twin challenges of reducing emissions at home and making a fair contribution
to international action on climate requires many actions on many levels – and all at the
same time. Using regulation and policy – from banning high-emissions activities to setting
tough standards is vital. But action on climate change particularly needs money to flow in
different ways.
Among the tools any government has to tackle climate change are a range of fiscal measures.
A fiscal measure is anything where a flow of money is used to change behaviour or raise
money to fund priorities, or both. Fiscal measures cover everything from taxes, levies, duties
and charges to subsidies, loans, grants and guaranteed prices.
In Scotland, we are already familiar with environmental grants, loans and subsidies, such as
those for insulating people’s homes, and levies, duties and charges like the carrier bag charge,
and taxes like the landfill tax. What the Scottish Government chooses to fund in the annual
£43bn budget also represents a set of massive fiscal levers. How the Scottish public sector
spends an annual £13bn on purchasing goods and services is another major fiscal levers.
The field of using fiscal measures to tackle climate change is quite underdeveloped, here and
internationally. In its first report to the UK government in 1995, the British Government Panel on
Sustainable Development recommended the use of economic instruments and argued for a
radical shift in taxation policy away from labour and capital, and onto pollution and resources.
By 2017, revenue from environmental taxes made up about 2.5% of the UK’s GDP – about the
same as the EU average – but this was almost exclusively energy and fuel taxes with only
0.075% coming from pollution or resource taxes.2
This report looks at current fiscal measures at both the UK and Scottish level and suggests
how they might be used to bring about greater change, and at potential new fiscal measures,
including those in use or proposed elsewhere in the world.
A long list of 130 potential ideas for fiscal measures to consider was collected from a range of
sources, including the Royal Scottish Geographical Society’s Climate Emergency Summit on
finance,3 the Scottish Parliament Information Centre’s (SPICe) briefing on environmental fiscal
measures,4 the recommendations of Scotland’s Climate Assembly5 and the work of the Climate
Emergency Response Group.6 This list was filtered by a Stop Climate Chaos Scotland steering
group into the 21 priority ideas discussed in the body of this report and presented in more detail
in Appendix A. As ever, selection processes are not neutral. In this case, the selection

* The annual targets during the 2020s will be very difficult to meet, even with the strongest climate policies according to
Progress reducing emissions in Scotland – 2021 Report to Parliament, Climate Change Committee, 2021, https://www.
theccc.org.uk/publication/progress-reducing-emissions-in-scotland-2021-report-to-parliament/
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BOX 1 – The cost of living crisis
We are in a cost of living crisis, with the combination of Brexit impacts, COVID-19 recovery and
the war in Ukraine driving rapidly rising inflation, escalating interest rates and spiralling energy
bills. It is largely a fossil fuel crisis. At the same time, the new Prime Minister is promising to cut
taxes, extract more oil and gas, and scrap EU-inspired legislation.
It might seem that this is the worst time to talk about the need to spend more money taking
action to reduce climate emissions and to contribute more financial support towards those
being impacted by the climate crisis overseas. But it is exactly the right time to fight this
corner, lest, in a throwback to the 1980s, action on climate change is slowed down or put on
hold while we ‘fix’ the economy. We cannot afford to slacken our efforts if we are to avert even
deeper climate chaos.
One of the Climate Change Committee’s top recommendations in their 2022 UK progress
report7 was that “action to address the rising cost of living should be aligned with Net Zero.”
Specifically they support moving green levies off electricity bills and on to general public
spending, because this both makes electricity more affordable and makes it more attractive in
comparison to fossil fuels. This would encourage people to switch from gas heating to electric,
protecting them from future fossil fuel price fluctuations. They also called for a “sustained push
for both energy efficiency improvements and electrification” and rapid deployment of onshore
wind and solar energy schemes.
Together with the National Infrastructure Commission, the Climate Change Committee wrote
to the new Prime Minister on her first day in office, stressing the need to focus on energy
efficiency in buildings and low-carbon heating systems.8 They also urged her to speed up
deployment of onshore wind and solar energy, to reduce our reliance on gas as quickly and
cheaply as possible.
The foreword of the Scottish Government’s new Programme for Government the First Minister
says ”Our response to the cost crisis must also deliver for the climate.”9
A cost of living crisis is exactly the time to redirect subsidies and tax breaks, impose windfall
taxes on energy companies, and increase revenue from (the top-end of) Income and
Corporation Taxes, while looking to better tax wealth, thereby to invest in the solutions – like
insulating homes, changing heating systems, building up renewable energy and phasing out
fossil fuels – which will help people out of the current crisis and avoid similar crises in the future.
RECOMMENDATION 1 – measures to address the cost of living crisis need to also reduce
emissions so hat they help head off future crises, and well-designed climate measures can
help achieve social and economic goals.

criteria used included the scale of impact in raising funds or changing behaviour, delivery
of the polluter pays principle, speed of implementation, and alignment with the principles of
social and climate justice.* Others might of course come up with a different selection and
some of the ideas that did not make it into the top 21 are mentioned in the introductions to the
relevant chapters.
Engaging people in this discussion is important. The genesis of some of these ideas has been
from the Climate Assembly, a group of people from all walks of life convened by the Scottish
Government, and CERG, which describes itself as “a collection of like-minded leaders spanning
Scotland’s private, public and third sectors, delivery organisations and membership bodies.”
Others come from the Climate Emergency Summit process which involved dozens of experts,
and public and private sector leaders. Where appropriate this report also includes details of
relevant public opinion polling.

* A clear description of what climate justice means in this SCCS document: Delivering climate justice at COP26 in
Glasgow, SCCS, July 2021, https://www.stopclimatechaos.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Delivering-climatejustice-at-COP26.pdf
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There are many ideas for consideration in this report. Ideally a few simple, complementary
and progressive ones would be all we would need. Also ideally some would raise money,
targeting the biggest polluters, and this would pay for the ones which cost money. Of course
the landscape is already crowded with fiscal measures, some are even contradictory, so we
are stuck with complexity. This cannot be an excuse for inaction. Any transition is expensive
and, where we cannot make one measure pay for another, a top priority should be to protect
the vulnerable through that transition. Given the urgency of the climate crisis, we must use a
broad range of measures, recognising that we will need action across a number of areas, all at
the same time, and that the longer we wait, the more money will be needed later.
There is already a lively debate about the future of public funding in a changing world,
including the need to address the demographic challenge, adequately fund public services,
and tackle the climate and nature emergencies. This debate is raising issues of taxing wealth,
of replacing the Council Tax and of environmental taxes. This report is a contribution to this
vital public policy debate about how we use fiscal measures to move more quickly on climate
change, here and overseas. This is a debate that should be happening in every industrialised
country: the contexts and the solutions may differ somewhat, but the need for action –
particularly by rich, developed nations – is very urgent.
This report is not just for environment ministers and spokespeople, it is just as much for
finance ministers and First and Prime Ministers. Now is the time for Scotland to think boldly in
terms of how we transform our use of fiscal measures. Fiddling with a climate line here or there
in the budget will not be enough.
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1. Context
Some fiscal measures are entirely in the hands of the UK Government, some in the hands of
the Scottish Government and some overlap. This report covers all of these types of measure.
Income tax is mostly controlled by the UK Government, but Scotland has limited powers
to vary the bands and rate. Corporation Tax is controlled by the UK but Non-Domestic (or
Business) Rates are in the hands of Scotland. The Landfill Tax started as a UK tax but is now
completely devolved to Scotland. Air Passenger Duty/Air Departure Tax and the Aggregates
Levy are due to come under Scottish control soon.
This report takes no view on the merits or otherwise of where the power over specific fiscal
measures currently rest or other constitutional changes. On the one hand, if Scotland
were to become an independent country, it would then control all the fiscal measures
currently either fully or partially controlled by Westminster. It could do what it chose, within
international law and any EU obligations which applied. On the other hand, within the
existing UK settlement, the positive environmental impacts associated with changes at UK
level could be significantly larger, and, where the UK Government is in favour, changes could
perhaps be introduced more quickly than if dependent on achieving independence.
Under the current devolved settlement there are a number of ways that Scotland can
introduce a new measure (see box on Scotland and Taxes in section 1.3 below), but the
Scottish Government can also ask the UK Government to introduce a measure in UK law to
deliver something in Scotland, or can ask for the power to enact the measure to be devolved
to Scotland.
This rest of this chapter looks at the scale of the climate challenge, both how much more
we need to do in Scotland and our international climate obligations; the environmental
principles that should govern decisions on the design and use of fiscal measures; the full
scope of what is included as a fiscal measure; how climate action should be funded and
the constraints and barriers to action.

1.1 The scale of the climate challenge
The challenge at home
In 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change said that the world needed “rapid,
far-reaching and unprecedented action in all sectors of society” in order to deliver on the
2015 Paris Agreement goals of keeping the global temperature rise well below 2ºC and
making efforts to stay below 1.5ºC.10 We are currently beyond 1ºC of warming and heading for
a catastrophic 2.7ºC even if every nation delivers on its promises.11
Scotland’s direct climate emissions are now less than half what they were in 1990.12 Figure 1
shows Scotland’s direct emissions by sector. Most of the reductions since 1990 have been in
the energy and waste sectors. Other sectors have seen little change.
However, we also ‘export’ responsibility for emissions by buying goods from the rest of the UK
and overseas. Including these emissions gives our total climate footprint, or consumption
emissions, which reduced by only about 30% between 1998 and 2018 (the most recent
figures).13 In 2018, 50% of this global climate impact was from emissions we are responsible
for outside the UK; figure 2 shows where in the world these emissions came from.
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The targets in Scotland’s 2019 Climate Act – which are focused exclusively on emissions
generated in Scotland, that is, our territorial emissions plus our share of international
aviation and shipping – mean that there are eight years left to reduce Scotland’s direct
climate emissions to only 25% of their 1990 levels. This means roughly halving today’s level,
requiring year-on-year reductions of nearly 7% every year to 2030, a rate three times faster
than the reduction over the past 30 years.
There are annual targets in law and we met our 2020 target because the COVID-19
lockdowns drastically
transport
emissions.
But we missed
targetsaviation
beforeand
that
Figurecut
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on Climate Change, say
in millions of tonnes
of carbon
dioxide
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we will struggle to meet our annual targets on the way to the 2030 milestone.15 Similarly,
they also pointed out that the UK is not on track to meet its net-zero by 2050 target.16 The
Scottish Government’s monitoring of its own Climate Change Plan admits that we are off
track to meet our 2030 target, mainly because of the failure of carbon capture projects to
gain funding.17
A ‘Fair Share’ target looks at how quickly a country should reduce emissions based on
their historical responsibility for climate change, their capability to act and their current
level of emissions per capita. Not surprisingly, as a rich country which has been a major
fossil fuel user for centuries, the UK’s Fair Share target is a lot tougher than its actual target.
Climate Action Tracker rates countries against a variety of criteria and finds the UK’s plans
‘insufficient’ against a Fair Share target.18
So, Scotland is falling behind on our own plans, which are in turn not aiming high enough
to address the scale of the crisis. We need to do even more to make an equitable
contribution to keeping the world below a 1.5ºC temperature rise.
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Figure 2:
where
emissions
in imports
to Scotland
came from
in 2018
(excluding
the 37%
which comes
from the rest
of the UK).19
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The global challenge
The United Nations has described climate change as “the defining crisis of our time” and
states that:
“No corner of the globe is immune from [its] devastating consequences… environmental
degradation, natural disasters, weather extremes, food and water insecurity, economic
disruption, conflict, and terrorism.”20
Much of the world is heating up more quickly than Scotland, with the North Pole warming three
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last year. As this is being written a third of Pakistan is underwater after devastating floods.
33 million people are affected and early estimates put losses at $43bn.21
In general, the people most affected by climate change are and will be those who have done
the least to cause it. The entire continent of Africa is responsible for less than 4% of total global
emissions22 yet the people of Africa are already seeing major impacts of climate change, from
floods in the south to drought in the north, with 50 million people facing acute food insecurity
in Eastern Africa this year because of a range of crises including climate extremes.23 The
continent faces extreme heat, sea-level rise and major changes in rainfall.
At the Copenhagen climate talks in 2009, the world’s rich nations agreed to come up with
$100bn a year from 2020 to help poorer countries reduce emissions and adapt to climate
change. This target has not been met and much of the finance that is on offer is in the form
of loans. The OECD24 found that the current level of commitments is $83.3bn and an Oxfam
report25 looking at the funding in previous years found much of it to be overstated, concluding
that less than 40% of the stated figure was actually usable finance. Beyond the failure to
mobilise finance as promised, and an imbalance between projects which reduce emissions
and those that help adaptation to climate change, the real needs of low-income countries are
well beyond $100bn a year and this will be discussed again at COP27 in Egypt, with the aim of
agreeing a new long-term finance goal by 2024.
A detailed analysis26 in 2021 used a composite of national income, cumulative emissions and
population to calculate the UK’s fair contribution to the $100bn at $5.9bn a year, of which it was
contributing about half at the time. Scotland’s population-based share of this would be about
£450m a year.
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BOX 2 – Climate action and Scotland’s National Outcomes
Scotland’s National Outcomes,27 based on the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, are the key
aims for Scotland that are supposed to drive progress on core issues. Each one comes with a
set of progress indicators.
The Outcomes cover a wide range of issues from children and young people and poverty to
culture and human rights.
Progress on all the Outcomes is under threat in a climate-ravaged world. Conversely, more
rapid reductions in climate emissions, and the measures we use to deliver it, would contribute
to progressing many of the National Outcomes, including safeguarding people’s health by
reducing air pollution and increasing levels of active travel, reducing child poverty by lifting
homes out of fuel poverty, stimulating the economy with green jobs in renewable energy and
building retrofit, and building on our reputation as an international advocate for climate justice.
Well-designed measures would also help make Scotland a fairer and more inclusive country
by making sure the less well off get the benefits and the better off shoulder more of the costs.
Of course, it is not appropriate to compare this to the current level of the Scottish Government’s
Climate Justice Fund since overseas aid is a reserved matter. Thus, the UK Government should
be paying its full share of the $100bn commitment from UK-wide revenues. The Scottish
Government’s contribution in the form of the Climate Justice Fund, from devolved revenues,
should be seen as additional and a welcome message of commitment to other countries and
sub-national bodies.
In addition to money to help countries adapt to the changing climate, there is a difficult
discussion about finance to compensate communities for irreparable losses and damages
created by it. ‘Loss and Damage’ is strongly concentrated in poorer populations; it is estimated
to cost developing countries between $290bn and $580bn a year by 2030.28 Based on the fair
share analysis above, Scotland’s share of this would be, very approximately, £1.25-2.5bn a year.
This is before non-economic losses are even considered.
So, in 2030, Scotland’s fair contribution to the $100bn commitment and the mid-range estimate
of Loss and Damage would be about £2.3bn a year.
There is an interesting current discussion about making those who are failing to reach their
domestic climate targets contribute more funding internationally.
As well as tripling the value of the Climate Justice Fund, the Scottish Government announced
at COP26 in Glasgow that part of the existing Fund would be dedicated to addressing Loss
and Damage, to help communities to “repair and rebuild from climate-related events, such
as flooding and wildfires.” The First Minister called this “an act of reparation” and called on
rich countries to “start to pay their debt to the developing and vulnerable countries across
the world”29

BOX 3 – What is Loss and Damage?30
The ‘losses and damages’ of climate change refer to the irreversible impacts of the climate
crisis which cannot or have not been avoided by reducing our emissions or adapting to global
temperature increases. They affect humans and the natural environment.
Damage from climate change includes impacts such as loss of life, loss of land, loss of income,
loss of traditional knowledge and culture, or loss of personal possessions. These losses may
be from floods, droughts, storms, or processes such as desertification, sea-level rises or the
spread of tropical diseases.
The devastating floods in Pakistan have affected 33 million people and early estimates put
losses at $43bn. That is $43bn for one event in one country. More widely, Oxfam estimates
that funding requirements for UN humanitarian appeals linked to extreme weather are eight
times higher than they were 20 years ago, and over the past five years nearly half of appeal
requirements have gone unmet. Funding for emergency humanitarian response is piecemeal
and inadequate, as is broader support to address loss and damage such as rebuilding homes
and vital infrastructure.31
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This was a small commitment in terms of money but a very significant message to other
countries. Despite this, discussion of financing for Loss and Damage made little progress in
Glasgow and will be a major priority theme for many climate-impacted communities at COP27
in Egypt.
The Climate Justice Fund has made a useful contribution and the current commitment to
the Fund is £36m over the course of this Parliament. Having called for the Fund to significantly
increase, Stop Climate Chaos Scotland continues to ask for this to be funded from newlyraised revenue so that it is not taking away from other projects, here or overseas, and to ensure
the Scottish Government’s example reflects international civil society calls for the sourcing
of new and additional sources of finances for climate finance and addressing loss and
damage, rather than the re-labelling of existing Overseas Development Assistance. There is
an opportunity for the Scottish Government to build on its Loss and Damage commitment and
show further leadership here by identifying new and innovative sources of finance in Scotland.

1.2 Environmental Principles
The UK Withdrawal from the European Union (Continuity) (Scotland) Act 202132 incorporated
five key European Union environmental guiding principles into Scots Law, placing a duty on
Scottish Ministers* to have regard to the principles, listed as:
(a) the principle that protecting the environment should be integrated into the making
of policies,
(b) the precautionary principle as it relates to the environment,
(c) the principle that preventative action should be taken to avert environmental damage,
(d) the principle that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source,
(e) the principle that the polluter should pay.
Most relevant here is the Polluter Pays Principle, developed by the OECD in the early 1970s and
included in the UN Earth Summit’s Rio Declaration in 1992.33 It is built into the founding treaties
of the EU and was followed up in EU legislation with the 2004 Environmental Liability Directive,34
holding operators who damage the environment responsible for paying for its remediation.
More generally, the Principle is now understood to apply to the pollution consequences of
decisions made by individuals, including from the goods and services they buy. The obvious
corollary is that those who reduce their pollution will pay less.
Although the Polluter Pays Principle is an important one, its implementation is somewhat
patchy. An analysis35 in 2021 by the European Court of Auditors found it is:
“reflected and applied to varying degrees in the different EU environmental policies and its
coverage and application was incomplete. … The EU budget is sometimes used to fund cleanup actions, that should under the Polluter Pays Principle have been borne by polluters.”
The Scottish Government has consulted on guidance on how the principles should apply.36
On the Polluter Pays Principle it says:
“This principle aims to ensure that polluters are responsible for their actions and build in/are
held accountable for any remediation required.”
One of the polluter pays examples it gives is about charges and duties:
“charges and duties, such as the plastic bag charge, air passenger duty and the landfill tax,
ensure that the individual consumer faces the cost of their activity on the environment.”
Clearly the Polluter Pays Principle has to be a fundamental consideration for policymakers –
whether at UK, Scotland or local level – in developing fiscal measures, and it has been a strong
guide in the selection of measures included in this report given that it is inseparable from the
wider concept of climate justice.
A further consideration is equity – a strong element of both social justice and climate
justice. At home, this is about solutions which do not disadvantage those on low-incomes,
* The original intention was that this duty would apply to UK Ministers when acting in relation to Scotland, although this
has subsequently been narrowed.
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internationally it is about helping countries deal with the climate change that we played a
large historical part in creating.
Between 1990 and 2015, just the richest 1% of the world’s population were responsible for 15% of
global emissions, which was more than twice that of the poorest half of humanity. The richest
10% accounted for over half of global emissions.37 This correlation between wealth and climate
impact has also informed the measures chosen in this report.
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation38 found that environmental taxes are often regressive,
impacting on low-income households disproportionately. Any fiscal measures should be
designed to be progressive, with protection for the poorest if necessary and access for all, not
just the wealthy, to solutions. For instance, most domestic solar power schemes are owned by
people with sufficient disposable income to invest in them, and people who rent are unlikely
to be able to commit to changing a heating system. There is a good case to require an
equity assessment of every fiscal measure and budget, building on the current Equality and
Fairer Scotland Budget Statement.39
While equity has informed the analysis in this paper, further assessment of the distributional
consequences of each measure, including across the income spectrum as well as by gender,
race, age, ability and geographic location, is needed to prevent any unintended consequences.
Equity considerations are also built into the concept of Just Transition,* which aims to protect
workers and communities as the economy moves away from dependence on fossil fuels,
leaving no-one behind. The Scottish Government says “a just transition is both the outcome –
a fairer, greener future for all – and the process that must be undertaken in partnership with
those impacted by the transition to net zero.”40
RECOMMENDATION 2 – both the polluter pays principle and considerations of equity should
strongly influence the choice and design of fiscal measures, including but not limited to,
those which address climate change, to reflect climate justice.

1.3 What are fiscal measures?
At its most basic, taking action to reduce climate emissions is a case of stopping doing the
bad things and doing more of the good things. Sometimes governments ban things outright
but most often they try to engineer a transition, and this usually involves making the things we
want less of more expensive and incentivising the things we want more of, through prices or
other means.
A good example where a range of measures combine is in the field of transport, where Scottish
Government targets aim to reduce the number of car kilometres driven by 20% by 2030, move
half the public bus fleet away from fossil fuels by 2023, and end the sales of petrol and diesel
vans and cars, also by 2030. Government money subsidises the creation of a network of
charging points for electric vehicles, on-going annual subsidies keep the bus and rail networks
running, loans or grants help people and companies switch to electric vehicles, zero-rated
Vehicle Excise Duty encourages people to opt for electric cars, fuel duty encourages people
to switch away from petrol and diesel, funding for local authorities helps reclaim urban areas
for walking and cycling, and people driving the wrong vehicle in one of Scotland’s four lowemission zones will be fined.
So, to reduce climate emissions from transport, the government(s) are simultaneously using
policy measures, targets, taxes, grants, loans, subsidies, duties and fines to bring about change.
A report on Environmental Fiscal Measures written by Callum Blackburn for the Scottish
Parliament Information Centre did an excellent job of summarising the wide array of fiscal
measures in the two tables reproduced below, dividing the measures into ‘carrots’ and ‘sticks.’41

* The concept of Just Transition is now widely used; one of the most widely accepted definitions comes from the
International Trades Union Confederation: “A Just Transition secures the future and livelihoods of workers and their
communities in the transition to a low-carbon economy. It is based on social dialogue between workers and their
unions, employers, and government, and consultation with communities and civil society.”
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Table 1: Types of Environmental Fiscal Measure – Incentive focused (Carrots)
Mechanism

Current or past
examples applied in
Scotland

Available
to Scottish
Parliament?

Comment

Grants

New woodland
planting.
Piloting innovative
“Circular” business
models

Yes

May have a limited
impact if there is a lack
of sufficient funding
resources to provide scale.
May also have a minimal
behaviour change impact,
as limited to the grant
recipients only.

Low cost loans

Domestic insulation
and renewable energy
installations.

Yes

May have a limited impact
due to lack of sufficient
funding resources to
provide scale. May also
have a minimal behaviour
change impact, as limited
to the loan recipients only.

Subsidies

Farming payments.
Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI)

Yes in certain
devolved
sectors such as
agriculture
No, RHI is a UK
Measure

Capacity to have major
impact at scale e.g.
via changes to existing
agriculture payments due
to Scotland’s geography
being dominated by
agriculture land.
Could result in minimal
behaviour change impact
as a result of market
barriers to take up e.g. in
the case of the RHI.

Guaranteed
prices

Contracts for
Difference for
renewable electricity.
Feed in Tariffs for
domestic solar energy

No

Both measures have
resulted in significant
increases in renewable
electricity generation.
However, in both these
cases the funding comes
from energy suppliers
which results in rising
electricity prices.

Tax & Capital
Allowances

Allowances for
business buying new
zero-emission goods
vehicles.

No

These reward beneficial
investment in assets/
infrastructure or research
(targeted at high earners
and companies).

Local tax relief
(Business Rates/
Council Tax

There are Business
Rate reliefs’ in place
for District Heating,
Renewable Energy,
Charities and Reverse
Vending machines

Yes

Since Business Rates and
Council Tax are devolved
the Scottish Government
can use these to
incentivise businesses and
householders.

Other fiscal
incentives

The Price of Carbon.
Ring Fenced budgets.

Some are

A range of technical
measures that may be
helpful when other options
are constrained.
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Table 2: Types of Environmental Fiscal Measure – Disincentive focused (Sticks)
Mechanism

Current or past
examples applied in
Scotland

Available
to Scottish
Parliament?

Comment

Taxes/Duties

Differential VAT rates,
specific taxes such as
Landfill Tax

Some are

VAT not available as an
option but Landfill Tax and
others are. Depending
on the specific measure,
cross-border effects may
limit use in Scotland

Levies

Petrol and Diesel Levies
Climate Change Levy
(CCL)

Yes but subject to
UK Government
approval if the
levy revenue
is accrued by
the Scottish
Government.

Acts like a Carbon Tax
where used in relation to
fuels and large industrial
energy users. May simply
be a tax called a levy e.g.
Aggregates Levy.

Minimum Prices

Single use carrier bags.

Yes

When used have
demonstrably had a
significant behaviour
change impact.

Extended
Producer
Responsibility

Deposit Return
Responsibility
Producer Responsibility
Schemes (such
as for Packaging,
Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment
(WEEE) and Batteries).

Yes

The Scottish Government
often agrees to work
on a UK basis for these.
Evidence from other
countries shows these
offer significant behaviour
change impact and
emissions reduction if
designed ambitiously.

Local Taxes and
Charges

Waste Collection
Services.
Tourist taxes.

Yes

Operated by
Local authorities and offer
a range of opportunities.
Dependent on supporting
Scottish Government
legislation or regulation.

Trading Schemes

UK Emissions Trading
Scheme.
European Emissions
Trading Scheme.

unclear

Complex and their
effectiveness may be
questionable but in the
case of emissions trading
they are being used as
a form of proxy for a
Carbon Tax.
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There is a passing mention in the table of VAT. VAT is a regressive tax since it hits lowerincome households and working age people harder than the well off. But it can be used as
a tool to encourage pro-climate behaviours: many energy efficiency products and services
are rated at zero or 5% for VAT in the UK. VAT reductions are in place on heat from renewable
sources in France, green electricity in Italy, electric vehicles in Norway and train tickets in
Germany.42 Germany has also proposed removing the VAT reduction on meat products.43
Without additional measures these VAT incentives are still more accessible for people with
higher incomes.
The Scottish Government has made a strong commitment to using tax to deliver on climate
objectives. Its 2021 Framework for Tax44 says “tax policy will also play a crucial role in ensuring
fiscal sustainability, tackling climate change and reducing inequality” and aims to align tax
policies with the Climate Change Plan over time. It also says: “we will consider how the tax
powers that we have could help change behaviour, supporting the transition to a net zero
economy” and “whilst the majority of green tax powers are reserved, we will pursue changes
at every level to deliver on Scotland’s climate and environmental ambitions.” The Resource
Spending Review 45 – which sets out the parameters of spending to 2026-7 and high-level
spending plans – has the climate and nature crises as one of its five priorities, saying “the
spending review comes at a critical point in the global challenge to address the climate crisis,
adapting to the impacts of the irreversible change that is already evident and seeking to
mitigate the extent of future change through a just transition.”
The recent Reform Scotland paper on the future of taxation46 made a clear case that overall
tax revenues will need to increase to meet the twin challenges of an ageing population and
addressing climate change. On continuation of current trends, tax revenues would need to
increase just to maintain existing initiatives.
The Office for Budget Responsibility have looked at the changing environmental tax picture
out to 2050.47 They predicted that the revenues from energy taxes (fuel duties), vehicle excise
duties, air passenger duty, and landfill and plastics taxes will decline to zero from a current
contribution of about 1.6% of GDP. If a carbon price, of £100/tCO2e rising to £187/tCO2e by 2050,
was introduced in all sectors of the economy that currently do not pay one, environmental tax
revenue would increase overall for a while but then decline again to about 0.5% of GDP in 2050.
The next section of this report argues that funding for action to combat the climate emergency
is of such importance that it should be mostly funded from general taxation, but that there
is clearly also a role for environment taxation and other fiscal measures in driving behaviour
change to reduce emissions, complementing the action funded from general taxation.
The Carrier Bag Charge has brought about a large change in public behaviour, with a decrease
of 90% in the number of new plastic bags being sold, and the revenue raised has helped fund
charity work. The Landfill Tax has been successful in reducing waste going to landfill disposal
by 75%, and it also raises revenue – expected to be £128m in 2022-3 in Scotland. Historic
differences in the fuel duty rates significantly influenced whether people bought diesel or petrol
cars, as well as raising large amounts of revenue – £27.5bn in 2019-20 at the UK level. Before
that, differential duty rates drove leaded petrol out of the market, ahead of an eventual ban.
The Landfill Tax and the Carrier Bag Charge are examples of fiscal measures which will see
declining overall revenue as their behaviour change effect changes consumer and business
choices. Demand for plastic bags was elastic – when the Carrier Bag Charge made people
think about how they carried their shopping home, there were easy alternatives to turn to.
Where demand is initially inelastic, alternatives need to be created. For example, an increase
in motoring costs may produce little change in an area poorly served by public transport.
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BOX 4 – Landfill Tax
An example of a tax which
drives behaviour change
and raises revenue is the
Landfill Tax (which also
raises revenue for social
projects). Introduced
across the UK in 1996 at
£7 per tonne of waste
arriving at a landfill site,
it has steadily risen to
today’s figure of £98.60 a
tonne. This tax became
a separate Scottish tax in
2015 and it is estimated
that the amount of waste
sent to landfills in Scotland
between 1996 and 2020
dropped by 80%.

Figure 3: landfill tax rates and quantities of waste landfilled 1995-2020
(SEPA data).48

One of the key strengths of the Landfill Tax is that the future cost was known, so the waste
industry and waste managers like local authorities could build these costs into their future
planning. The tax has also been used to differentiate between types of waste, with inert
materials being charged at a much lower rate.
Figure 3: landfill tax rates and quantities of waste landfilled 1995-2020 (SEPA data).

The Landfill Tax has been a big success in terms of reducing use of landfill. The disappointing
aspect of the impact of the tax is that other policy failures have meant that the tax has done
more to encourage the growth of incineration than the growth of reuse and recycling.49
The Reform Scotland report finds that the Scottish Government undertakes only a limited
assessment of the consumption-based carbon emissions associated with spending in the
Scottish Budget and has “not, as yet, included a more comprehensive assessment or extended
this to include the impact of revenue-raising.” It also recommends that fiscal policies should
all be assessed for their impact on climate change.
The Scottish Government has undertaken to review how climate considerations influence
the budget, with both work they have commissioned from Fraser of Allander Institute50 and
independent input from the Climate Emergency Response Group51 informing this thinking.
Both of these inputs also look more broadly at how policies, as well as expenditure plans, can
be tested against climate change commitments.
In their report on a Green Recovery52 the Scottish Parliament’s Environment, Climate Change
and Land Reform Committee recommended wider application of ‘conditionality’:
“The Committee recommends any model for future funding support to business and the third
sector must consider conditionality and opportunities to include measures which relate to
supporting the delivery of social and environmental objectives. Specifically, the Committee
recommends that, where appropriate, support should be conditional on action to reduce
emissions in alignment with any route-map to net-zero, and a green recovery. Sectors which
require urgent action in this regard are fossil fuel extraction and use, transport, agriculture
and manufacturing.”
and
“The Committee recommends public funding must be accompanied by a published set
of conditions on achieving relevant public objectives (e.g. net-zero, biodiversity, fair work,
diversity and inclusion, circular economy). All applications for funds must include an action
plan to achieve the conditions, with the detail proportionate to the scale of funding. Action
plans should be publicly available, where appropriate.”
The following chapters of this report look at the use of a range of fiscal measures in different
sectors of emissions and across the economy.
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BOX 5 – Scotland and taxes
Scotland already controls the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax, Landfill Tax, Council Tax and
Non-Domestic Rates (Business Rates) and partly controls Income Tax, being able to set bands
and rates. Air Departure Tax and Aggregates Levy are also due to come into Scottish control.
Scotland can also create new (local) taxes, or ask for powers for new taxes. The Scotland
Act 1998 gave Scotland the power to create local taxes to fund local authority expenditure.
This route is suggested later on for the proposed Carbon Emissions Land Tax. The Scottish
Government can also apply to the Privy Council to create a new devolved tax through an Order
in Council, which involves the UK Government but not generally the Houses of Parliament, or
negotiate with the UK Government to create a new tax through a Bill or section 30 order under
the Scotland Act 1998 at Westminster.
The Scottish Government has the power to introduce new levies, but needs permission from the
UK Government if the levy generates revenue that comes to the Scottish Government.

1.4 General taxation or environmental taxes?
In the 1980s, seemingly-serious politicians would say that we need to grow the economy so
we can then afford to fix the environment. Work like the 2006 Stern Review53 on the economics
of climate change showed that it is the environment that underpins the economy and acting
today on climate change is much cheaper than waiting to act when the situation is much
worse. The review found that spending 1% of GDP a year could avert the worst of the climate
crisis, whereas waiting to act could mean spending 20% of GDP in future to cope with the
damage from climate change and reduce emissions. 20% of predicted global GDP in 2050
would be over $20 trillion.54 In 2008, Stern recalculated the necessary spend to be 2% of GDP.55
For comparison Scotland’s GDP in 2019, the last pre-COVID-19 year, was nearly £170bn, so
Stern’s 2% number would suggest we should be spending £3.4bn a year on tackling climate
change. Common Weal’s detailed Green New Deal plans in Our Common Home56 are costed
at £5bn a year.
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Figure 4:
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The commitments listed as relating to climate change in the current 2022-3 Scottish
Budget total £2.86bn, with half of this being investment in rail network infrastructure and
decarbonisation.57 This sounds impressive but still falls considerably short of Stern’s 2% target
level and is demonstrably insufficient since the Climate Change Committee says we are off
track to meet our annual targets up to, and probably including, 2030.
In relation to the UK as a whole, the Climate Change Committee estimates that £50bn of public
and private finance needs to be invested a year from 2030 to achieve net zero by 2050.58 The
Office for Budget Responsibility estimates that the UK public funding component of this is
£15-24bn a year by 2030 to keep on track for net zero by 2050.59 Scotland may need to spend
proportionately more because our net zero target aims for 2045, some five years earlier, but
this may not be the case because much of the cost is about transforming the power sector,
some of which has already happened in Scotland more rapidly than in England.
YouGov polling consistently finds climate change a top three or four concern for the British
public, alongside the economy and health – with levels of concern having grown significantly
in recent years.60 Earlier polling in Scotland, conducted for Stop Climate Chaos Scotland,
also by YouGov, showed that 78% of respondents in Scotland said they were either more
concerned about climate change or are as concerned as they were twelve months previously
and 70% supported Scotland taking greater action in transport, food and homes to tackle
climate change.61

BOX 6 – the Scottish Budget

Scottish Budget Sources

Figure 5:
how the
Scottish
Budget is
funded.
Based
approximately
on the
projected
2022-23
budget62

Net block grant 56.3%
Income tax 33.2%
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax 1.8%
Scottish Landfill Tax 0.3%
Non-domestic rates 6.4%
Other 2.0%

Figure 5 shows how the Scottish Budget is made up, in broad terms, with the majority of funding
coming from the block grant from the UK Government and around 35% of the revenue coming
from taxes that the Scottish Government fully or partly controls plus non-domestic rates which
are paid out to local authorities, who also collect Council Tax. In 2022-3, these two are worth
about £2.8bn and £2.7bn respectively.
The total budget in 2022-3 is around £43bn with £17.1bn committed to health and social care,
and £4.2bn to social security, leaving £21.3bn for expenditure in all other areas. The Scottish
Government also plans
ofScottish
borrowing.
Figure £450m
5: how the
Budget is funded. Based approximately on the projected 2022-23
As noted above thebudge
2022-3 Scottish Budget lists £2.86bn-worth of climate related activities,
which is about 6.7% of the total budget.

The UK Government also spends money related to Scotland on reserved matters like pensions
and defence, with revenues that come from UK taxes like Fuel Duty, Corporation Tax and
National Insurance.
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The climate threat is so significant that both the Scottish Government and the UK Parliament
formally recognised that there is a ‘climate emergency’ in 2019.63 Dealing with an ‘emergency’
should be a national priority. It should mean doing lots of things differently. Dealing with
the climate emergency is also an enabler in delivering on other national priorities, including
reducing the burden on the NHS caused by temperature extremes, making our transport
system fairer and driving the Just Transition for oil-dependent communities and workers.
Since it is a national priority, funding for action to reduce emissions and to fund our
international climate obligations should mostly come from general taxation – a relatively
stable and predictable source of finance. Where specific environmental taxes, levies, charges
or other measures are applied, this should be predominantly because they will help bring
about the desired behaviour change for an orderly transition, with any revenue generated as a
result creating an added benefit.
This is the case for other national priorities. For instance, the NHS is funded almost entirely from
general taxation. Where there are health-related fiscal measures, like the duty on cigarettes,
the sugar tax or the minimum price for a unit of alcohol, the primary purpose is to change
behaviours away from things which are bad for health. The Office for Budget Responsibility
estimates tobacco duties will raise nearly £11bn for the government in 2022/2364 but none of
this is specifically reserved for the NHS, despite smoking imposing a £2.5bn cost on the service.
The minimum price for alcohol does not provide an income stream to government, instead it is
expected to boost income to the drinks industry. However, this measure is seen as a means of
encouraging a reduction in alcohol consumption, thereby boosting public health and reducing
the knock-on impact upon the NHS.
So we fund the NHS from general taxation because it is a national priority for us. We have
relevant taxes, levies, charges and minimum prices because they help drive behaviour towards
better health outcomes. This is also the approach we should take to action on climate change.
RECOMMENDATION 3 – the funding for measures to address the climate emergency should
come from progressive forms of general taxation. Complementary specific environmental
taxes are useful where they bring about behaviour change which reduces emissions.
BOX 7 – Borrowing
The Scottish Government is allowed to borrow money, within strict limits. Capital borrowing
can be up to £450m in any year, up to a total of £3bn; resource borrowing can be up to £600m,
up to a total of £1.75bn and only for very specific purposes.65
Using the Stern Report’s66 argument that climate change is a long-term problem which is
considerably cheaper to deal with today than in the future, the case could be made that
the Scottish Government should be enabled to borrow much more, so it can invest in longterm climate change solutions immediately, alongside the improved use of existing fiscal
powers. On the negative side, this passes the cost of investing in climate just action today
to future generations, counter to the principle of making polluters pay. However, those
future generations would likely inherit a safer, more stable world and therefore be in a better
state to pay off the debt we pass them, than if we wait and expect them to deal with larger
climate impacts.
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1.5 General taxation vs hypothecation
Hypothecation of a tax, charge, duty or levy means that the revenue raised is dedicated to a
particular type of spending. A good climate-related example is the Workplace Parking Levy
in the City of Nottingham. The scheme has been running since 2011 and raised around £83m
in its first decade, all of which has gone back into funding transport improvements in the city,
principally the provision of electric buses and the extension of the tram network.67 The scheme
covers around 40% of the workplace parking spaces in the city, with employers providing more
than 10 spaces currently paying £458 for each parking space included in the scheme.68
Hypothecation helps ‘sell’ a measure. To the public and employers in Nottingham it is clear
what benefits the levy is funding. Some employees who used to drive will now be taking the
new bus or tram funded by the levy. The levy provides a large, steady and predictable income
stream to fund Nottingham City Council’s transport plans.
A well-designed fiscal measure will bring about behaviour change as well as raising revenue.
So an obvious problem for a hypothecated tax or levy targeted at an undesirable activity
is that, over time, success at changing behaviour reduces the revenue raised, reducing the
resources available to fund the alternatives to the ‘bad’ that is being taxed.
The UK Health and Social Care Levy is an attempt to temporarily extract extra national
insurance contributions from people for something most of them would think worth funding.
The UK Treasury is generally not keen on hypothecation because it reduces budgeting flexibility
and increases complexity. It is possible that the case for hypothecation is stronger for local
fiscal measures because the local benefits are more visible than for some national schemes.
Hypothecation of revenues would usually be for expenditure in the UK, so this would need to be
in parallel to central tax revenues funding international climate finance obligations.
RECOMMENDATION 4 – where an environmental fiscal measure raises revenue, that revenue
should generally be hypothecated to be spent on relevant environmental improvement e.g.
the Nottingham Workplace Parking Levy funding improvements in public transport.

1.6 Trading schemes
The theory of carbon trading systems is that the people, businesses or countries who are
most easily able to reduce emissions do so and those who would find it harder buy enough
credits for emissions reductions to cover their own targets. In a perfect world, with a perfect
system, the world gets the emissions reductions it needs in the most economically-efficient
fashion. In the real world, the experience has been complex and slow to deliver significant
emissions reductions.
The first large carbon market was the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme, set up in
2005. It is a ‘cap and trade’ scheme – there is an annual cap on the total amount of emissions
allowed, which decreases over time, and participants trade to end the year with the right
number of permits or face fines.
This scheme covers around 12,000 factories, power stations and large emitters, encompassing
40% of all climate emissions in 31 countries – the EU plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
It should be a powerful tool to drive down emissions yet during its first decade it made little
difference at all, with one study suggesting it reduced emissions by less than 4% between
2008 and 2016.69
With huge allocations of free credits given to major polluters, the actual price of buying a
carbon credit was so low that no business saw the need to actually change their high-carbon
plans. Progress has been better more recently and the European Union has ambitious plans for
how the EU scheme will reduce emissions across Europe in the coming decades.
Post-Brexit the UK has set up its own parallel emissions trading scheme. It is not yet clear
whether the UK and EU scheme will become linked. See section on the UK Emissions Trading
Scheme below.
A system of trading landfill allowances in Scotland created a disincentive to local authorities
providing business waste and recycling services, and was scrapped after less than a decade
of operation when it became outdated.70
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Trading schemes are complex and can suffer from loopholes, double counting and plain
cheating. The burden of cost in a badly designed scheme can fall disproportionately on those
on low incomes. Any suggestion of setting up any new trading schemes related to any form of
emissions should be treated with caution, as we do not have the luxury of time to wait for years
before any such scheme starts to make a difference in reducing emissions.
RECOMMENDATION 5 – trading schemes can be effective but they can be slow to deliver
outcomes and their impact on the poor can be significant, so any proposal for a new trading
scheme should be treated with caution.

1.7 Constraints and barriers
Public vs private finance
As stated above, at the UK level, the Climate Change Committee estimate that £50bn needs
to be invested a year from 2030 and the Office for Budget Responsibility estimate that the UK
public funding component of this is £15-24bn a year by 2030, so between 50% and 70% of the
necessary annual funding is expected to come from private finance.
The OECD72 estimate that, of the $83.3bn committed by 2020 to the $100bn target, only 16%
came from private companies. The vast majority of private companies do not exist to tackle
climate change. Traditionally most companies have been aiming to maximise shareholder
value (a legal duty, with caveats, in the UK). The renewable energy companies installing clean
electricity technologies are doing an essential task for reducing emissions, but they are mostly
making a handsome profit as well.
In general, companies will spend money on projects, technologies and programmes that
reduce climate change emissions only when that is clearly to the companies’ advantage.
Public opinion exerts some influence but it is governments that:

the legal frameworks within which companies operate (including putting a price
• set
on carbon)
public policy to signal the direction of future markets (phasing out sales of fossil fuel
• use
cars or stimulating a huge demand for heat pumps)
• directly set prices (fuel duty or renewable electricity prices) and
• use conditions on the public sector’s own purchasing to influence businesses.
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EU Carbon Permits

It is the job of government to make the conditions right for companies to invest in
pro‑climate behaviour.
The EU’s new Sustainable Finance Taxonomy,73 despite its weaknesses on gas and nuclear
power, aims to guide private investment into well-defined, stable areas of investment which
help meet climate and nature objectives.
The scale of the funding challenge – for instance the £33bn the Scottish Government estimates
is needed to upgrade Scotland’s home insulation and heating systems – is so great that
private investment will obviously be needed alongside public funding. The Climate Change
Plan acknowledges that “private finance is vital to securing the level of investment required
to reach net zero. The transition will in turn create a wealth of opportunities across the
Scottish economy.”
In relation to heating systems specifically, a joint government and industry taskforce is looking
at how to fund the mass installation of heat pumps and other heat solutions, with a report due
in March 2023.74
The Resources Spending Review75 says “while there are areas of society that should always
remain government funded, the scale and urgency of the climate emergency means private
and third sector investment will be critical to shift to a net zero, climate resilient, wellbeing
economy. To harness this investment effectively and maximise the impact of collective action
to address the climate crisis, activity to move from a “funding to financing” policy model will
be scaled up to ensure that future climate change policy leverages private sector investment
and action, better amplifying the impact of public investment.”
On pro-climate infrastructure, the Scottish Government’s budget paper for 2022‑3 says:
“Building on the platform of COP26, we will work to attract investment into Scotland’s Green
Investment Portfolio, which will bring together market-ready projects worth £3 billion by 2022,
and accelerate work on developing our pipeline of investible projects with credible and robust
business cases.”76
An example is electric bus funding, where £50m in public funding brought in over £70m from
the private sector for 272 buses in 2020.77 Another example of a very successful UK publicprivate partnership was the Kirklees £21m Warm Zone project where Scottish Power contributed
around half the funding for 51,000 homes to be retrofitted for energy efficiency, resulting in an
estimated net social benefit of nearly £250m.78
The Scottish Government’s new Programme for Government promises a new ‘investors’
panel’ “led by the First Minister, to convene investors to discuss how they are investing in the
infrastructure that Scotland needs to ensure a just transition to net zero emissions.”79
Conditionality applied to funding, regulation, procurement and licensing is a tool to draw out
private sector contributions. Clearly, if the private sector proves unwilling to play its part in
helping fund the changes needed to meet our climate obligations, a variety of fiscal and other
measures could encourage, incentivise or penalise them, as well as simply extracting finance
from them directly.
An expanded role for the public sector in direct delivery, as in the Kirklees example above,
should also be explored.

UK Internal Market Issues
The UK Internal Market Act 202080 aims to prevent barriers to trade within the UK, mostly to
make it easier for the UK to make trade deals around the world in the post-Brexit context. So a
new levy, charge or minimum price in Scotland could easily be challenged on the grounds that
it makes it harder to sell a product or service in Scotland than is the case in England.
The Scottish Government has already sought an exclusion from the Act for its proposed
ban on some single-use plastic items and the new Office for the Internal Market identified
environment, energy use, agriculture and food as among the areas of likely future divergence.81
Potential conflicts will be rapidly accelerated if the UK Government sweeps away a significant
fraction of ‘EU-inspired’ legislation over the next couple of years, especially since the Scottish
Government is committed to not only retaining EU law and standards but also trying to keep
pace with EU law as it evolves.
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Similarly, the UK Subsidy Control Act 202282 regulates the use of public subsidies and replaces
the EU’s State Aid rules. It may be a barrier to new or expanded subsidies in Scotland since
it seeks to minimise “the impact of subsidies on competition and investment within the
United Kingdom.”
The Brexit-related Common Frameworks agreed between the UK Government and the
devolved nations on a wide range of topics may also constrain the Scottish Government’s
ability to act, or at least add an extra layer of complexity, a prime example being in the area of
reform of agricultural subsidy arrangements.83

Cross Border Adjustment Mechanism
The EU is planning to introduce a Cross Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM),84 a scheme
to put a carbon levy on a selection of items from outside the EU where the originating country
does not have as strong a control on carbon as the EU. This is to help prevent, for instance,
steel industry firms re-locating to non-EU countries where costs are lower because climate
emissions are not properly valued, a phenomenon known as ‘carbon leakage.’ When
introduced, the CBAM will cover the cement, aluminium, fertilisers, electricity production, and
iron and steel sectors.
While the UK has a similar targets’ trajectory for emissions from these sectors, and an Emissions
Trading Scheme covering them, the CBAM should have little or no impact on UK exports to the
EU, other than additional paperwork. If there was a significant divergence in the approach
taken by the UK in relation to the EU, CBAM impacts would become significant. If that were
the case and Scotland became independent and joined the EU, there would have to be a
negotiation about whether CBAM would operate on products imported to Scotland from
England and Wales.
Westminster’s Environmental Audit Committee recently conducted an inquiry into carbon
border taxes and recommended that the UK Government begin work to design a UK CBAM
as soon as possible.85 In response, the UK Government included border carbon taxes in its
consultation on the UK ETS scheme.86

1.8 Environmental fiscal measures from elsewhere
Across Europe in 2020 revenue from environmental taxes made up an average of 5.4%
of total tax revenues, a decline from 6.6% 20 years ago (figure 7).87 There is no exactly
comparable figure for the UK but approximate figures show that the UK level is close to the
European average.
A recent IEEP study88 found that:
“tax systems across the EU are, overall, neither green enough nor fair enough. But Member
States with greener tax systems – where polluters pay for a bigger share of the costs
of their environmental damage – also tend to have more progressive tax systems and
lower inequality.”
The study also found Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Spain and Sweden have explicitly included green
tax reforms in their COVID-19 recovery plans. The EU set up a €750bn Resilience and Recovery
Facility of grants and loans to Member States, with approaching 40% of the spending focused
on environment transition measures.89
The OECD has a programme of work encouraging countries to act on climate change, saying:
“governments can not only build strong economic growth but also limit future climate
damages if they collectively act for a ‘decisive transition’ towards low-carbon, resilient
economies.”90 They point out that 70% of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions from
advanced and emerging economies are entirely untaxed, taxes on coal are zero or close to
zero in most countries and for international flights and shipping, fuel taxes are zero. The top
fiscal measures they promote are pricing carbon, tax and incentives to renovate existing
buildings, low prices for public transport and sustainable freight, and taxes and subsidies
to reduce emissions from farming.91 They have also done work looking at including climate
change in macroeconomic modelling.92
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The EU’s ‘Fit for 55’94 programme of work on climate change aims to put their 55% reduction
by 2030 goal into law and tighten the limits on emissions in the Emissions Trading Scheme
and emissions limits for car makers. It sets a renewable energy target of 40% by 2030,
and introduced the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism mentioned above. One of
the proposals is to set up a new Emissions Trading Scheme, separate from the current
one, to cover emissions from buildings and road transport. Part of the money raised by
this scheme would go to a Social Climate Fund, which would help ease the transition to
lower emissions, with a particular focus on vulnerable households, small businesses and
Figure
7: revenue from environmental taxes (including energy, transport and pollution) in the
95
transport users.
EU in 2020 as a percentage of all tax revenue.

A report from the European Environment Agency96 found that the much discussed idea
of shifting taxes away from labour and onto resources and pollution has largely not
been realised.
The new US Inflation Reduction Act, despite its fossil fuel loopholes, would invest nearly
$375bn over the decade in action to reduce emissions, including investments in renewable
energy production and tax breaks for consumers buying electric vehicles.97 The biggest
source of revenue is a new minimum 15% tax on companies that make more than $1bn in
annual profits – expected to raise more than $258bn over the decade.
Slight caution must be exercised in any assumptions made about the effectiveness of fiscal
measures in delivering behavioural changes. There are a number of positive examples
but a recent study found that pro-environment incentives can be effective, in this case
in recycling programmes in China, but may actually reduce an individual’s intrinsic proenvironmental motivation.98 Human behaviour is also influenced by a complex mix of nonfinancial factors, so any fiscal measure needs to be part of a wider programme.99
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2. Cross-Economy Measures
The recent Reform Scotland paper on the future of taxation100 called for radical reform to meet
the twin challenges of an ageing population and tackling climate change, and for a shift from
taxing employment to taxing wealth:
“in order for Scotland to cope with the future challenges presented by demographics and
climate change, the tax system will need to be completely redesigned, rather than simply
tinkering with the rates of current taxes.”
Below we start with some important tinkering and move on to some more radical proposals.

2.1 Income Tax
RECOMMENDATION 6 – increase income tax revenue to fund action on climate change.
Increases should fall mostly on higher and top-rate taxpayers because they are almost
always also high-emitting individuals and also have greater capacity to pay.
Revenue raising, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Income tax contributes around a third of the Scottish budget at £13.6bn in 2022-3.101 This is
predicted to grow to nearly £16.5bn by 2026-7, mainly because of the impact of inflation.102
Scotland has already made higher earners pay more than in England and Wales but our top
rates of tax are still low compared to countries like Denmark and Sweden, and thresholds are
set so that they apply to only a small fraction of the population – for example, there are only
20,000 people in Scotland’s highest Income Tax bracket. The current enhancements to the
Scottish income tax system generate an additional £500m-£600m a year.
The recent Reform Scotland paper on the future of taxation103 called for radical reform to meet
the twin challenges of an ageing population and tackling climate change, and for a shift from
taxing employment to taxing wealth, but acknowledged that income tax would still be an
important source of revenue for public good.
On environmental impact, Oxfam and the Stockholm Environmental Institute calculated that
the richest 1% in the UK have a carbon footprint six times that of the national average, and 11
times that of someone in the poorest 50% of the population. Those in the wealthiest 10% (with
income after tax of at least £41,000), have a carbon footprint more than double the national
average and four times that of someone in the poorest 50%.104 As such, on average, people
with higher incomes also have higher emissions – therefore higher tax rates for higher earners
reflects the Polluters Pay principle.
The Scottish Government’s Tax Framework promised that “tax policy will also play a crucial role
in ensuring fiscal sustainability, tackling climate change and reducing inequality.”105 Despite
the current cost of living crisis, given the right political commitment, increasing income tax
for higher earners would be a generally progressive change both because they are likely to
be higher emitters and because the higher revenues generated by the higher taxes paid by
high earners would be spent on measures like home insulation which prioritise those on lower
incomes, helping them lessen the impact of rising energy prices.
All things being equal, and very approximately, Scottish Government figures show that, for
example, increasing the Top rate from 46% to 50% would bring in an additional £15m (although
this is very uncertain and already allows for the fact that the well-off are good at using the
system to minimise tax payments106); increasing the Higher rate from 41% to 44% would bring in
£200m and affect people earning over £43,662; increasing the intermediate band rate from 21%
to 23% would raise £300m, which would affect people earning between £25,296 and £43,662.107
All of these changes together would raise an extra £515m every year, on top of the increases
expected because of inflation. While much less desirable, increasing the basic rate from 20% to
21%, would bring in an additional £190m from people earning over £14,733.
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Changes to Income Tax could be implemented very quickly since it is a variation on a current
system and rates and thresholds could be reviewed at every budget. Conflict is already
brewing with the UK Government over their existing plans to reduce the basic rate of tax and
maybe make further reductions.108
There is also a case to review the allowances and reliefs which taxpayers benefit from and
to look at the use of service companies to avoid earnings being subject to Income Tax
for individuals.
While people rarely vote for higher taxes explicitly, the Scottish Government aspires for
Scotland to be like a Nordic country but we currently do not collect taxes or spend public
money like one, so this is a journey we have already started and on which people might expect
the country to continue.

2.2 Wealth Taxes
RECOMMENDATION 7 – set up a rapid and time-limited, independent commission to look at
the options for replacement of the Council Tax and other local taxes with a land, property
and/or local wealth tax, with a strong element of climate justice built in, building on the
Reform Scotland report and the recommendation of the David Hume Institute.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments and/or
local authorities
Many of the richest households have an abundance of assets and money but not much
taxable income, so a wealth tax is a critical tool to redistribute assets in support of climate
justice, with the wealthy paying more. It would also be a driver of land reform and narrowing
economic inequality.109
The range of potential taxes on wealth include taxes on total wealth, capital gains, inheritance,
gifts, land and property, or other types of assets.
Office for National Statistics data110 show that in the period April 2018-March 2020 in Great
Britain median household net wealth was £302,500, a real-terms 20% increase compared with
July 2006 to June 2008. The wealth of the richest 1% of households was more than £3.6 million,
compared with £15,400 or less for the least wealthy 10%. House prices have been rising more
quickly than wages since the turn of the millennium.111
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At the Scotland level, Scottish Government data from just before the pandemic put typical
wealth at £214,000, with the wealthiest 10% of households worth £1.7m and the least wealthy 10%
worth £7,600. Overall the wealthiest 2% of households held 18% of all wealth.112
On average, the wealthy make a hugely disproportionate contribution to climate change
emissions, so a wealth tax would address this directly. As noted above, the richest 1% in the UK
have a carbon footprint six times that of the national average, and 11 times that of someone in
the poorest 50% of the population. Those in the wealthiest 10% have a carbon footprint more
than double the national average and four times that of someone in the poorest 50%.113
There is a wealth gap between high and low earners, between old and young people, and also
between white people and people of colour.114 Opinion surveys find good public support for
wealth taxation.115
An OECD report116 highlights a strong case for using wealth taxes to tackle wealth inequality and
sets out a number of design recommendations including setting thresholds high so that only
the very wealthy are taxed and reducing other taxes, such as income tax, to make a wealth tax
more acceptable. France, Norway, Spain and Switzerland have wealth taxes and Iceland had a
temporary wealth tax in response to the 2008-9 recession.
In the UK, Inheritance Tax and Capital Gains Tax address an element of wealth at key moments
when an asset is transferred to another owner, and are both reserved matters. Since much
wealth is tied up in property, a proxy wealth tax is Council Tax – which is set by local authorities.
The Scottish Land Commission says that only 12% of Scottish public sector revenue across
reserved and devolved taxes is raised through taxes fully or partially levied on land and
property.117 There has been a long debate about the fairness of Council Tax and what might
replace it – but little substantive progress towards an answer.
The recent Reform Scotland paper on the future of taxation118 called for radical reform to
meet the twin challenges of an ageing population (fuelling pressures on public services) and
tackling climate change. In particular, it advocated a shift from taxing income to taxing wealth,
finding that a net wealth tax would be efficient and environmentally just, and could raise
significant revenue.
They also found that, even though wealth has grown significantly, the revenue from taxes
which address it have remained relatively static, and the taxes on wealth that do exist often
charge lower rates to the wealthier. For example, they quote this example on Inheritance Tax:
“reliefs that can be exploited by the very wealthy mean that the average effective rate paid
by estates worth over £9 million is significantly lower than that paid by estates worth between
£2 million and £9 million.”

Median Household Wealth by type of wealth, Scotland
2018-2020 (£)

Figure 9:
Wealth by
type of wealth
in Scotland
2018-2020
from Scottish
Government
figures.
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They called for a “comprehensive consideration” of wealth taxes at the Scottish level. If a
UK Wealth Tax is not likely, a fully-fledged Scottish Wealth Tax would only be possible by a
further devolution of powers. However, a locally-administered and spent Wealth Tax on land
and/or property would be within the Scottish Government’s current powers – and warrants
further consideration.
Under devolved powers, a Land Value Tax used to fund local public projects would address
wealth to some extent, as recommended by Reform Scotland in 2015.119 A project of the David
Hume Institute recently called for a commission to look at how Council Tax might be replaced
by a locally-based land tax.120 Another suggestion in this area, from the Tax Justice Network, is
for a local inheritance tax.121
Reform Scotland do not suggest a figure but say that a wealth tax could bring in significant
income. Council Tax currently brings in over £2.5bn, so that would need to be the minimum
starting point for any new tax(es). The independent UK Wealth Tax Commission122
recommended a one-off wealth tax that might raise £260bn, proportionately likely to raise
more than £20bn in Scotland. A 2021 study from the University of Greenwich123 found that a
wealth tax on the 1% wealthiest people in the UK – those with net wealth over £3.4m – would
bring in £70bn-£130bn a year, depending on the level of tax avoidance.
In a recent paper, 124 the economic justice campaigner Richard Murphy proposes taxing new
pensions and ISAs to fund the Green New Deal package of environmental measures. In his
formulation this could raise £100bn a year in the UK.
Whatever approach is adopted, to deliver on the principle of climate justice, those
with considerable wealth must contribute to the raising of additional finance for
climate action.

2.3 Redirecting tax breaks and subsidies for high-carbon activities
RECOMMENDATION 8 – remove tax breaks and subsidies from the fossil fuel industry,
including those for decommissioning, and spend this money on activities to support
climate justice.
Revenue redirecting and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
It would seem obvious that the first thing to do in trying to reduce emissions is to stop
subsidising the things that increase emissions.
The offshore oil industry pays little tax because they receive very large tax breaks, including to
fund the decommissioning of rigs and pipelines, and for further exploration. The UK’s domestic
fossil fuel subsidies are estimated at £13.6 billion a year, most of this as tax reductions.125 The
same analysis ranked the UK 11th out of 11 OECD countries for transparency on fossil fuel funding.
The result is that the UK has one of the lowest effective tax rates on offshore oil and gas profits
in the world, with the Treasury receiving less than $2 a barrel in 2019 compared to the nearly
$22 for every barrel in Norway.126 This subsidy massively undermines the UK’s stated goals on
climate change.
The Observer found that Shell and BP paid no corporation tax or production levies on North
Sea oil operations between 2018 and 2020, while claiming tax reliefs of nearly £400m.127 BP’s
half year profits for 2022 were £11.4bn, the second highest ever.128 The equivalent figure for Shell
was £9bn.129
The UK Government has recently introduced a temporary Energy Profits Levy of 25%, potentially
raising £5bn, but this also gives an 80% exemption for companies that invest in further oil and
gas production, thus creating another tax break which incentivises creating extra climate
change emissions.130
Removing subsidies for the oil and gas industry would free up tens of billions to use elsewhere.
Safeguards would be needed to ensure the loss of subsidies was not simply recouped from
higher prices. These changes would no doubt be phased in over time and would need to be
firmly linked to the Just Transition for workers and communities dependent on the industry.
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BOX 8 – Oil and gas installation decommissioning
The cost of decommissioning the oil industry structures in UK waters is officially estimated to be
nearly £50bn.131 Unlike for almost any other industry the UK Government is committed to paying
a large fraction of this cost from the public purse – currently estimated at over £18bn132 – by
giving up to 70% tax breaks to the industry for decommissioning work. And, for any company
that goes bust, the tax payer will pay the whole bill.
The Scottish Government has consulted on guidance on how the Polluter Pays Principle should
be applied to make sure clean-up cost do not fall on the tax payer133 and one of the polluter
pays examples it gives is about decommissioning of industrial installations:
“Providing for decommissioning liability – the future costs of decommissioning a site can
be provided for through a bond or fund, ensuring that the costs are paid for from the
money raised by the activity itself and not by future public funds, for example the Nuclear
Liabilities Fund.”
Of course, this is not the case for the decommissioning of oil and gas infrastructure. The
current scheme was devised in the 1970s to attract the oil industry to UK waters and is the
antithesis of the Polluter Pays Principle.
Tax reliefs for decommissioning work should be removed, but safeguards against ‘artificial’
bankruptcies would have to be built in.
Other public money funding high-carbon areas of activity include road building, subsidies/
funding for aviation and exemptions from the Climate Change Levy for energy-intensive
industries. Some of the biggest subsidies are for land management and agriculture and these
are discussed below. Public money is also funding supposedly low-carbon developments,
principally the development of Carbon Capture and Storage, although Stop Climate Chaos
Scotland would argue this money would be better deployed in support of known solutions to
reliably reduce emissions quickly.

2.4 Carbon Tax
RECOMMENDATION 9 – introduce a Carbon Tax with revenues used to reduce taxes on labour.
Revenue raising and strong behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
A carbon tax is often viewed as the most efficient way to reduce emissions as it applies a
fee on activities depending directly on the level of carbon emissions they generate. The
International Monetary Fund has said that carbon taxes are “the most powerful and efficient,
because they allow firms and households to find the lowest-cost ways of reducing energy use
and shifting toward cleaner alternatives.”134
A carbon tax represents the strongest possible implementation of the Polluter Pays Principle,
but there would need to be protections for lower-income households who tend to spend a
higher percentage of their income on heating and transport.135
The Climate Assembly envisages a broad carbon tax that affects the price of everything that
individuals buy, with the money raised returned as a dividend to the individual. More normally
a carbon tax increases the cost of high-carbon products or services, such as road and heating
fuels, so the ‘dividend’ comes as the saving from using less of these. It is often proposed
that the revenue is used to make employing people cheaper or more attractive by reducing
employers’ National Insurance rates and/or Income Tax rates.
A study by the Fraser of Allander Institute in 2012136 used an economic model to look at the
introduction of a more focused carbon tax on the use of some fossil fuels in Scotland. They
looked at taxing the use of coal, oil and gas directly, with the rate based on the carbon content
of the fossil fuel. Thus goods and services provided in Scotland would become more expensive
if they were produced or provided using fossil fuels. They found that using the tax revenue
generated by this carbon tax to reduce taxes on labour resulted in a fall in carbon emissions
and a rise in both GDP and employment. Specifically, a carbon tax of £50 a tonne of carbon
dioxide was modelled to bring in £1.6bn a year and reduce income tax rates in the long run
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by 5%, increasing employment by 1.1% and GDP by 0.8%. Not surprisingly, employment in fossil
fuel industries fell and it rose in lower-carbon manufacturing, services, utilities and transport,
because of the reduction in employment costs and structural changes in the economy, which
offset any fuel and raw material cost rises.
There are already a number of measures that look like carbon taxes in operation. The UK
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is a carbon trading scheme, which applies to the emissions of
large businesses at about 100 sites in Scotland. The current price for an allowance of 1tCO2e is
around £80.137 The Climate Change Levy (CCL) applies to the price of energy for industrial users
but it is not based on carbon content (see box 10 on p.45). Both the UK ETS and CCL schemes
have significant exemptions or reductions built in. Elsewhere, in the power sector, the UK-wide
Carbon Price Support tax was introduced in 2013 and raises money from fossil fuels used to
generate electricity, raising £1bn in 2017. It has different rates based on the carbon emissions of
using that fuel and so is a form of carbon tax.
Fuel Excise Duty is also an energy tax but not a pure carbon tax since the duty is the same for
diesel and petrol even though diesel has lower carbon emissions per mile. In the past, the duty
on diesel has been lower because of climate concerns and then higher because of changing
knowledge about impacts on local air pollution.
Domestic gas and electricity have no tax on their sale other than 5% VAT but there is a levy on
electricity prices for schemes which deliver energy efficiency in homes and support renewable
energy. If there was a carbon-based tax on domestic fuel, gas would become more expensive
relative to lower carbon intensity electricity, as would be the case if the environment and social
levies were on gas bills instead of electricity bills.
Nineteen European countries have some form of carbon tax.138 Sweden’s carbon tax is the
highest in Europe at $137/tCO2e (£117/tCO2e) in 2021. It was introduced at the same time as a
reduction in income tax and applies only to transport and heating fuels, and is said to have led
to an 85% drop in fossil-fuelled heating since 1990. Austria plans to introduce new carbon taxes
that will fund tax cuts for low – and middle-income workers.
In the Scottish context, the SPICe report139 concluded:
“There appear to be no ‘silver bullets’ available, however moving towards an overarching
simplified carbon tax, that could be applied universally across the economy, could be the
most efficient, fair and effective tax measure in relation to supporting progress to net zero.”
A Scotland-specific carbon tax would need an exemption from the UK Government under
the UK Internal Market Act, as it would impose different taxes on some goods and services in
Scotland compared to the rest of the UK.

BOX 9 – The real price of carbon
When you put a meaningful price on climate emissions, people and businesses start to make
different decisions. The UK Emissions Trading Scheme uses a market, with a minimum price, to
arrive at a price for carbon and, at the time of writing this was about £80 for a tonne of carbon
dioxide equivalent. The scheme is effectively capped at £100 a tonne.
There is also a social or shadow cost of carbon, a price which no-one actually pays but
which can be used in government policy making to understand the carbon consequences of
decisions in monetary terms. It is supposed to reflect the real economic harm from climate
impacts. The estimated value has often been too low to make much of a difference or the
calculations have not been taken seriously. The 2006 Stern Report140 put the value at $85/
tCO2e (£46/tCO2e in 2006). The US government currently uses $51 a ton (approximately £38/
tonne); the Trump administration used $3-$5 a ton. A recent estimate for a price which would
help deliver net zero emissions in the US is $77-125/tCO2e (£66-107/tCO2e).141 The UK Treasury
recommends a 2022 value of £124-£373/tCO2e, with a central estimate of £248/tCO2e, as the
necessary value to deliver on the UK’s Net Zero target.142 The central estimate rises to £280/
tCO2e by 2030 and to £326/tCO2e in 2040.
Note that neither the UK ETS nor any other current fiscal measure, places a real value of
anything like £248 on a tonne of carbon emissions, leading to painfully slow progress in
reducing real‑world emissions.
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2.5 Public sector pensions
RECOMMENDATION 10 – take public sector pension investments out of fossil fuels and
encourage the funds to invest in projects like social housing and renewables in Scotland.
Revenue raising, controlled by local authorities
The public sector’s direct emissions are relatively small at 2.3% of Scotland’s emissions in 2020,
but it has a strong role in leading by example and controls many of the local levers, such as
planning and transport decisions, that shape the carbon-intensity of their citizens’ lives.
One area where the public sector could be leading by example is in relation to pensions.
Most of the public sector, and many third sector organisations, have their pensions with the
11 Scottish Local Authority Pension Funds, with the Strathclyde fund being the second biggest
public sector pension scheme in the UK. These funds currently have a total of around £1.2bn
invested in fossil fuel companies around the world.143 That £1.2bn could instead be invested
in energy-efficient social housing, funding public transport or creating green infrastructure
in Scotland, guaranteeing a good return to the pension funds and simultaneously doing
social good in Scotland. The Falkirk scheme has invested £30m into social housing locally
without explicitly linking it to taking money out of fossil fuels144 and several English schemes
have invested in local renewables instead of fossil fuels. In London, pension organisations
are working together in a fund aiming to invest £300m into affordable housing, community
regeneration, digital infrastructure and clean energy around the city.145
Policy changes could be made in a matter of months. Even if the climate change arguments
do not prevail, fossil fuel investments look increasingly volatile and risky, so there has been a
general movement among investors, first out of coal, then out of all fossil fuels.
Despite passing relatively strong climate emission legislation, the Scottish Parliament’s own
pension fund also has investments in fossil fuels.146 In contrast, most Scottish universities and
churches, and many NGOs, have already divested from fossil fuels.

2.6 Procurement
RECOMMENDATION 11 – mobilise public sector procurement expenditure to address the
climate emergency
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and public bodies
Public money should produce public good and should incentivise and reward action that
helps meet climate and nature targets. Wider public support through grants and access to
accreditation schemes should also be aligned to Scotland’s climate ambitions.
It is essential for public bodies to take responsibility for the emissions they generate, even
indirectly through their purchasing. Positively, East Renfrewshire Council recently included
their scope 3 emissions – the wider impact of the Council’s activities, particularly from the
goods and services purchased147 – in their annual climate change reporting under the public
body duty in the 2009 Climate Act. They found that this tripled the emissions for which they
were responsible.148
Scottish Government monitoring149 shows that the public sector in Scotland spent £13.3bn in
2019-2020 on goods and services, with the largest spend within Scotland, of £2.3bn, going to
construction. 66% of this spend was by local authorities, 18% by central government and 11% by
the NHS. 67% of public bodies provided evidence in their annual procurement reports that their
regulated procurements have been carried out “with regard to” environmental wellbeing and
climate change.
This spend is a big lever which could drive change in society to reduce the level of emissions
created by the purchase of everything from buildings to vehicles and from food to
medical supplies.
There was a Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act150 in 2014 which imposed a Sustainable
Procurement Duty to use procurement to try to improve the economic, social, and
environmental wellbeing in an area, involve Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs)
and the third sector, and promote innovation. There is also now a Climate and Procurement
Forum which aims to “provide leadership and direction to enable traction against the 2019 to
2020 Programme for Government commitment to mobilise procurement spend to support
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the climate emergency response and to identify and commission targeted activities and
work streams which will help influence and empower buyer, supplier and key stakeholder
communities in taking climate action.”151
There is new guidance for Scottish public bodies on procurement. The Bute House Agreement
promises a consultation on rules that suppliers for the largest contracts must themselves be
on a carbon reduction track which is consistent with Scotland’s national targets. However,
progress has been slow. In a survey of all 32 local authorities’ reports on their climate
emissions, only East Renfrewshire Council had included the impact of their procurement.
As well as specific measurements of environmental impact, procurement procedures could
also be rewarding businesses which have a business accreditation related to climate change,
such as the voluntary climate component of the Scottish Business Pledge.152
The Climate Emergency Response Group (CERG) made specific proposals to better harness the
power of public procurement in Scotland in support of emissions reduction:153
the incorporation of carbon and whole life costing into all public sector
• Enforce
investment and spending decisions by 2024.
and drive early adoption of best practice procurement standards through
• Demand
increasingly ambitious targets and conditions within government funding criteria.

Show public sector leadership in decarbonising its buildings and circular procurement.

robust public sector net-zero action plans mandate the purchase of low carbon,
• Ensure
circular economy products and services.
CERG also suggests that Scotland needs to:

the incorporation of carbon and whole life costing into all public sector
• Mandate
corporate investment and spending decisions by 2024. This should be supported

by detailed corporate guidance, standardised methods, evidence, and case studies
published throughout 2022 by the [Scottish Government’s] Procurement Directorate and
Climate Policy Team.

the potential of standardised, internal carbon pricing (i.e., a theoretical or
• Explore
assumed cost per ton of carbon emissions) for public sector purchasing, drawing on
lessons learned and experiences from the private sector and building on updated
‘Green Book’ .

and private sector bodies applying for government funds should be required to
• Public
adhere to minimum conditions on alignment with net-zero targets (using a standardised
method), support to local supply chains and Fair Work conditions from 2022. This could
involve a government-sponsored accreditation scheme to verify SMEs’ net-zero plans.
Increasingly ambitious targets and standards should be built into the essential funding
criteria and outcomes for publicly funded schemes and contracts.

the Net-zero Public Sector Building Standard mandatory in a phased approach for
• Make
all public sector new build and refurbishment projects by 2024, with a resourced plan to
build capacity across the public sector to meet the standards.

forthcoming Circular Economy Bill should set clear targets and milestones for
• The
improving circular procurement. This should be accompanied by a circular economy
network to build capacity and mandatory training for all public sector leaders and
procurement staff.

support targeted at supply chain innovation and to help diversify businesses
• Enterprise
into providing the circular goods and services that the public sector requires.
shared guidance on how the public sector should define net-zero, and a clear
• Publish
methodology for determining Scope 3 emissions and rules for offsetting by end 2021.
This will inform public sector route maps which should include sufficient levels of detail,
milestones, and choice-editing. These will mandate budget holders and procurement
staff to purchase low carbon and circular economy products and services.

accountability and feedback mechanisms to assess public sector progress
• Strengthen
against delivering their net-zero targets and plans, with potential role for Audit Scotland.
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Improvements in procurement do not raise money but redirect billions to be better aligned
for climate and nature, and potentially increase the proportion spent in Scotland because
transport distances become a more significant factor. The public sector is a big spender on
products and services in Scotland and has an important role in leading by example on making
more pro-climate choices.
If the assessment for East Renfrewshire Council is generally applicable across Scotland,
then procurement by public bodies is currently responsible for around 8MtCO2e a year. Just
doing that procurement 25% better could save 2MtCO2e a year, equivalent to knocking 5% off
Scotland’s total direct emissions. Efficiencies and economies of scale through maximising
collaborative approaches among public sector bodies could also reduce costs and give more
collective influence over supply chains. Investment is needed to better equip our public bodies
to make sustainable procurement choices, through the provision of training, specialist staff
and central advice points.
Even following improvements to procurement approaches, where products or services are still
provided from overseas there should be an obligation to assess the supply chain impacts on
climate vulnerable communities. Where the UK Government or its public bodies procure goods
or services in Scotland, similar considerations should apply.
Local authorities also have licensing powers, for instance for taxi operators, which could be
used to drive emissions reductions.

2.7 Sustainable Wealth Fund
The Royal Scottish Geographical Society has suggested the creation of a Sustainable Wealth
Fund in Scotland,154 mirroring the $1trillion fund in Norway generated from oil revenues. The
Society suggests tax revenues from renewables could flow into this Scottish Fund, and then
be used to support climate action now and for future generations. It suggests that fossil fuel
heavy industries – oil, aviation, cement, etc – could be challenged to “kick-start” the fund with
voluntary contributions in the short term. These contributions could also be generated through
one-off or on-going fiscal measures, although the latter could tempt the government to resist
phasing out fossil fuel industries.
RECOMMENDATION 12 – as a first step, the Scottish and/or UK Government should work with
the Royal Scottish Geographical Society to further develop their proposal for a Sustainable
Wealth Fund.
Revenue raising, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
The following chapters look at particular measures in each of the sectors covered by the
Climate Change Plan (in their same idiosyncratic order), covering a range of revenue raising
and behaviour change measures.
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3. Energy
Emissions from the Energy Sector cover emissions from fuel combustion for electricity and
other energy production sources, and fugitive emissions from fuels.* Emissions fell 75%
between 1990 and 2020.155
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The electricity sector is a big success story in Scotland in reducing emissions, thanks to the
growth of renewable energy and the closure of Scotland’s two coal-fired power stations.
Electricity now accounts for about a fifth of our energy use, and non-electricity energy use also
appears in other sections of this report.
In the midst of an energy cost of living crisis it is galling to realise that Scotland ought to be
Figure 10: emissions in MtCO2e from the energy sector 1990-2020, showing a fall of 75%
well placed to avoid the worst of the price rises. Our electricity industry has been through
a major transition away from fossil fuels, with renewable energy schemes supplying the
equivalent of 97% of our electricity demand in 2020. However, electricity is traded regionally
and internationally. Therefore, the price of UK grid electricity is closely related to the rising
cost of gas, even though Scotland’s one remaining fossil-fuel power station – the gas-fired
station at Peterhead – produces rather little of our electricity. Because electricity prices are
* The emissions from the oil and gas industry that take place offshore are not included in Scotland’s totals. In 2020 this
came to an additional 3.6MtCO2e for venting and flaring from offshore installations and most of another 3.8 MtCO2e
from exploration, production and transport of oil and gas.
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artificially high the Treasury predicts that UK gas producers and electricity generators may
make £170bn in excess profits over the next two years.157 Similarly, we have our own oil industry
and their costs have not risen significantly, but this has been no buffer to big increases in the
price of road fuels and gas for heating because oil and gas are also internationally-traded
commodities.
Fiscal measures that already apply in the energy sector include the UK Emissions Trading
Scheme (see Business and Industry Chapter below), the Climate Change Levy (see box below)
and tax breaks for the oil and gas industry. Domestic energy customers also pay VAT on
both gas and electricity, as well as green levies on electricity bills – applied to help provide
investment for insulation and other energy efficiency measures, and to support incentives for
renewable energy.
BOX 10 – Climate Change Levy
The Climate Change Levy (CCL)158 was introduced in 2001 and is an energy tax which applies
to most industrial, business, agricultural and public service energy users except transport.
Originally new renewables were exempt but this provision was removed in 2015. A reduction
of around 90% can be negotiated by qualifying industries if they sign a Climate Change
Agreement – a voluntary agreement to reduce emissions in a sector. Thus, most energyintensive industries escape paying most of the levy. Fossil-fuelled power stations pay at a
reduced rate, and the steel industry has been completely exempt since 2013.
The levy is about 25% higher for electricity than gas, providing an incentive for businesses to
stick with fossil fuels, although the gap between the two is being reduced over time. The CCL is
not a carbon tax, it is an energy tax with built-in protection for high emitters, incentives to use
fossil fuels and no social protections.
The main barriers to further progress in the energy sector include the proposed new gas-fired
power station at Peterhead, which could see both the old and new plants running with neither
of them capturing any carbon, the potential rebuild of the Grangemouth oil refinery and the
slow speed of renewables deployment. The renewables industry says there is no shortage
of investment capital but that central and local government processes can take a long time,
pointing to a lack of capacity among local authorities and statutory consultees.
In the EU, a revision of energy taxes159 aims to make taxes more clearly aligned with the carboncontent of the fuel. This would reverse the current situation where, in general, coal is taxed
less than gas and electricity has high taxation. While useful in principle, this will be a difficult
discussion with member states who range from those still dependent on coal to those with high
use of renewables. There is also a significant danger that the revision will be used to favour gas
and nuclear, following the recent EU decision to call these ‘green’ for investment purposes.160

3.1 Meaningful windfall taxes
RECOMMENDATION 13 – increase windfall taxes on the fossil fuel industry and remove the
perverse tax break for increasing production at the expense of the environment.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
Costs have not risen greatly for North Sea operators but the prices they sell their oil and gas for
are much higher because of the war in Ukraine. Without a windfall tax, the oil industry in the UK
was expected to make an additional £12bn in profit in 2022.161
António Guterres, UN Secretary General, described the record profits of oil and gas companies
globally as immoral and talked of the “grotesque greed” of the fossil fuel companies.162
The UK Government has introduced an Energy Profits Levy on profits of 25%, potentially
raising £5bn over the next year and to be phased out by the end of 2025. But the new Levy
allows an 80% exemption for investments in further oil and gas production, creating another
tax break which incentivises creating extra climate change emissions. BP has said clearly
that the windfall tax would not affect their North Sea investment plans.163 The Labour Party
has proposed backdating the levy to raise the total revenue to £8bn.164 The LibDems have
called for a windfall tax raising £20bn.165 Scotland’s Climate Secretary Michael Matheson has
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backed extending the UK windfall tax on the oil and gas industry and also applying a tax to
other industries.166
BP’s half year profits for 2022 were £11.4bn, the second highest ever.167 The equivalent figure for
Shell was £9bn.168
The new Prime Minister has ruled out extending the windfall tax, proposing to fund a £150bn
cost of living measure from borrowing instead.
The Energy Profits Levy needs to be reviewed against the UK’s Net Zero commitments. This
should result in it being adjusted to bring in more money and to remove the exemption for new
fossil fuel production. In addition, the existing tax breaks for the industry need to be phased out
as the UK delivers a Just Transition out of oil and gas production and use.
Likewise the UK’s domestic energy supply companies are charging much more for their
electricity and gas, and the shifting energy price still allows them to make profit. The big six
electricity firms have made profits totalling £7bn in the last five years.169 The Treasury predicts
that UK gas producers and electricity generators may make £170bn in excess profits over the
next two years.170 Meanwhile, those rising prices are driving the cost of living crisis with energy
bills already more than doubled – applying deep financial pressures to household budgets.171
Ofgem’s price cap methodology includes a 1.9% profit margin for energy companies.172 This is
under review173 and it would be easy to argue that, at a time of an unprecedented cost of living
crisis, the energy companies should forgo any profit at all.
The European Commission has proposed a cap on energy prices from nuclear and renewable
electricity producers, who have not seen costs rise but are selling their electricity at the current
high market prices.174 Together with a windfall tax on fossil fuel producers the measure is
expected to raise €140bn (£121bn).
Further windfall taxes on the fossil fuel industry or a new windfall tax on energy company profits
could create a double dividend if the revenues generated are dedicated to home energy
efficiency and heating system programmes as this would help to lift people permanently out
of fuel poverty while also reducing climate emissions. The Committee on Climate Change
calculated that UK consumers would have saved £1 billion on their energy bills in 2022 if UK
energy efficiency schemes had continued as originally planned rather than being cut back by
the UK Government.175
See also separate measure about ending perverse subsidies.

3.2 Community low carbon heating
RECOMMENDATION 14 – provide government incentives and support for local authorities and
social housing providers to work with communities to develop low carbon heating systems
in neighbourhoods.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
This is a recommendation from the Climate Assembly176:
“The action should lead to collaborative working opportunities with local authorities,
individuals, community and local businesses to develop innovative responses to
neighbourhood heating needs. Working together with communities in this way will
address the community’s needs, and ensure the right solutions are put in place for each
neighbourhood … A wider benefit of this action is that it may create local job opportunities and
apprenticeships meaning that the investment stays in the local community.”
District heating schemes use one central heat source to pipe hot water to a network of
domestic and/or business heat users. In Denmark, there are 440 large district heating
networks, with over 60% of all homes connected to them.
There are already over 1,100 heat networks in Scotland, from a single boiler supplying a number
of flats in one building to projects serving hundreds of properties.177
Together, Scotland’s existing heat networks currently supply about 1.5% of our heat demand
but there is a target to increase this to 8% by 2030, equivalent to an additional 650,000 homes
being connected to heat networks. This target was set in the Heat Networks (Scotland) Act
2021178 which introduced a new regulatory framework and has spawned a Heat Networks
Delivery Plan.179
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There is a £300m Heat Network Fund180 available over the course of this parliament, which
is open to community groups among others. The Scottish Government estimates new heat
networks will save 1.1-1.2MtCO2e by 2030, and more when all those networks are powered by
renewable energy.
An assessment carried out for the Scottish Government181 identified 200 potential new heat
network zones in Scotland including up to 340,000 homes and 74,000 non-domestic properties.
A study by Climate Exchange182 looked at 109 feasibility studies or proposals for district heating
schemes. The majority aimed to supply heat to homes, and commercial and industrial
property. Of the 76 schemes with detailed information, 46 were deemed by their authors to be
viable. They also identified a number of main barriers:

• High capital costs and long payback periods of District Heating projects
• High demand risk (payback period being dependent on consumer demand)
• Lack of District Heating technical knowledge and skills in the industry
• Lack of investment interest and lack of investor involvement in the process
• Lack of realistic business cases and delivery/procurement models
• Lack of stakeholder and consumer awareness and lack of stakeholder buy-in

On community engagement, the Scottish Government’s Heat Networks Delivery Plan says:
“We will support the development of community engagement and ownership or co-ownership
of small heat networks where these are appropriate with a tailored package of support,
handholding and advice, through our Community and Renewable Energy Scheme (CARES),
delivered by Local Energy Scotland.”
Although specialist support is available to communities through CARES, for anything but
the smallest scheme, it is clear that a community group would need to partner with a local
authority or other body. This could be facilitated, for instance, by providing specific resources
for local authorities to work with community groups in developing proposals and applying for
funds together.
Measures will also need to tackle the ‘landlord-tenant’ problem, where it is a landlord who
would have to pay for improvements to a property but they have no incentive to do so because
it would be the tenant who gains the savings on bills.
See also the measure on greater support for heat pumps.
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4. Buildings
Emissions from the Buildings Sector cover emissions from fuel combustion for heating and
cooling and garden machinery, and fluorinated gases released from aerosols and metered
dose inhalers. Emissions fell 26% between 1990 and 2020.
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The top priority in reducing emissions from buildings is to improve the efficiency of each
building, next priority is to change heating systems over to zero-carbon technologies. The
Bute House Agreement183 between the Scottish Greens and the SNP commits to the majority of
homes achieving an energy efficiency of EPC C or better by 2030, and all homes reaching this
level by 2033.
The Scottish Government is committed to spend £1.8bn over this Parliament on its current
programme of work in the area of energy efficiency improvements to homes and the
installation of zero carbon heating systems. The Heat in Buildings Strategy184 will require over a
Figure
11: emissions
in of
MtCO2e
from
the residentialbuildings
sector 1990-2020,
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a fall of 26%
million homes and
the
equivalent
50,000
non-domestic
to be using
zero-emissions
heat by 2030. (brown line).
The 1 million homes target includes around 312,000 homes which already have low-carbon
heating systems. An additional 170,000 homes currently heated by oil, LPG or solid fuel will also
need to be converted.
The measures in the current strategy include heat pumps, connection to heat networks, electric
storage heaters and hydrogen heating systems. The latter is unlikely to be supported by Stop
Climate Chaos Scotland since there are more strategic uses for limited supplies of hydrogen.185
Energy efficiency retrofit work and replacing heating systems already benefit from a reduced
or zero rate of VAT on materials, although this is sometimes not as straightforward as might be
hoped. Land and Buildings Transaction Tax has numerous reductions – from those offered to
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first time buyers to those relating to lighthouses – but none are related to the energy or carbon
efficiency of the property.
In the longer term, the Scottish Government estimates that the total gross cost to deliver
zero emissions for all buildings (including heating systems) by 2045 is £33bn, although
householders would have spent about £5bn replacing heating systems in this time anyway. 186
There are wider benefits of making this investment. Reducing fuel poverty reduces costs on
the NHS, with one estimate suggesting that every £1 spent on reducing fuel poverty saves the
NHS 42p.187 With the April price cap revision Energy Action Scotland estimated that 36% of
homes in Scotland were in fuel poverty, an increase of 43% on the 2019 figures, with rates over
40% in many local authority areas.188 Any measures aiming to reduce emissions from homes
must also contribute to reducing levels of fuel poverty. As mentioned above, measures will
also need to tackle the ‘landlord-tenant’ problem, where it is a landlord who would have to pay
for improvements to a property but they have no incentive to do so because it would be the
tenant who gains the savings on bills.
In the UK electricity costs are closely related to gas costs through international market prices,
even though, in Scotland, only 10% of our electricity came from gas-fired generation in 2020
and we have our own oil industry. Electricity is about four times more expensive than gas
for the same amount of energy content, so gas-fired heating systems seem cheap to run
compared to electric systems like heat pumps. The UK government has recently floated the
idea of making electricity cheaper in regions where it is produced from renewables.189
Domestic electricity bills have a levy on electricity prices for schemes which deliver energy
efficiency in homes and support renewable energy. If there was a carbon-based tax on
domestic fuel, gas would become more relatively expensive relative to electricity, as would be
the case if the environment and social levies were on gas bills instead of electricity bills. Either
of these measures would strongly encourage heat pumps over gas boilers. This rebalancing
of price signals is essential if people and businesses are to be expected to make the
pro‑climate choice.
The Climate Change Committee calculated that UK consumers would have saved £1 billion
on their energy bills in 2022 if rates of home insulation had continued at their 2012 level, and
the zero-carbon homes standard* had come into force in 2016 as originally intended.190 The
German government has allocated €177.5bn over the next four years to climate action, much
of it on retrofits to the most inefficient housing.191
On new homes, Alex Rowley MSP has proposed a Member’s Bill which would increase the
standards in building regulations on new builds to Passivhaus standards.192 The extra cost to
build more efficient homes might be built into Green Mortgages – a growing area of funding
and incentives for energy efficiency improvements.193 Like energy prices, the operation of
mortgages are matters reserved to the UK Government. An important additional element to
any new rules on new housing would be to require standards to be high enough that a future
resident could not find themselves in fuel poverty in any foreseeable circumstance.
The two closely-related measures in this section cover energy efficiency retrofits for existing
homes and then, more specifically, increasing the deployment rate of heat pumps. They
are both based on a very significant acceleration of existing Scottish Government plans and
initiatives, and will require government support for supply chains and workforce development
and clear commitments about the direction and scale of travel.

* The 2007 Building a greener future: policy statement required all new homes to be ‘zero carbon’ by 2016. In July 2015,
after nine years of discussions with housebuilders and the gearing up of the supply chain, the policy was dropped by
the Treasury six months before its expected implementation in an attempt to speed up housebuilding.
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4.1 Zero emissions homes
RECOMMENDATION 15 – make a grant (or loans for higher earners) available to ALL
homeowners in Scotland as soon as possible to bring their homes to zero emissions
standards by 2030, starting by prioritising homes in fuel poverty
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
This is a specific recommendation of the Climate Assembly but with the addition of loans for
higher earners.
The Climate Assembly said:
“We know that 80% of homes that people will be living in by 2050 already exist and do not
meet modern and future energy efficiency requirements. This recommendation is important
therefore, because an ambitious plan is needed to ensure that all existing housing stock can
be retrofitted by 2030.
“We believe the plan must be developed and the implementation overseen by an
independent non-profit body that is able to work with all stakeholders to ensure sufficient
funding and quality assurance. The implementation of the plan will make a significant impact
on reducing Scotland’s carbon emissions (e.g. heating Scotland’s homes accounts for 15% of
total emissions).
“This plan must also incorporate adaptations to hazards such as floods and extreme weather
which may occur in the future. Doing this will also make a positive contribution to the health
& well-being of the population (including cost savings for the NHS), and will provide much
needed employment opportunities. It will also be an important contribution to lifting people
out of fuel poverty by reducing fuel bills and making homes more economical.”
The current rapidly rising energy prices provide a strong extra impetus to this measure which
would be a very large acceleration of existing plans in the Heat in Buildings Strategy, 194 which
aims to reduce emissions from buildings (i.e. more than homes) by 68% by 2030, have all
homes reach an energy efficiency rating of EPC C by 2033 and phase out fossil fuel boilers, with
a further target of zero emissions from homes by 2045.
The current main mechanisms to deliver home energy efficiency and replace heating systems
are the Home Energy Scotland loan and cashback scheme, the local authority area-based
schemes and the Warmer Homes Scotland grant scheme. The Bute House Agreement195
between the Scottish Government and the Scottish Green Party Parliamentary Group says that
the existing grant scheme will be replaced to “support energy efficiency and zero emission
heat improvements” in 2022/3. Successful schemes like Kirklees Warm Zone combine grants
or loans with advice services, area-based approaches that deal with whole streets at a time
and economies of scale to reduce costs.196 A key element of success in that project was the
leadership provided by the local authority.
For those in fuel poverty upgrades of efficiency and heating systems should be free. For those
able to pay some element of grants is still likely to be appropriate but the main mechanisms
should be loans, repayment through bill savings and green mortgages. A reduction in Land
and Buildings Transaction Tax could also be used to incentivise energy efficiency upgrades.
As with current schemes, those on lower incomes would get the most help and the first
priority. This scheme would be a very big step on the way to eliminating fuel poverty as well as
reducing NHS costs related to home-related ill health. It will also create energy sector jobs as
part of the Just Transition. The government’s current programme is predicted to create 16,000
extra jobs by 2030.
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4.2 Accelerate heat pump deployment
RECOMMENDATION 16 – significantly boost the current Scottish Government’s heat pump
installation programme
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
While insulating homes should be the top priority, swapping fossil-fuelled systems for zerocarbon heating systems is the second priority in decarbonising homes.
The current Scottish Government programme has a target of over 1 million homes with low or
zero emissions heating systems by 2030, plus an additional 170,000 currently heated by oil, LPG
or solid fuel, up from a total of 312,000 today.
Installations of zero emissions heating systems, mainly air source heat pumps, have been
running at around 3,000 a year and this will need to rise to 200,000 a year by the end of the
decade to deliver on the Scottish Government’s target of 1 million homes. There are about 2
million homes that use gas for heating in Scotland. To convert them all by 2030 would require
installation rates to increase to 400,000 a year. To convert 1.5 million would require a rate of
300,000 a year. These increased rates would require an increase in the current commitment of
£1.8bn of funding over this Parliament.
This kind of acceleration to installation levels would require a very large extra effort on
training the necessary workforce, including training grants and attracting people back into
the profession, as well as making this a priority just transition route for people leaving the oil
and gas industry. It would also need more encouragement for manufacturers but the good
news is that Mitsubishi already make 300,000 heat pumps a year in Livingston. And crucially
the Scottish Government needs to give the market confidence by showing that its own
programmes are going to create a large and consistent demand for heat pumps over the
next decade.
The residential sector is one of the largest sources of territorial emissions, at 6MtCO2e a year for
space and water heating. Eliminating this entirely, through a combination of energy efficiency
retrofit and switching heating systems to zero-carbon, would remove 15% of Scotland’s
current emissions.
One area in which to look for rapid gains is the nearly 600,000 homes in Scotland rented from
social landlords – local authorities and housing associations. The Scottish Government is
providing £200m in funding for net zero projects over the next five years to this sector.197 The
Zero Emissions Social Housing Taskforce198 acknowledged the role of heat pumps but asked
government to help social landlords have confidence in the technology.
The Scottish Government has established a Green Heat Finance Taskforce to look at how to
fund this transition from public and private sources.199 This is due to publish an interim report
in March 2023. They are also working with the industry on a secure supply chain and a Sector
Deal is being developed with the heat pump industry. 200
In Sweden a carbon tax on heating fuels makes a heat pump much cheaper overall than a
gas boiler.
This measure is closely related to the one on grants and loans for home energy
efficiency retrofits.
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5. Transport
Emissions from the Transport Sector cover emissions from domestic aviation, road
transport, railways, domestic navigation, fishing and aircraft support vehicles, and
international aviation and shipping Emissions fell 31% between 1990 and 2020, mostly
because of COVID-19 restrictions in 2020.
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Our current transport system imposes a range of external costs on society: environmental
– climate change, air and noise pollution, damage to wildlife; social – community
severance, ill health and road crashes, and economic – congestion, road repair costs and
health costs.
Road transport overtook the energy industry as the largest sector of emissions in 2015
and, until COVID, emissions were showing little sign of reducing. COVID-related changes
caused a temporary drop of more than 20% in emissions. In 2019 – the last pre-COVID-19
Figure
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Electric vehicles are a part of the solution but just replacing all the fossil-fuelled vehicles
with electric vehicles would not reduce crashes or congestion, nor prevent planning
decisions being based around private car transport, nor even completely solve local air
pollution issues.
The Scottish Government has a number of strong policy commitments on transport: a 20%
reduction in distance travelled by car by 2030, phasing out of new petrol and diesel cars
and vans by 2030 and heavy vehicles by 2035 and the majority of public service buses to
be zero emission by 2023.
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Road Transport Emissions 2019

Figure 13:
transport
emissions in
MtCO2e by
vehicle type
in 2019.

Cars 64.0%
Vans 9.6%
Trucks 20.8%
Buses & coaches 5.2%

In 2019 Fuel Duty raised £27.5bn for the UK Treasury, over £16bn from cars. Together Fuel
Duty and Vehicle Excise Duty make up 4% of total tax revenues to the Treasury and both
are in decline as the fleet electrifies. An electric vehicle pays neither duty. It is generally
expected that some form of road pricing will be introduced to compensate for this lost tax
revenue. Currently any form of national road pricing that might be proposed would be a
reserved matter, but Scottish local authorities have, as yet unused, powers to introduce local
road pricing from the 2001 Transport Act. The Welsh Government’s new transport strategy
proposing using road pricing to fund public transport improvements.201 Measures which reduce
Figure 13: transport emissions in MtCO2e by vehicle type in 2019.
car access or increase driving costs need to take account of low-paid workers who currently
have to travel by car, for example, hospital shift workers.
Currently public money subsidises public transport, funds loans to buy electric cars, gives
grants to buy electric buses and funds local authority delivery on active travel. And people
driving the wrong vehicle in one of Scotland’s four low-emission zones will be fined.
Scotland is due to control Air Departure Tax (ADT), the Scottish replacement for Air Passenger
Duty. There will be bands within the Duty for different distances of flights. The same power
could potentially be used to introduce a Frequent Flyer Levy, through or replacing ADT.
For domestic flights, 90% are taken by just 2% of the UK population and nine out of ten people
never take one.202
The Climate Assembly said a Frequent Flyer Levy: “aims to address the unfairness of frequent
flyers causing disproportionate emissions. One way we think it could work would be, for
example, allowing people one return journey untaxed per year anywhere in the world, and
then any additional flights would incur a frequent flyers tax.”203
While consideration would be needed as to how a Frequent Flyer Levy relates to Scotland’s
island communities, such a levy would strongly adhere to the Polluter Pays Principle,
and so warrants serious consideration. However, below we focus on two additional
transport measures.
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5.1 Free public transport
RECOMMENDATION 17 – public funding for free public transport (bus and train) anywhere
in Scotland.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
Under-22s, over-60s and many disabled people already have free bus travel anywhere in
Scotland, with 40% of the Scottish population now included. Some island residents have
limited free ferry travel and some people buy into concessionary schemes, eg family railcards,
although these are a commercial offering from the operators rather than a scheme subsidised
by public funds.
The extension of free travel would be intended to reduce car traffic and car ownership in the
long term and therefore climate emissions and local air pollution, as well as increase access
to job opportunities for the less well-off and create a more gender-just transport system.
The new cheap rail pass in Germany appears to have had an immediate impact in reducing
congestion in 23 out of 26 cities.204 Behavioural research confirms the effectiveness of free
public transport in changing habits.205
Over 100 cities, more than half of them in Europe, have made their public transport free and
all public transport has been free in the (small) country of Luxembourg since early 2020. As
a response to COVID-19 and cost of living rises, Spain is making all commuter and medium
rail journeys free for several months, 206 Germany has a temporary €9 monthly rail pass and
Austria has introduced a KlimaTicket annual season ticket for all public transport throughout
the country for €1095, equivalent to €3 a day.
The Scottish Government already supports the public good that comes from public transport.
The Scottish bus and train system were already 45% and 74% subsidised respectively by the
public purse before extra support was needed during COVID-19.
Free or very cheap public transport was a proposal of the Climate Assembly and free bus travel
was a 2021 election proposal from FoE Scotland. A key principle would be to make sure of a
quality service for the user, with the frequency and comprehensive coverage of the system
maintained and improved.
In addition to the climate case, there are strong social justice and gender justice cases for this
measure. The Poverty Alliance’s Everyone Aboard campaign207 states that: “public transport is
key to easing the financial pressures on low-income households.” They are calling for free bus
travel to everyone receiving Universal Credit (and other low-income benefits) and to all young
people under 25. Engender has noted that “women are the majority of public transport users,”
and say they “tend to make more complex and frequent journeys due to caring responsibilities
and working patterns.” They conclude that: “Scotland’s current transport systems, however, do
not reflect the different needs of women.” 208
A key objective of this policy would be to reduce car traffic over time. The policy in Luxembourg
is part of a strategy to increase public transport use by 50% and to reduce car use by 15% by
2025. A similar reduction across Scotland’s urban and motorway driving would save around
0.5MtCO2e every year or 1.25% of current annual emissions. A behaviour change of this size
would deliver a very significant contribution to the Scottish Government target of reducing
car‑km by 20% by 2030.
This measure would also reduce the costs to society of congestion (approx £700m in 2019),
crashes (~£900m in 2019) and building car-based infrastructure. A 15% reduction in congestion
and crashes would save society around £240m a year. Using a Social Cost of Carbon of £248/
tonne yields an additional (theoretical) saving of £124m. This would also save people money
by eliminating fares, and reducing car operating costs, with most of these savings likely to be
spent in the local economy.
In the financial year 2018-19, bus and coach travel received £314m of public funding while
ticket revenues brought in £380m. The extension of the free bus travel to under 22s is expected
to shift this balance further away from ticket income. The Scottish Government funding for
ScotRail and the Caledonian Sleeper in 2019-20 was £989m.209 For ScotRail alone this figure was
a subsidy of £526m and ticket revenue of £360m.210
In essence Scotland could have the same bus and ScotRail train services as pre-COVID-19 but
completely free for everyone at an additional cost of around £750m a year. This would mean
doubling the current public funding. Only making the buses free would cost about £350m.
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This might be offset by accident and congestion savings of around £240m – some direct
savings to the Scottish Government, some savings to the Scottish economy – making the net
cost of free buses only a one third increase in the existing bus subsidies.
Revenue raised from Workplace Parking Levies, congestion charging and other measures
which make private motoring more expensive would be a good fit to fund free or cheap public
transport. There is also scope to use local tourism taxes to help fund public transport, with
tourists seeing an immediate benefit from the tax they have paid.
There could be a trial in one large urban area, as suggested by the Just Transition
Commission.211 Lesser options include making only buses and not trains free, applying this only
in urban areas or only in rural areas, or adding further concessions to the current list with the
aim of free travel for all in the long-term.

5.2 Workplace parking levies
RECOMMENDATION 18 – use the powers in the 2019 Transport Act to introduce Workplace
Parking Levies (WPL) in Scotland’s larger urban areas, with the revenue raised dedicated to
public transport and active travel investment.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and
local authorities
A scheme of this type in Nottingham has raised £83m in its first decade, all of which has gone
back into transport improvements in the city, principally the provision of electric buses and
the extension of the tram network.212 The scheme covers around 40% of the workplace parking
spaces in the city, with employers providing more than 10 spaces currently paying £458 for
each parking space included in the scheme.213 Evidence is clear that people on higher incomes
are more likely to drive to city-centre work with a dedicated free parking space. However,
any workplace parking levy should be carefully designed to prevent employers from unfairly
passing on the cost to low-paid workers for whom car use is essential to the delivery of
their work.
The aim of the scheme would be to reduce car commuting. Firms might also decide to reduce
their number of employee parking spaces so that they reduce costs or fall below the 10 space
threshold.
The powers to implement this measure are in the hands of local authorities but so far only
Edinburgh and Glasgow are actively considering introducing a WPL. In Edinburgh about 31,000
spaces, eventually charged at a similar rate to the Nottingham scheme would bring in about
£14m a year, with Glasgow estimating £30m for a city-wide scheme. The Scottish Government
could work with local authorities to help fund the development and delivery of schemes. The
Glasgow scheme is estimated to cost £1m-£1.6m to set up.214
Further measures could introduce a levy on parking at retail/leisure parks, and a review of
parking charges more generally could lead to an increase in revenue and a decrease in car
trips to urban centres.
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6. Business and Industry
Emissions from the Business Sector cover emissions from fuel combustion and product use in
industrial and commercial sectors, and F gas emissions from refrigeration and air conditioning
in all sectors plus industrial off-road machinery and emissions from the Industrial Processes
Sector cover emissions resulting from industrial processes, except for those associated with
fuel combustion which are included in the Business sector. Combined emissions from these
sectors fell by 44% between 1990 and 2020, most of this because of the closure of much of the
steel industry in the early 1990s.
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Some larger businesses are part of the UK ETS and others will already be paying the Climate
Change Levy (CCL) on their electricity and fuel bills. The UK ETS covers energy intensive
industries, the power generation sector and aviation for flights departing from or arriving in the
UK. It covers around 100 participants in Scotland, accounting for 28% of Scotland’s greenhouse
gas emissions.215 Fossil-fuelled power stations pay the CCL at a reduced rate, and the steel
industry has been completely exempt since 2013.
At the Scottish level, for Non-Domestic Rate (Business Rates) there are specific reductions
already available
for district
heating,
renewable
energy
and
hosting
reverse
Figure
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refuelling equipment and EV charging points. The Scottish Government, in partnership with
Zero Waste Scotland, provides support to small and medium-sized Scottish businesses to
reduce energy and resource costs through ‘green’ SME loans.
Some industries, like steel and cement, are considered hard, or at any rate expensive, to
decarbonise. For the steel industry, there is plenty of work coming up in recycling steel
from decommissioned offshore oil industry structures, and there is at least one proposal
for an electric arc furnace to do this work,217 but the economic case is hard to make without
government assistance because of high energy prices.218
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In their tax framework document, the Scottish Government says:219
“We will ensure that Scotland continues to offer a competitive Non-Domestic Rates package,
which both supports businesses to recover from the pandemic and promotes a green
recovery as we strive to meet our net zero emissions target.”
Measures include supporting district and hydropower generators with tax relief until 2032,
although the system is failing some small hydro operators.220
There are around 220,000 non-domestic buildings in Scotland, accounting for 6% of Scotland’s
total climate emissions. About twice the proportion are in the lowest energy efficiency
bands compared to domestic properties. CERG221 proposed a business rates relief for energy
efficiency work when expanding or improving a building, as well as a boiler scrappage scheme.
In mid-2021, 38% of UK businesses reported that they are taking at least one action to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions, while 24% reported that they are intending to act in the next
12 months.222

6.1 Business rates and climate change
RECOMMENDATION 19 – link the level of business rates to a business’ carbon footprint
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and local authorities
Starting with the need for mandatory emissions reporting, this measure could drive
improvements in businesses from chip shops to sporting estates. Likely to be designed to be
fiscally neutral overall, there would be winners and losers but not a big income stream.
This measure would extend current business rates reliefs to a business’ carbon footprint.
Some businesses will be part of the UK ETS or paying the Climate Change Levy on their
electricity and fuel bills. These are both UK schemes, so this additional element of payment or
reduction on business rates would be an additional Scottish carbon-valuing measure to further
incentivise climate emissions reductions.
There would need to be a graded approach based on business size. The CBI supports the use
of business rates to drive energy efficiency and green technology, although their support was
only about lower business rates.223
Some assessment tools and services exist but there would need to be a centralised coordination of standards and systems to assess business footprints. Including Scope 3
emissions – those created indirectly within a company’s value chain224 – in a later phase of
implementing the measure would help businesses understand the carbon footprint of their
supply chain, although the uncertainties involved in calculating these would mean this would
not necessarily be used to influence their level of business rates.
At the UK level this approach could be applied through Corporation Tax. A system just
in Scotland would need to deal with any confusion between business landlords and the
business itself.
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6.2 UK Emissions trading scheme
RECOMMENDATION 20 – given Scotland’s climate targets are more ambitious than those
at UK level, the UK Emissions Trading Scheme needs to put industry in Scotland on track to
deliver a fair share of Scotland’s climate targets, which means reducing allowances faster
than needed only to meet the UK’s targets and also reducing the amount of free allowances
allocated at a faster rate than at the UK level. Free allowances for the oil and gas industry
should be scrapped.
If a new scheme is created for fuel use in buildings, as in the EU, an equivalent mechanism
to the proposed EU Social Climate Fund is needed to protect low-income households and
ensure costs are not passed on to them.
Revenue from the scheme should be ring-fenced for carbon-saving activity and
international climate finance.
Linking the UK and EU ETSs, as has happened for the EU and Switzerland, makes sense to
increase efficiency in reducing emissions and to avoid the risk of carbon border taxes being
applied to trade with the EU.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
The UK ETS replaces the EU ETS for UK businesses. It is a ‘cap and trade’ system. So there is an
annual cap on the number of allowances in the scheme and participants can trade with each
other or participate in auctions to gather sufficient allowances to cover the emissions for which
they are responsible. An allowance is worth 1tCO2e. The amount of allowances in the scheme
decreases every year as total allowable emissions decrease. Many industries including fossil
fuel extraction and aviation are given free allowances, totalling nearly half of all allowances.
It is particularly egregious that in 2022 oil platforms in UK waters are allocated 3.2 million free
allowances, amounting to a hidden subsidy to fossil fuel extraction of around £250m a year.225
The UK ETS covers energy intensive industries, the power generation sector and aviation for
flights departing from or arriving in the UK. It covers around 100 participants in Scotland,
accounting for 28% of Scotland’s greenhouse gas emissions.226 A range of industries can claim
compensation for the impact of the UK ETS on their production costs.227
The scheme is administered by the UK ETS Authority, made up of the four nations of the UK.
The UK scheme started with a cap on carbon 5% tighter than the EU scheme. When the
scheme opened in May 2021 the price of an UK ETS allowance was £47/tCO2e, a year later it
was £78/tCO2e.228 The Treasury brought in £1.4bn in revenue from the auctioning of allowances
in 2020 in the EU scheme.229 The revenue from the UK ETS should be ring-fenced for carbonsaving activity within the UK and international climate finance. If it is ring-fenced then it should
be fairly apportioned between the devolved nations.
The UK Government has just finished consulting on the future of the scheme,230 including
on reducing the amount of allowances more sharply to align with the UK’s net-zero target,
reducing the number of free allowances given out, covering more than just carbon dioxide and
introducing a border tax on imports from countries without a similar price on carbon. They also
consulted on including maritime transport and waste into the scheme, but not buildings and
road transport, as currently proposed in the EU.
It is still unclear whether there will be a formal link between the UK and EU scheme, and whether
the UK scheme will definitely implement the accelerated pace of change proposed for the
EU scheme. Linking the two schemes should reduce the administrative burden of the EU’s
proposed Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (see Chapter 1). The EU is also planning to
introduce a separate Emissions Trading Scheme for heating and transport fuels from 2026, and
Germany introduced such a system last year. There has been concern about rises in energy
bills for poorer households from the inclusion of buildings in the ETS,231 which the EU has tried to
address through a Social Climate Fund targeting the less well off.
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7. Waste and the Circular Economy
Emissions from the Waste Sector cover emissions from waste disposed to landfill sites and the
treatment of waste water. Emissions fell by 77% between 1990 and 2020.
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The official figures for emissions from the waste sector look impressive with a 77% fall since
1990. This is in large part because methane which used to simply escape from active and
closed landfill sites is now captured to make electricity. But the figures are misleading because
emissions from incinerating waste are not included, despite much of the emissions coming
from fossil-fuel-based plastic.
Including our demand for goods from overseas, our total climate footprint, or consumption
emissions, only reduced by about 30% between 1998 and 2018, and this external component
makes up 82% of our total carbon footprint.232 The 2009 Climate Act requires the Scottish
Government to periodically measure and report on this global carbon footprint but not to
actually do anything
it. inScottish
are
calling for
targets
toofreduce
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15:reduce
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MtCO2e Environment
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77%.
material consumption, as in the Netherlands, to be included in the Circular Economy Bill, a call
supported by a number of Stop Climate Chaos Scotland members.233
The Landfill Tax has been both a success and a failure (see box 4 on p.26). It has been a
success in that a clear price signal about increasing future cost has driven a large drop in the
amount of waste being disposed of in landfill sites. It has been a failure because instead of this
waste being diverted to re-use and recycling, or overall waste volumes decreasing, much of
the waste that used to go to landfill is now destined to be incinerated, recovering some energy
but wasting the actual materials. Recycling rates are plateauing around 45%, despite a target
of a 70% rate by 2025. Meanwhile, Wales is achieving a rate of about 65%, on the way towards
the same 2025 target. Wales is also banning new incinerators and setting a date to phase out
existing ones. The Scottish Government has recently decided to allow no more incinerators
after the ones currently in planning and construction.
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The Landfill Tax could be extended to become a more general Disposal Tax, paid by businesses
directly rather than by the firm which does the eventual disposal at a landfill or incinerator.
This would drive increases in waste minimisation and recycling.
The Landfill Tax is a tax on waste. At the other end of the production cycle there are taxes on
energy but few taxes on raw materials.
The Scottish Government’s 2016 circular economy strategy ‘Making things last’234 was much
lauded but has failed to deliver very much of substance. The forthcoming Circular Economy Bill
gives an opportunity to introduce new measures from 2023.

7.1 Extended Producer Responsibility schemes
RECOMMENDATION 21 – introduce additional Extended Producer Responsibility schemes
Behaviour change, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
An extended producer responsibility (EPR) scheme shifts the responsibility of dealing with
the environmental impacts of a waste product from the consumer and waste collector to
the manufacturer and/or retailer – it delivers the Polluter Pays Principle. At its most simple
the manufacturer is obliged to fund collection, reprocessing and disposal schemes for their
products. Much better is if it can drive product redesign for easier remanufacture, lighter
products and use of materials with less environmental impact. With 82% of Scotland’s global
carbon footprint caused by the goods and services we consume, EPR is a powerful tool to drive
better product design and more re-use and recycling.235
A modified version of a recommendation from the Climate Assembly is:
“Introduce extended producer responsibility requirements to [improve] product design e.g.
materials, production processes, so that the full costs of lifetime product emissions and
disposal/repurposing are included in the price – including imported products. Introducing
this legislation would ensure that the manufacturer takes responsibility for the TOTAL carbon
footprint & emissions of a product. This should lead to manufacturers designing and making
products that last longer, are repairable and upgradeable. This should mean that people
will need to replace expensive items less frequently. Consumer electronics, in particular
mobile phones, should be prioritised. It will also reduce the carbon footprint of products by
discouraging the use of non-reusable components.”
EPR schemes that operate in European countries cover tyres, waste oil, paper and card,
construction and demolition waste, farm plastics, medicines and medical waste, chemicals,
newspapers, refrigerants, pesticides and herbicides, and lamps, light bulbs and fittings.
Schemes which are required by EU law include waste electronic and electrical equipment,
batteries, end-of-life vehicles and packaging.
The 2016 circular economy strategy ‘Making things last’236 announced the Scottish
Government’s intention to explore proposals for extended producer responsibility schemes
for tyres, furniture and bed mattresses. Six years on none of these schemes have been
introduced, at least in part because discussions have been bogged down on developing GB
or UK schemes. The 2022 consultation on a Circular Economy Bill237 notes that the Scotland
Government is working with the UK administrations to introduce EPR schemes for waste
electrical and electronic equipment and for batteries in 2024 (driven by EU law).
An improved EPR for packaging, also driven by EU legislation, will be introduced across the UK
in 2024 and will make producers pay for the £2.7bn annual cost of dealing with their packaging
when it becomes waste. The scheme is expected to save about 4.5MtCO2e a year. The
forthcoming Scottish Deposit Return Scheme, introducing a 20p deposit for drinks’ bottles and
cans, is also a form of EPR. The Scottish Government proposes to develop EPR schemes for at
least three other products and discussions are underway (again) on mattresses.238
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7.2 Pay as you throw tax for household waste
RECOMMENDATION 22 – introduce a pay-as-you-throw tax for household waste, alongside a
parallel reduction in existing payments for waste collection made through the Council Tax.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
These schemes are widespread in Europe, the US and Japan, where they are generally popular.
They encourage people to recycle properly and may encourage some thought about reducing
overall waste. Because the tax depends on how much you throw away it is very firmly linked to
the Polluter Pays Principle. A scheme might for instance be set up to have the first bag of waste
a week free then the householder would have to pay a tax for any subsequent bags.
Householders are already paying for waste collections through their Council Tax so once
a scheme is up and running the overall cost to the average householder should be about
the same but people will be paying at a level in proportion to the amount of waste they
are producing. As the scheme helps reduce overall residual waste volumes, overall costs
will decrease.
In Scotland, the Landfill Tax has driven local authorities to provide more extensive recycling
facilities (but also increased rates of incineration). However, even where recycling
opportunities are excellent, there is currently no financial incentive for the public to use them,
so recycling rates may be plateauing at around 45%. The Scottish Government’s Route
Map for the Circular Economy Bill highlights research showing that “householders should
be incentivised to minimise residual waste to support recycling rate improvements.”239 If
recycling rates increased from 45% to the Scottish Government’s target of 70% there would be
a carbon saving of around 0.5MtCO2e every year.240
Schemes in Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg use a variety of ways of making a
charge from the size of a wheelie bin or the frequency of collection to the actual weight of
refuse collected or the sale of refuse sacks.241
An equitable scheme would require everyone to have good access to recycling opportunities,
so that they can divert recyclable waste away from the residual waste. There would no doubt
need to be some exemptions from the scheme and the scheme would need to be designed to
be fair to low-income and larger households.
There is potential to create the powers to set up a pay-as-you-throw scheme in the
forthcoming Circular Economy Bill. In addition or instead of this tax there could be Council Tax
reductions for participating in particular schemes, such as food waste collections or textiles
recycling. In Wales there is another approach, with enforced limits on the size of household
bins or the number of bags of waste that will be collected to encourage households to
maximise their levels of recycling.242
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8. Land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF)
Emissions from the LULUCF Sector cover emissions and removals of greenhouse gases from
changes in the carbon stock in forestland, cropland, grassland, wetlands, settlements and
harvested wood products, and of other greenhouse gases from drainage and rewetting of
soils, nitrogen mineralisation associated with loss and gain of soil organic matter, and fires.
Emissions fell by 92% between 1990 and 2020. But see below for the complexity within this story.
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Emissions in the LULUCF category are all about what is happening to the land of Scotland.
Some of the land of Scotland is absorbing carbon, some of it is releasing it on a grand
scale. The net figure of – 0.5MtCO2e or 1.25% of our total 2020 emissions is very deceptive.
As Figure 17 shows the actual emissions from LULUCF in 2020 were 12.4MtCO2e, making it the
highest emitting sector, with 20% more emissions than domestic transport. At the same time
the land and vegetation of Scotland were also absorbing 11.9 MtCO2e. Most of the emissions
are due to changes in land use and damaged peatland, most of the removals are growing
trees and healthy peatlands absorbing carbon. The science behind these figures is complex
and subject to frequent revision, and some emissions and removals are not included in the
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is vitally
important in determining a large fraction of our overall emissions.
How we use land can also have a big impact on climate risks – reducing or increasing risks
from floods, fire, drought, and plant and animal diseases – and plays a key part in Scotland’s
overall resilience to what climate change is going to throw at us.243
We have a lot of peaty soil in Scotland and that peat locks up a very large amount of carbon.
There is nearly 25 times as much carbon locked up in Scotland’s peaty soils as there is in all
the trees and plants in the UK. That carbon represents the equivalent of 140 years’ worth of
Scotland’s current total annual emissions.
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When peatlands are in good condition they form new peat and lock in carbon from the
atmosphere. But when they are degraded they release carbon back into the atmosphere.
Around 80% of Scotland’s peaty soils are degraded in some way, mainly by drainage and
overgrazing. So how we manage them and particularly how we try to help them recover is
vitally important at a local, national and global scale. The Scottish Government is putting
£250m over ten years into peatland restoration work.
Currently publicFigure
money
paying for peatland restoration or tree planting allows landowners
17: climate change emissions and removals by sector, 2020 figures in MtCO2e, courtesy
to sell carbon credits, keeping the revenue for themselves and potentially seeing the carbon
of Andrew Midgley of RSPB Scotland.
locked up counted twice in national accounts. An alternative would be to have some or all of
the revenue placed in a community-controlled local fund.
An example of exactly the wrong type of fiscal measure was the tax relief that led to extensive
planting in the carbon-rich Flow Country in the 1980s, to the benefit of high-profile individuals
like Terry Wogan but the significant detriment of nature and climate change.
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8.1 Carbon Emissions Land Tax
RECOMMENDATION 23 – introduce a Carbon Emissions Land Tax which taxes emissions
created through land use and penalises the owners of land currently emitting more carbon
than it captures.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and
local authorities
This recommendation from the Climate Assembly was based in part on the John Muir
Trust’s (JMT) proposal for a Carbon Emissions Land Tax244 which suggests a banded tax on
landholdings over 1,000ha, with the money raised funding peatland restoration and woodland
creation. In their proposal a starting rate might be £1-£5 per hectare depending on land use
and soil carbon content. The tax would be set up under existing Scottish Government powers,
with revenue going to local authorities for local projects.
Around 60% of Scotland’s land area would be covered by the scheme, with a mix of ownership
among private, public and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). As well as reducing
carbon emissions and increasing carbon absorption by land, a well-designed measure would
also boost biodiversity, reduce flooding risk, improve water quality and increase recreational
opportunities. Greater direct land management is likely to create jobs in rural areas. A report
from Scottish Wildlife Trust came up with a total of over 7,000 new jobs from large-scale
peatland and woodland restoration and expansion, and deer and nature management.245
JMT suggests this measure could be taking 6MtCO2e out of the atmosphere every year by 2040
and estimate the tax could raise £12.5m a year. If the emissions saved were valued using the
UK Treasury’s social cost of carbon, the true value of the savings to society would be about
£2bn a year by 2040.
JMT suggests phasing the tax in with a pilot for landholdings over 10,000ha. The forthcoming
Land Reform Bill, to be introduced before the end of 2023 or the Natural Environment Bill in 2024,
could be ideal opportunities to create this tax.
A ‘carbon emissions seabed tax’ may also be worth considering, where seabed owners,
usually the Crown Estate, pay tax for allowing emissions or receive allowances if they protect
or restore the seabed. Scotland’s marine areas contain about the same amount of carbon as
Scotland’s land and are thought to lock up about three times as much carbon as tree planting
every year.246

8.2 Woodland grants targeting climate emissions
RECOMMENDATION 24 – encouraging crofters, farmers and land managers to plant, and
investors to invest in, the right sort of trees in the right places including reviewing current
planting and management funding schemes to make sure they are delivering as much as
possible for nature and the climate, including protecting forest soils.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
In 2021 80% of the trees planted in the UK were in Scotland with 40% of those broadleaved.
Planting rates have been high in recent years but the Scottish Government’s Climate Change
Plan requires a 40% increase in the next few years, rising to 18,000 hectares/year by 2024-5.
This is greater than the recommendation from the Climate Change Committee, although their
trajectory continues to a rate of 25,000ha/yr after 2035. Increasing extremes of climate mean
we will have to adapt what and how we plant in order to maximise tree survival rates.
There is also a commitment to increasing the area of native woodland planted from 3,000ha a
year to 4,000ha. In 2020 RSPB Scotland, Scottish Wildlife Trust and WWF Scotland called for 50%
of new planting to be native species.
The current grant schemes are grouped together under the Forestry Grant Scheme (FGS) and
cover eight categories of new woodland creation and management of existing woodland,
including grants for planting trees on agricultural land. The total budget for the Forestry Grant
Scheme in 2021-2 was £63.3m and the Scottish Government has committed £100m to increase
planting rates to reach the 18,000ha/yr target.
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There is also a Scottish Government commitment to help public sector bodies to increase
tree cover on land they own and manage, and to ensure the replacement for the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) agricultural subsidy scheme includes funds for “tree planting,
orchard creation, and woodland regeneration, as well as support for the development of rural
businesses linked with forestry.”
A new report for Scottish Environment LINK247 analysed the effectiveness of the Forestry
Grant Scheme and recommended changes to increase the nature value of forests under
four themes:

– aimed at increasing forest and woodland resilience. This can be done
• Diversification
through the FGS supporting a broader range of species, age classes and structure in
woodland/forestry expansion.

of existing woodlands – incentives to increase the resilience of existing
• Management
woods through restocking and enhancement of existing woods.
• Deer Management – implement the Deer Working Group Recommendations
regeneration and colonisation – increase support for management to facilitate
• Natural
natural regeneration of native species in existing woodlands and natural colonisation in
buffer zones around the edges of existing native woods.

A report from the Forest Policy Group and the Pebble Trust, highlights the importance of forest
soils but also the gaps in our scientific knowledge about carbon balances and the impact of
different tree-cultivation practices. They recommend new guidance on tree planting on peaty
soils and more public sector resources for monitoring of forestry activity.
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9. Agriculture
Emissions from the Agriculture Sector cover emissions from livestock, agricultural soils
(excluding carbon stock changes which are included in the LULUCF sector), stationary
combustion sources and off-road machinery. Emissions fell 15% between 1990 and 2020.
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Agriculture produces almost a fifth of Scotland’s greenhouse gas emissions, yet agricultural
emissions have only fallen 2% since 2008. More than 70% of the emissions counted under the
agriculture category are to do with rearing livestock. See also the previous chapter for the
importance of managing the land of Scotland for climate change and nature.
The Climate Change Committee recommends that agricultural emissions across the UK need
to reduce by 34% by 2035 (from 2019 levels).248 The proposals for the new Agriculture Bill249
translate this into a 31% reduction by 2032, to match the timescale of the Climate Change Plan
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and promise proposals
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the draft
of the
next Plan in late 2023.
Current diets, high in meat and dairy produce, are also high carbon. The Climate Change
Committee also said that “there should also be a clear plan to move to healthy and
low-carbon diets.”250 It has previously recommended a 20% reduction in meat and dairy
consumption by 2030 and a 35% reduction for meat by 2050.251 The debate about diets and
livestock is usually characterised as being about reducing overall livestock numbers and
concentrating on producing high quality meat and dairy produce.
A package of proposed measures for New Zealand’s agricultural sector includes greenhouse
gas taxes for farming from 2025.252 It was developed by a partnership seeking an alternative to
including farming in the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme.
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9.1 Reforming agricultural subsidies
RECOMMENDATION 25 – reform agricultural subsidies to deliver maximum benefits for
climate and nature, including protecting soil health, while producing healthy food from
resilient businesses.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
This requires a radical change to the current funding priorities, with the vast majority of funding
going to help farmers make and sustain the transition to low-carbon, nature-friendly farming.
All public money going to support agriculture must come with environmental conditions, and
there needs to be a much bigger proportion of the budget going directly to nature protection
and emissions reduction initiatives. This also means a big boost for a reformed advice service,
and training and knowledge exchange opportunities.
Around £600 million a year is spent in Scotland on agricultural support, and most farm
businesses would not survive without public funding, so public policy has a huge influence over
what farming looks like. In 2019 only 23% of this subsidy was allocated through the specific
‘Greening’ category.
The Climate Change Committee’s 2021 progress report to the Scottish Parliament said of
replacing the CAP subsidy system that the proposed Agriculture Bill in 2023 “needs to clarify
what funding will be available for land-based mitigation and sequestration.” The reform of
the system is a complex balance between food production, climate emissions, biodiversity
considerations and creating a Just Transition for farmers and rural communities.
The Scottish Government has said: “from 2025, the climate and biodiversity performance of
businesses will determine the level of agricultural support payments.”253 and that “we will
transform how we support farming and food production in Scotland to become a global
leader in sustainable and regenerative agriculture. Scotland will have a support framework
that delivers high quality food production, climate mitigation and adaptation, and nature
restoration.”254
The Scottish Government is committed to keeping direct payments to farmers but alternatives
include an income support scheme that actually relates to income or making farm businesses
pay business rates with reductions for positive action on climate change. The Scottish
Government’s vision255 for the future of farming proposes that only 50% of direct payments will
have climate and nature conditions attached by 2025.
The Farming for 1.5º was an independent inquiry on farming and climate change in Scotland,
co-ordinated by NFU Scotland and Nourish Scotland. It involved a panel of farmers, NGOs,
scientists and the main report256 in 2021 looked at pathways to 2032 and then to 2045.
They suggested greenhouse-gas-specific targets for the sector:
“For methane we see a reduction of 25% by 2032 through a combination of better animal
health, improved genetics, early adoption of feed additives and better management of
manures. By 2045 a reduction of 50% on current levels is possible through low methane
breeding and widespread adoption of feed additives.
“For nitrous oxide we see a reduction of 25% by 2032 through a combination of more efficient
use of bagged nitrogen, manures and slurries, an increase in the use of legumes and the
reduction of nitrogen use in the large areas of land being farmed for nature.
“Nutrient budgeting, yield mapping, crop monitoring, controlled release fertilisers and variable
rate application all contribute to nitrogen use efficiency. Further uptake of these measures
result in a cumulative reduction of 50% in nitrous oxide emissions by 2045. In combination, this
means a 55% reduction in emissions by 2045.”
The report recommended that public funding should first move to general greening,
encouraging practices to reduce emissions and then greenhouse gas reduction contracts for
individual farms.
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Scottish Environment LINK is running a ‘Farm for Scotland’s Future’ campaign aiming to make
sure the reformed subsidy system delivers for climate, nature and people.257 This calls on the
Scottish Government to:
the decades-old farm funding system with one that works for nature, climate
• Replace
and people.
at least three quarters of public spending on farming supports methods that
• Ensure
restore nature and tackle climate change.
• Support all farmers and crofters in the transition to sustainable farming.

The proposals for the Agriculture Bill258 include payments to farmers, crofters and land
managers to support delivery of national climate change emission reduction objectives, to
support delivery of national climate change adaptation objectives, and to support integrated
land management, such as for peatland and woodland outcomes on agricultural holdings.
Some payment will be conditional on outcomes that deliver on climate change.

9.2 A nitrogen levy for agriculture
RECOMMENDATION 26 – introduce a nitrogen levy in farming. As a minimum the Scottish
Government should honour their commitment in the 2018 Climate Change Plan to develop a
target for reducing emissions from nitrogen fertiliser.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and/or
local authorities
Nitrous oxide emissions, mainly from fertiliser use, contribute about 9% of Scotland total climate
emissions, and about 60% of those come from agriculture. As the 2019 Climate Change Bill was
being debated Stop Climate Chaos Scotland called for a nitrogen budget for Scotland, with
targets. The Scottish Government has introduced a Scottish Nitrogen Balance Sheet259 – an
accounting exercise to track this impact – but there are no targets. The Climate Change Plan
included a commitment to look at setting a target but the monitoring report simply refers to
the balance sheet and does not mention a target. In 2020 RSPB Scotland, Scottish Wildlife Trust
and WWF Scotland called for the introduction of compulsory soil testing and nitrogen balance
sheets on all farms.
After a big historical rise, recent nitrogen fertiliser use peaked in the 2010s and has dropped
a little since then but the rate of application per hectare has been relatively flat over the last
decade. The simplest form of fiscal measure would be a levy on the price of mineral fertiliser,
based on its nitrogen content.
The Farming for 1.5º report mentioned above envisaged a reduction of 25% by 2032. Going
further and cutting nitrogen emissions from farming by half would reduce Scotland’s overall
emissions by around 3% or 1.2MtCO2e a year. There would also be an energy and climate
emissions saving from the reduction in production of artificial fertiliser, at over 0.5MtCO2e
a year.
In the Netherlands a levy on nitrogen and phosphorus at levels above a set minimum has been
in place since 1998. This minimum level is reduced over time. A court ruling from 2019 is driving
nitrogen emissions reductions even faster in the Netherlands with a commitment of over
€30bn out to 2035 for work to reduce nitrogen emissions by 50%. The aim is to reduce both
greenhouse gas emissions, and local air, land and water pollution.
Experiments in Germany showed that a moderate nitrogen tax was effective at reducing
fertiliser use on barley – the most common cereal crop grown in Scotland. Using the lower tax
tested by the study in Germany of €0.2 per kg of nitrogen, suggests Scotland’s current use of
mineral fertiliser would generate about £30m a year.
Powers to introduce a Scottish levy on fertiliser use as a local tax could be included in the
forthcoming Agriculture Bill on the new subsidy arrangements in 2023.
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10. Scotland’s contribution to international
climate obligations
Scotland played a central role in the Industrial Revolution. Both in terms of our own emissions
from an early date and our invention, development and supply of the machines that drove
the increasing use of coal, oil and gas around the world, Scotland has a heavy historical
responsibility for the state the planet is currently in. And the longer we take to cut our
emissions to zero, the more we are adding to this global debt.
In numbers, between 1850 and 2021 the UK was responsible for 75GtCO2e of direct climate
emissions, making it the eighth largest contributor, responsible for 3% of all the climate
changing gases emitted in that period, despite having less than 1% of the world’s population.260
Agreements through the United Nations climate process mean that high-income countries are
obliged to contribute to low-emissions development and help fund adaptation measures in
low-income countries, in part through the £100bn a year pledge from the Copenhagen climate
talks in 2009. In addition the same processes are looking at how the same countries should be
providing funding for the loss and damage caused by climate change (see box 3 on p.20).
The UK was until recently honouring the UN commitment to spend 0.7% of Gross National
Income on Official Development Assistance (ODA). Before the recent cut, this was running at
£14.5bn in 2020. So, through the UK, Scotland is already contributing around £1.3bn to standard
ODA funding. It is crucial that international climate finance is additional to this existing aid
money which is already committed to essential programmes around the world.
Although Official Development Assistance is a reserved matter, the Scottish Government
created the Climate Justice Fund (CJF) a decade ago, initially to fund work in four countries in
Eastern Africa. The intention was that this would be an additional commitment on top of UK
ODA spending but the UK Government uncharitably includes it as part of UK ODA spend. This
decision should be reversed.
The current Scottish Government commitment is for the CJF to be worth £36m over the course
of this Parliament and £2m of this is specifically earmarked for Loss and Damage funding. This
latter commitment, made at COP26, was the first national commitment to Loss and Damage
funding and encouraged others to make commitments, including €1m from the government of
Wallonia.
As outlined in section 1.1, Scotland’s share of the 2009 Copenhagen climate talks commitment
of $100bn a year of climate finance is about £450m a year of public and private money,
currently the responsibility of the UK Government. The share of likely Loss and Damage funding
is estimated to be an additional amount of about £1.25bn-£2.5bn a year by 2030. This makes
the mid-range estimate of Scotland’s fair contribution to both the $100bn commitment and the
Loss and Damage funding to mobilise about £2.3bn a year – about 1.4% of Scotland’s current
GDP. These figures will rise over time as climate impacts intensify. Currently the responsibility
of the UK Government, Scotland would need to find this money directly if international climate
finance responsibilities were devolved or Scotland became independent.
There are several approaches which could be taken to fund Scotland’s international climate
obligations – both in relation to climate finance to support low-income countries adapt to
the climate crisis and reduce their own emissions, as well as to address losses and damages
resulting from climate impacts.
In this report there are a number of measures which could be taken to raise significant
additional revenues. Extra Income Tax or a new national Wealth Tax are particularly attractive
since it would be, proportionately, the richer people in this country – who on average have
the highest emissions – helping low-income people and communities internationally who
are already facing the disproportionate consequences of a climate crisis they did little to
contribute towards. Measures like the Carbon Emissions Land Tax are proposed to use
Scotland’s existing powers to create local taxes which fund local activity and so revenue
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from that source could not be used to fund international priorities, although it might free up
more flexible funding at a national level that could be used internationally. Measures like the
Workplace Parking Levy are likely to be accepted only if the revenue raised is invested back
into local public transport and active travel investments, and so could not fund international
commitments significantly.
Another approach, which does not rely on financing international climate funding from the
revenues generated by any particular single tax, would be to apply a levy on all nationallygenerated tax income to fund the Climate Justice Fund. For instance, just 1% of current national
taxes raised in Scotland would feed £150m a year into the Fund – more than 25 times the
existing commitment.
To meet their international climate finance obligations, but avoid simply rebadging existing
international development assistance, all industrialised countries need to identify innovative
new sources of finance, over and above their existing commitments. The measures in this
report are described in the Scottish context and could be delivered by the UK or Scottish
governments, but most of them are possible in any similar country. And every industrialised
country is facing the same challenges of reducing emissions and contributing to the required
international finance. The Scottish or UK Governments could therefore set a powerful, and
much needed, international example by leading the way in this area.
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11. Conclusions and Recommendations
The debate about how to fund climate action at home and contribute a fair share of
international climate finance is one that every industrialised country should be having.
This report considers this question in the Scottish context and raises a range of ideas.
Some can only be done by Westminster, some can be done by the Scottish Parliament, some
by local authorities. Some can be started tomorrow, some need more thinking. Some raise
revenue, some help persuade people into lower-carbon behaviour, some even do both.
All of them deserve further study. As a result, this report makes a cross-cutting recommendation:
RECOMMENDATION 27 – the Scottish Government creates – and provides a secretariat for –
a short life, independent working group to report to Ministers on the specific ideas and the
general principles covered by this report.
While the UK Government and local authorities should give the recommendations in this
report serious consideration, the Scottish Government should drive this agenda forward. It
should establish this new group and task it with reporting ahead of the Scottish Government’s
next Programme for Government and with feeding into the process which is creating the
next Climate Change Plan. Some obvious participants in this working group would be
representatives from the Just Transition Commission, the Poverty and Inequality Commission,
the Scottish Government’s Global South Panel, the Scottish Youth Parliament and Stop Climate
Chaos Scotland.
The Working Group would need to consider the Polluter Pays Principles and issues of equity,
including the distributional effect of the measures being examined.
A commitment to such a working group would be an important initiative for the Scottish
Government to promote at COP27 in Egypt in November, and would strengthen its position of
international leadership on loss and damage finance. Among other channels, this could be
promoted through Scotland’s position as one of the co-chairs of the Under2 Coalition.
More widely, there would be merit in establishing an expert commission to look at the future of
public finances in Scotland, with this also informed by the measures within this report.

The rest of the recommendations in this report are:
RECOMMENDATION 1 – measures to address the cost of living crisis need to also reduce
emissions so that they help head off future crises, and well-designed climate measures can
help achieve social and economic goals.
Controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
RECOMMENDATION 2 – both the polluter pays principle and considerations of equity should
strongly influence the choice and design of fiscal measures, including but not limited to,
those which address climate change, to reflect climate justice.
Controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
RECOMMENDATION 3 – the funding for measures to address the climate emergency should
come from progressive forms of general taxation. Complementary specific environmental
taxes are useful where they bring about behaviour change which reduces emissions.
Controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
RECOMMENDATION 4 – where an environmental fiscal measure raises revenue, that revenue
should generally be hypothecated to be spent on relevant environmental improvement e.g.
the Nottingham Workplace Parking Levy funding improvements in public transport.
Controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
RECOMMENDATION 5 – trading schemes can be effective but they can be slow to deliver
outcomes and their impact on the poor can be significant, so any proposal for a new trading
scheme should be treated with caution.
Controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
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Cross-Economy Measures
RECOMMENDATION 6 – increase income tax revenue to fund action on climate change.
Increases should fall mostly on higher and top-rate taxpayers because they are almost
always also high-emitting individuals and also have greater capacity to pay.
Revenue raising, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 7 – set up a rapid and time-limited, independent commission to look at
the options for replacement of the Council Tax and other local taxes with a land, property
and/or local wealth tax, with a strong element of climate justice built in, building on the
Reform Scotland report and the recommendation of the David Hume Institute.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments and/or
local authorities
RECOMMENDATION 8 – remove tax breaks and subsidies from the fossil fuel industry,
including those for decommissioning, and spend this money on activities to support climate
justice.
Revenue redirecting and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 9 – introduce a Carbon Tax with revenues used to reduce taxes on labour.
Revenue raising and strong behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 10 – take public sector pension investments out of fossil fuels and
encourage the funds to invest in projects like social housing and renewables in Scotland.
Revenue raising, controlled by local authorities
RECOMMENDATION 11 – mobilise public sector procurement expenditure to address the
climate emergency
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and public bodies
RECOMMENDATION 12 – as a first step, the Scottish and/or UK Government should work with
the Royal Scottish Geographical Society to further develop their proposal for a Sustainable
Wealth Fund.
Revenue raising, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments

Energy
RECOMMENDATION 13 – increase windfall taxes on the fossil fuel industry and remove the
perverse tax break for increasing production at the expense of the environment.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 14 – provide government incentives and support for local authorities and
social housing providers to work with communities to develop low carbon heating systems
in neighbourhoods.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament

Buildings
RECOMMENDATION 15 – make a grant (or loans for higher earners) available to ALL
homeowners in Scotland as soon as possible to bring their houses to zero emissions
standards by 2030, starting by prioritising houses in fuel poverty
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 16 – significantly boost the current Scottish Government’s heat pump
installation programme
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
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Transport
RECOMMENDATION 17 – public funding for free public transport (bus and train) anywhere
in Scotland.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 18 – use the powers in the 2019 Transport Act to introduce Workplace
Parking Levies (WPL) in Scotland’s larger urban areas, with the revenue raised dedicated to
public transport and active travel investment.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and
local authorities

Business and Industry
RECOMMENDATION 19 – link the level of business rates to a business’ carbon footprint
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and local authorities
RECOMMENDATION 20 – given Scotland’s climate targets are more ambitious than those
at UK level, the UK Emissions Trading Scheme needs to put industry in Scotland on track to
deliver a fair share of Scotland’s climate targets, which means reducing allowances faster
than needed only to meet the UK’s targets and also reducing the amount of free allowances
allocated at a faster rate than at the UK level. Free allowances for the oil and gas industry
should be scrapped.
If a new scheme is created for fuel use in buildings, as in the EU, an equivalent mechanism
to the proposed EU Social Climate Fund is needed to protect low-income households and
ensure costs are not passed on to them. Revenue from the scheme should be ring-fenced for
carbon-saving activity and international climate finance.
Linking the UK and EU ETSs, as has happened for the EU and Switzerland, makes sense to
increase efficiency in reducing emissions and to avoid the risk of carbon border taxes being
applied to trade with the EU.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the UK Parliament

Waste and the Circular Economy
RECOMMENDATION 21 – introduce additional Extended Producer Responsibility schemes
Behaviour change, controlled by the UK and Scottish Parliaments
RECOMMENDATION 22 – introduce a pay as you throw tax for household waste , alongside a
parallel reduction in existing payments for waste collection made through the Council Tax.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament

Land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF)
RECOMMENDATION 23 – introduce a Carbon Emissions Land Tax which taxes emissions
created through land use and penalises the owners of land currently emitting more carbon
than it captures.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and
local authorities
RECOMMENDATION 24 – encouraging crofters, farmers and land managers to plant, and
investors to invest in, the right sort of trees in the right places including reviewing current
planting and management funding schemes to make sure they are delivering as much as
possible for nature and the climate, including protecting forest soils.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
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Agriculture
RECOMMENDATION 25 – reform agricultural subsidies to deliver maximum benefits for
climate and nature, including protecting soil health, while producing healthy food from
resilient businesses.
Behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament
RECOMMENDATION 26 – introduce a nitrogen levy in farming. As a minimum the Scottish
Government should honour their commitment in the 2018 Climate Change Plan to develop a
target for reducing emissions from nitrogen fertiliser.
Revenue raising and behaviour change, controlled by the Scottish Parliament and/or
local authorities
Some of these measures could be put in place tomorrow, some quite quickly and some
are ideas that need working through with experts and stakeholders – for instance, the UK
Government could increase the windfall tax on oil and gas companies almost immediately, but
the idea of a Carbon Emissions Land Tax needs more work to refine the design of the scheme.
For some there is an obvious upcoming opportunity for change – for instance, re-orienting
agricultural subsidies through the Agriculture Bill or introducing further producer responsibility
schemes through the Circular Economy Bill.
Some, like a Carbon Tax, are a very pure implementation of the Polluter Pays Principle, which
would require social safeguards to be built in. Most have equity considerations included, like
prioritising the fuel poor for energy efficiency and heating system upgrades, though further
modelling would help to avoid unintended consequences.
Certain measures would obviously fit well together – for instance, Workplace Parking Levies
could help fund Free Public Transport.
Of the 21 specific sectoral or cross-sectoral measures recommended four are wholly controlled
by the UK Government, five have a large role for local authorities, working with the Scottish
Government, and the remaining ten are directly in the hands of the Scottish Government.
Three are purely revenue raising, nine are purely about behaviour change and the remaining
nine combine these two elements.
The need to reduce emissions faster is urgent and the need to help other countries cope with
climate change is a debt we owe. We will need to implement many of these measures and
others to meet the climate challenge we face, and will need to do so fairly.
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Appendix A – detail on measures included
and their impact
1.

Cross cutting measures

1.1 Options appraisal – income tax
Option name: Use Scotland’s Income Tax powers to fund climate action
Description: increase income tax to fund action on climate change. Increases should fall
mostly on higher and top-rate taxpayers because they are almost always also highemitting individuals.
Most other Western European countries have higher average and top tax rates than the UK.
The current enhancements to the Scottish income tax system generate £500m-£600m a
year. The Scottish Government’s Tax Framework says “tax policy will also play a crucial role in
ensuring fiscal sustainability, tackling climate change and reducing inequality.”261
Income tax contributes around a third of the Scottish budget at £13.6bn in 2022-3.262 This is
predicted to grow to nearly £16.5bn by 2026-7, mainly because of the impact of inflation.263
Scotland has already made higher earners pay more but our top rates of tax are still low
compared to countries like Denmark and Sweden, and thresholds are set so that they apply to
only a small fraction of the population.
The recent Reform Scotland paper on the future of taxation264 called for radical reform to meet
the twin challenges of an ageing population and tackling climate change, and for a shift from
taxing employment to taxing wealth, but acknowledged that income tax would still be an
important source of revenue for public good.
On environmental impact, Oxfam and the Stockholm Environmental Institute calculated that
the richest 1% in the UK have a carbon footprint six times that of the national average, and 11
times that of someone in the poorest 50% of the population. Those in the wealthiest 10% (with
income after tax of at least £41,000), have a carbon footprint more than double the national
average and four times that of someone in the poorest 50%.265
Increasing income tax for higher earners would be a generally progressive change, but it
has the potential to become more progressive depending on how the revenue raised is
subsequently spent – for example, if higher taxes paid by high earners is spent on measures
like home insulation, which prioritise those on lower incomes.
See also proposals on Wealth Tax and Carbon Emissions Land Tax.
Type
 change behaviour
X devolved (partially)

X raise revenue
 reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
table continues on next page
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Potential revenue/savings
£: current income tax revenue is £13bn a year.
All things being equal and very approximately,
increasing the Top rate (those with incomes
above £150,000) from 46% to 50% would bring
in an additional £15m although this very is
uncertain because the well-off are good at
using the system to minimise tax payments;266
increasing the Higher rate from 41% to 44%
would bring in an additional £200m and affect
people earning over £43,662; increasing
the intermediate band rate from 21% to
23% would raise £300m, which would affect
people earning between £25,296 and £43,662;
increasing the Basic rate from 20% to 21%
would raise £190m and affect people earning
over £14,733.267

C/behaviour: reduced disposable income
for higher-rate taxpayers could reduce
somewhat their climate consumption
footprint. Another, albeit complex, layer of
sophistication could be added whereby
tax reliefs are given for high-carbon
behaviours foregone.

Cost: little cost to the public purse in making these changes
Time to implement: extra income for climate activities could be generated very quickly and
rates could potentially be adjusted with each budget.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: while people rarely vote for higher taxes explicitly, Scotland aspires
to be like a Nordic country but – while tax rates are marginally higher for those with higher
incomes than elsewhere in the UK – it currently doesn’t collect taxes like one, so this is a
journey people might expect the country to continue. Inevitably there would be a debate
over Scottish versus rest-of-the-UK tax rises, although the Scottish Government has built in
thinking about how likely someone is to uproot themselves because of a higher tax rate into
the determination of the current rates and bands. This debate would be amplified if planned
tax cuts are delivered by the UK Government, widening the gap.268 They also have work which
demonstrates the top-rate payers’ strong ability to use the system to avoid tax rises. Any
discussion on Income Tax rises would currently be in the context of the cost of living crisis.
collection issues: system already in place.
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: in general higher earners are higher polluters for increasing tax on them reflects
the polluter pays principle
climate & social justice: the raising of extra tax revenue from higher earners/polluters would
not only reflect the existing principle that those with higher incomes pay tax at higher rates,
but also analysis suggesting that, on average, those with higher incomes generate more
carbon emissions than those on lower incomes. In addition, the extra revenues generated
could fund climate programmes which disproportionately help those with lower incomes,
such as housing energy efficiency schemes and subsidised or free public transport, reflecting
climate justice.
level of certainty: Scotland has the powers to change income tax rates, bands and thresholds,
and has already started down this path. This measure could be introduced rapidly
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1.2 Options appraisal – wealth taxes
Option name: Wealth Taxes
Description: many of the richest households have an abundance of assets and money but
not much taxable income, so a wealth tax is a critical tool to redistribute assets in support of
climate justice, and could also be a driver of land reform, as unproductive land was put to use,
including for nature objectives. The range of potential taxes on wealth include taxes on total
wealth, capital gains, inheritance, gifts, land and property or other types of assets.
ONS data269 shows that in the period April 2018-March 2020 in Great Britain median household
net wealth was £302,500, a real-terms 20% increase compared with July 2006 to June 2008.
The wealth of the richest 1% of households was more than £3.6 million, compared with £15,400
or less for the least wealthy 10%, although wealth inequality has remained stable over the last
14 years.
At Scotland level, Scottish Government data from just before the pandemic put typical wealth
at £214,000, with the wealthiest 10% of households worth £1.7m and the least wealthy 10% worth
£7,600. Overall the wealthiest 2% of households held 18% of all wealth.270
On environmental impact, Oxfam and the Stockholm Environmental Institute calculated that
the richest 1% in the UK have a carbon footprint six times that of the national average, and 11
times that of someone in the poorest 50% of the population. Those in the wealthiest 10% (with
income after tax of at least £41,000), have a carbon footprint more than double the national
average and four times that of someone in the poorest 50%.271
The Resolution Foundation found that Scottish wealth grew from five times GDP to more than
seven times GDP between 2005 and 2015, reaching £1 trillion in 2015.272 Half of this was in
pensions and a further quarter in property. But ONS data show that median household wealth
in Scotland peaked in 2016 at £258,000 and fell 17% by 2020 to £214,000. ONS state that this
is due to lower home ownership rates and pension participation in Scotland. About half of
Britain’s regions also saw a fall over this period.
So there is a wealth gap between high and low earners, between old and young people, and
between white people and people of colour.273
Inheritance Tax and Capital Gains Tax address an element of wealth at key moments when an
asset is transferred to another owner, and are both reserved. Since much wealth is tied up in
property, a proxy wealth tax is Council Tax – which is set by local authorities. There has been
a long debate about the fairness of Council Tax and what might replace it.
An OECD report274 highlights a strong case for using wealth taxes to tackle wealth inequality
and sets out a number of design recommendations including setting thresholds high so
that only the very wealthy are taxed and reducing other taxes such as income tax to make a
wealth tax more acceptable.
The recent Reform Scotland paper on the future of taxation275 called for radical reform to
meet the twin challenges of an ageing population (fuelling pressures on public services)
and tackling climate change. In particular, it advocated a shift from taxing income to taxing
wealth, finding that a net wealth tax would be efficient and environmentally just, and could
raise significant revenue. They also found that, even though wealth has grown significantly,
the revenue from taxes which address it have remained relatively static, and the taxes on
wealth that do exist often charge lower rates to the wealthier than to those with less.
They called for a “comprehensive consideration” of wealth taxes at the Scottish level. If a UK
Wealth Tax is not likely a fully-fledged Scottish Wealth Tax would only be possible by a further
devolution of powers, but a locally-administered Wealth Tax on land and/or property would
be within the Scottish Government’s current powers.
The independent UK-wide Wealth Tax Commission recommended a one-off wealth tax that
might raise £260bn.276
Under devolved powers a Land Value Tax used to fund local public projects would address
wealth to some extent, as recommended by Reform Scotland in 2015.277 A project of the David
Hume Institute recently called for a commission to look at how Council Tax might be replaced
by a locally-based land tax.278
table continues on next page
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Building on the Reform Scotland report and the recommendation of the David Hume
Institute, set up a rapid and time-limited independent commission to look at the options
for replacement of Council Tax with a land, property and/or local wealth tax, with a strong
element of climate justice to be built in.
See also the proposal for a Carbon Emissions Land Tax, which taxes land based on its carbon
emissions or sequestration.
Type
 change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

X new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: Reform Scotland do not suggest a figure
but say that a wealth tax could bring in
significant income. Council Tax currently
brings in over £2.5bn a year, so that would be
the absolute minimum starting point for any
new tax(es). The Wealth Tax Commission’s
one-off tax should raise more than £20bn
in Scotland, as the population share of their
£250bn raised over five years.

C/behaviour: reduced ready assets might
reduce somewhat the wealthy’s climate
consumption footprint. Another layer of
sophistication could be added whereby tax
reliefs are given for assets which are turned
over to carbon-beneficial use.

Cost: Running Based on the analogous two-year Just Transition Commission, the cost of
a time-limited commission to consider options for replacement of the Council Tax with
a land, property and/or local wealth tax, is estimated to be around £115,000. The cost of
implementing and administering the subsequent replacement tax – relative to the existing
Council Tax – should be explored by the commission.
Time to implement: the initial stage of having an independent commission look at the idea
could be completed in two years.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: surveys find good public support for wealth taxation279 but there is likely
to be strong opposition from vested interests. France, Norway, Spain and Switzerland have
wealth taxes and Iceland had a temporary wealthy tax in response to the 2008-9 recession.
As with income tax, there would be a debate about whether a wealth tax would drive
people to sell up and leave Scotland in favour of lower-tax jurisdictions. The UK Wealth Tax
Commission looked at some of these ‘behavioural responses.’
collection issues: these could be simple or complex depending on what exactly is taxed. The
OECD report mentioned above found that evidence suggests that the wealthy engage in
more tax avoidance or evasion rather than up and leave the country.
local possibilities: a land-based wealth tax could generate revenue for local authorities,
indeed it would need to be set up this way if it were to be delivered under existing devolved
tax powers.
regional impacts: there could be some distributional consequences of a land based wealth
tax, with different types of land at different rates and potential different tax levels in different
local authority areas.
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
table continues on next page
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Principles
polluter pays: on average the wealthy make a hugely disproportionate contribution to climate
change emissions, so a wealth tax would address this directly. There might be exemptions or
reductions where wealth is being put to use delivering public social or environmental aims,
such as an estate which is being use for nature recovery and carbon sequestration.
climate & social justice: shifting the burden of taxation from income and employment to
wealth would be a very progressive change.
level of certainty: wealth taxes exist in other countries, devolved powers would let Scotland set
up at least a more wealth-focused replacement for Council Tax and the idea is popular with
the public.
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1.3 Options appraisal – perverse subsidies
Option name: Redirecting perverse tax breaks and subsidies to support climate justice
Description: remove tax breaks and subsidies from the fossil fuel industry, including those
for decommissioning, and spend this money on activities to support climate justice.
The offshore oil industry pays little or no tax because they receive massive tax breaks,
including to fund the decommissioning of rigs and pipelines, and for further exploration.
The UK’s domestic fossil fuel subsidies are estimated at £13.6 billion a year, most of this as tax
reductions.280 The same analysis ranked the UK 11th out of 11 OECD countries for transparency
on fossil fuel funding. This subsidy massively undermines the UK’s stated goals on climate
change. The UK also has the lowest tax rate on offshore oil and gas profits in the world.
The UK Government has recently introduced a temporary Energy Profits Levy of 25%,
potentially raising £5bn, but this also gives an 80% exemption for companies that invest in
further oil and gas production, thus creating another tax break which incentivises creating
extra climate change emissions.281
The Observer found that Shell and BP paid no corporation tax or production levies on North
Sea oil operations between 2018 and 2020, and claimed tax reliefs of nearly £400m.282 BP’s
half year profits for 2022 were £11.4bn, the second highest ever.283 The equivalent figure for
Shell was £9bn.284
The cost of decommissioning the oil industry structures in the North Sea is officially estimated
to be nearly £50bn.285 Unlike almost any other industry the UK Government is committed
to paying a large fraction of this cost from the public purse – currently estimated at over
£18bn286 – by giving up to 70% tax breaks to the industry for decommissioning work. For any
company that goes bust the taxpayer will pay the whole bill. The Scottish Government has
consulted on guidance on how the polluter pays principles should apply287 and one of the
polluter pays examples it gives is about decommissioning of industrial installations:
“Providing for decommissioning liability – the future costs of decommissioning a site
can be provided for through a bond or fund, ensuring that the costs are paid for from the
money raised by the activity itself and not by future public funds, for example the Nuclear
Liabilities Fund.”
Of course. this is not the case for the decommissioning of oil and gas infrastructure. The
current scheme was devised in the 1970s to attract the oil industry to UK waters and is the
antithesis of the polluter pays principle.
Other public money funding high-carbon areas of activity include road building, subsidies/
funding for aviation (Scottish Government) and exemptions from the Climate Change Levy
for energy-intensive industries (UK Government). Some of the biggest subsidies are for land
management and agriculture and these are dealt with elsewhere in this report. Public money
is also funding supposedly low-carbon developments, principally the development of Carbon
Capture and Storage, although SCCS would argue this money would be better deployed in
support of known-solutions to reliably reduce emissions quickly.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
table continues on next page
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Potential revenue/savings
£: many billions a year could be redirected
elsewhere, revenue would diminish as the
industry contracted

C/behaviour:

Cost: free to change policy, risk of being sued by the industry over supposed breach
of licences
Time to implement: would no doubt be phased in over time and would need to be linked to
the Just Transition for workers and communities dependent on the industry
Pros and cons
political acceptability: the public might like to see the oil industry lose its favoured treatment
but for most politicians any changes would likely need to be made in conjunction with
measures designed to ensure a Just Transition e.g. to support workers impacted.
collection issues: not applicable
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: would go some way to forcing the oil industry to pay for some of the climate
damage they are responsible for. Would remove a massive financial lever that is acting
against reducing carbon emissions. Reducing or removing tax breaks for decommissioning
would directly implement the polluter pays principle.
climate & social justice: would need to be strongly linked to the Just Transition for workers and
communities that are dependent on the industry
level of certainty: for the oil industry, some changes would just be changes of fiscal policy but
some are bound up in legislation and petroleum licences.
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1.4 Options appraisal – carbon tax
Option name: Introduce a comprehensive Carbon Tax
Description: introduce a Carbon Tax with revenues used to reduce costs of labour.
A carbon tax is often viewed as the most efficient way to reduce emissions as they apply a
fee on activities depending directly on the level of carbon emissions they generate. The IMF
has said that carbon taxes are “the most powerful and efficient, because they allow firms
and households to find the lowest-cost ways of reducing energy use and shifting toward
cleaner alternatives”.288
The Climate Assembly envisages a broad carbon tax that affects the price of everything that
individuals buy with the money raised returned as a dividend to the individual. More normally
a carbon tax increases the cost of high-carbon products or services, such as road and
heating fuels, so the ‘dividend’ comes as the saving from using less of these.
A study by the Fraser of Allander Institute in 2012289 used an economic model to look at the
introduction of a carbon tax in Scotland. They looked at taxing the use of coal, oil and gas
directly, with the rate based on the carbon content of the fossil fuel. Thus goods and services
provided in Scotland would become more expensive if they were produced or provided using
fossil fuels. They found that using the tax revenue to reduce taxes on labour resulted in a fall
in carbon emissions and a rise in both GDP and employment. Specifically, a carbon tax of
£50 a tonne was modelled to reduce the income tax rate in the long run by 5%, increasing
employment by 1.06% and GDP by 0.83%. Not surprisingly, employment in fossil fuel industries
fell and it rose in manufacturing, services, utilities and transport because of the reduction in
employment costs.
There is also a social or shadow cost of carbon, a price which no-one pays but which can be
used in government policy making to understand the carbon consequences of decisions in
monetary terms and is supposed to reflect the economic harm from climate impacts. The
estimated value has often been too low to make much of a difference. The US government
currently uses $51 a ton (approximately £38/tonne). The UK Treasury recommends £124£373/tCO2e, with a central estimate of £248/tCO2e.290 The central estimate rises to £280/tCO2e
by 2030.
There are already a number of things that look like carbon taxes in operation. The UK
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is a carbon trading scheme, which applies to the emissions
of large businesses at about 100 sites in Scotland. The current price for an allowance of
1tCO2e is around £80.291 The Climate Change Levy (CCL) applies to the price of energy for
industrial users but it is not based on carbon content. Both the UK ETS and CCL schemes have
significant exemptions or reductions built in. Elsewhere, in the power sector, the UK-wide
Carbon Price Support tax was introduced in 2013 and applies to fossil fuels used to generate
electricity and raised £1bn in 2017. It has different rates based on the carbon emissions of
using that fuel and so is a carbon tax.
Fuel Excise Duty is also an energy tax but not a pure carbon tax since the duty is the same
for diesel and petrol even though diesel has lower carbon emissions. In the past the duty
on diesel has been lower because of climate concerns and then higher because of local air
pollution concerns.
Domestic gas and electricity have no tax on their sale other than VAT and there is a levy
on electricity prices for schemes which deliver energy efficiency in homes and support
renewable energy. If there was a carbon-based tax on domestic fuel, gas would become
more expensive relative to electricity, as would be the case if the environment and social
levies, which support the development of renewables and delivery of energy efficiency
schemes, were on gas bills instead of electricity bills.
19 European countries have some form of carbon tax.292 Sweden’s carbon tax is the highest in
Europe at $137/tCO2e in 2021. It was introduced at the same time as a reduction in income tax
and applies only to transport and heating fuels. Austria plans to introduce new carbon taxes
that will fund tax cuts for low – and middle-income workers.
The SPICe report293 concluded “There appear to be no “silver bullets” available, however
moving towards an overarching simplified carbon tax, that could be applied universally
across the economy, could be the most efficient, fair and effective tax measure in relation to
supporting progress to net zero.”
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Type
X change behaviour
 devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

X new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: Fraser of Allander’s modelling of a £50/
tCO2e tax rate brought in £1.6bn a year
(in year 2000 pounds). In their preferred
scenario this was recycled back into reducing
income tax.

C/behaviour: a very effective measure –
prices of goods and services would start to
reflect their climate impact, leading to quite
different choices being made by individuals
and businesses over time.

Cost: new systems would need to be developed to track fossil fuel use by industry and to
charge them appropriately.
Time to implement: the interrelation between a general carbon tax on industry input and the
UK ETS and existing fuel and energy taxes would need to be thought through, and a carbon
tax would be likely to be phased in.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: hard to see Scotland doing this if it were not a UK measure, even if
the powers existed. A unilateral move in this direction in Scotland would require a difficult
discussion of an exemption from the UK Internal Markets Act because it would be seen as a
barrier to trade within the UK. A national carbon tax would be possible if Scotland became
independent.
collection issues: government would need to track fossil fuel use in Scotland
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: through reduction in climate change emissions and through the
impact of any relevant spending
Principles
polluter pays: a carbon tax is about as strong an implementation of the polluter pays
principles as possible
climate & social justice: a carbon tax builds in climate justice, since those on higher incomes
are likely to be the higher polluters overall, but there would also need to be protections for
lower-income households who tend to spend a higher percentage of their income on heating
and transport.
level of certainty: an effective measure but hard to introduce unless Scotland becomes
independent. A significant danger that the rate would be set low and increase too slowly to
drive the necessary pace of change.
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1.5 Options appraisal – public sector pensions
Option name: Public sector pension schemes to end investments in fossil fuels to instead
invest in something socially and environmentally useful
Description: take public sector pension investments out of fossil fuels and encourage them
to invest in projects like social housing in Scotland.
Most of the public sector, and many third sector organisations, have their pensions with the
11 Scottish Local Authority Pension Funds, with the Strathclyde fund the second biggest public
sector pension scheme in the UK. These funds currently have a total of around £1.2bn invested
in fossil fuel companies around the world.294 That £1.2bn could instead be invested in social
housing, funding public transport or creating green infrastructure in Scotland, guaranteeing
a good return to the pension funds and simultaneously doing social good in Scotland. Some
positive signs of change already appear to be happening, but should now be replicated at
scale. The Falkirk scheme has invested £30m into social housing locally without explicitly
linking it to taking money out of fossil fuels and several English schemes have invested in
local renewables instead of fossil fuels. In London, pension organisations are working in
a fund aiming to invest £300m into affordable housing, community regeneration, digital
infrastructure and clean energy around the city.295
Despite passing relatively strong climate emission legislation, the Scottish Parliament
pension fund also has investments in fossil fuels.296 In contrast, most Scottish universities and
churches have already divested from fossil fuels.
Type
 change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue/investment
 reserved

 new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: Potentially £1.2bn to be deployed as
C/behaviour: £1.2bn of investment taken out of
investment in green infrastructure in Scotland oil and gas companies.
Cost: small cost to shift investment, some cost in research alternative investment, but this
could be pooled between the 11 Scottish Local Authority Pension funds.
Time to implement: could be done over a matter of months
Pros and cons
political acceptability: even if the climate change arguments in favour of divestment do
not prevail, the financial case is also strong with fossil fuel investments looking increasingly
volatile and risky. Given this. there is a general movement among investors, first out of coal,
then out of fossil fuels in general
collection issues: none
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: Scottish pensions stop funding destructive extraction projects
around the world, green infrastructure projects design nature in.
Principles
polluter pays:
climate & social justice: a source of finance is denied to those under-taking fossil fuel
activities and individuals holding pensions from these schemes would also know that their
money has been transferred from fossil fuel investments to green investments.
level of certainty: this is straight forward once the decision is made, as demonstrated by the
many institutions and pension funds around the world which are divesting from fossil fuels.
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1.6 Options appraisal – procurement
Option name: Mobilise public sector expenditure to address the climate emergency
Description: ensure that the billions of pounds of annual public procurement expenditure
contribute to reducing carbon emissions, rather than working in opposition to Scotland’s
climate ambitions.
Public money should, wherever possible, incentivise and reward climate action, with
wider public support via grants and accreditation schemes also aligned to Scotland’s
climate ambitions.
To help achieve this, the Climate Emergency Response Group, a “collection of like-minded
leaders spanning Scotland’s private, public and third sectors, delivery organisations and
membership bodies” has called for:297
• Enforce the incorporation of carbon and whole life costing into all public sector investment
and spending decisions by 2024.
• Demand and drive early adoption of best practice procurement standards through
increasingly ambitious targets and conditions within government funding criteria. Show
public sector leadership in decarbonising its buildings and circular procurement.
• Ensure robust public sector net-zero action plans mandate the purchase of low carbon,
circular economy products and services.
Scottish Government monitoring298 shows that the public sector in Scotland spent £13.3bn in
2019-2021 on goods and services, with the largest spend within Scotland, of £2.3bn, going to
construction. 66% of this spend was by local authorities, 18% by central government and 11%
by the NHS. 67% of public bodies provided evidence in their annual procurement reports that
their regulated procurements have been carried out “with regard” to environmental wellbeing
and climate change.
This spend is a big lever which could drive change in society to reduce the level of emissions
created by the purchase of everything from buildings to vehicles and from food to
medical supplies.
There was a Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act in 2014 which imposed a Sustainable
Procurement Duty to use procurement to try to improve the economic, social, and
environmental wellbeing in an area, involve Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)
and the third sector, and promote innovation. There is a Climate and Procurement Forum
which aims to “provide leadership and direction to enable traction against the 2019 to
2020 Programme for Government commitment to mobilise procurement spend to support
the climate emergency response and to identify and commission targeted activities and
work streams which will help influence and empower buyer, supplier and key stakeholder
communities in taking climate action.”
There is new guidance for Scottish public bodies on procurement and a number of case
studies.299 There are also targets to phase out petrol or diesel cars and new vans from the
public sector fleet by 2025 and a Net-Zero Carbon Buildings Standard for the public sector.
However, progress has been slow. In a survey of all 32 local authorities’ reports on their
climate emissions, only one council had included the impact of their procurement, which was
more than twice all their other emissions.300
table continues on next page
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CERG suggests that Scotland needs to :
• Mandate the incorporation of carbon and whole life costing into all public sector corporate
investment and spending decisions by 2024. This should be supported by detailed
corporate guidance, standardised methods, evidence, and case studies published
throughout 2022 by the [Scottish Government’s] Procurement Directorate and Climate
Policy Team.
• Explore the potential of standardised, internal carbon pricing (i.e., a theoretical or assumed
cost per ton of carbon emissions) for public sector purchasing, drawing on lessons learned
and experiences from the private sector and building on updated ‘Green Book’.
• Public and private sector bodies applying for government funds should be required to
adhere to minimum conditions on alignment with net-zero targets (using a standardised
method), support to local supply chains and Fair Work conditions from 2022. This could
involve a government-sponsored accreditation scheme to verify SMEs’ net-zero plans.
Increasingly ambitious targets and standards should be built into the essential funding
criteria and outcomes for publicly funded schemes and contracts.
• Make the Net-zero Public Sector Building Standard mandatory in a phased approach for all
public sector new build and refurbishment projects by 2024, with a resourced plan to build
capacity across the public sector to meet the standards.
• The forthcoming Circular Economy Bill should set clear targets and milestones for
improving circular procurement. This should be accompanied by a circular economy
network to build capacity and mandatory training for all public sector leaders and
procurement staff.
• Enterprise support targeted at supply chain innovation and to help diversify businesses into
providing the circular goods and services that the public sector requires.
• Publish shared guidance on how the public sector should define net-zero, and a clear
methodology for determining Scope 3 emissions and rules for offsetting by end 2021.
This will inform public sector route maps which should include sufficient levels of detail,
milestones, and choice-editing. These will mandate budget holders and procurement staff
to purchase low carbon and circular economy products and services.
• Strengthen accountability and feedback mechanisms to assess public sector progress
against delivering their net-zero targets and plans, with potential role for Audit Scotland.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

 raise revenue
 reserved

 new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: does not raise money but redirects billions
to be better climate aligned, and potentially
increases the proportion spent in Scotland
because transport emissions will be a larger
factor in decisions.

C/behaviour: change needed in procurement
policies and systems across 129 public bodies.
If the assessment for East Renfrewshire
Council is generally applicable then
procurement by public bodies is currently
responsible for around 8MtCO2e. Just doing
that 25% better would save 2MtCO2e a year.

Cost: efficiencies and economies of scale through maximising collaborative approaches
among public sector bodies could reduce costs and give more influence over supply chains.
Time to implement: guidance is in place but the issue needs more of a political push, along
with more implementation support and more oversight of delivery.
table continues on next page
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Pros and cons
political acceptability: better value for money, more collaboration and procurement from
local suppliers are all popular ideas and the Scottish Government has made enthusiastic
high level statements about using procurement to drive reductions in emissions. On the other
hand, not ensuring that billions of public expenditure are tested against climate criteria would
be very embarrassing.
collection issues: n/a
local possibilities: Visible climate leadership by the public sector could play a critical role in
encouraging businesses and individuals to act.
regional impacts: sustainable procurement can build and strengthen local supply chains and
markets
relation to nature recovery: through reduction in climate change emissions and biodiversity
criteria built into procurement
Principles
polluter pays: this measure is about reducing the impact of public expenditure.
climate & social justice: sustainable procurement could create local businesses and jobs
and promote Fair Work conditions, and where products or services still come from overseas
there should be an obligation to assess the supply chain impacts on climate vulnerable
communities.
level of certainty: billions are spent but could be spent better. The right intention is in place
but more needs to be done to deliver on this intention in practice.
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2. Energy
2.1 Options appraisal – windfall taxes
Option name: Meaningful windfall taxes
Description: increase windfall taxes on the fossil fuel industry and remove the perverse tax
break for increasing production at the expense of the environment.
Costs have not risen greatly for North Sea operators but the prices they sell their oil and gas
for are much higher because of the war in Ukraine. Without a windfall tax the oil industry in
the UK was expected to make an additional £12bn in 2022.301
António Guterres, UN secretary general, described the record profits of oil and gas companies
as immoral and talked of the “grotesque greed” of the fossil fuel companies.302
The UK Government has introduced an Energy Profits Levy on profits of 25%, potentially raising
£5bn over the next year and to be phased out by the end of 2025. But the new Levy allows
an 80% exemption for investments in further oil and gas production, creating another tax
break which incentivises creating extra climate change emissions. BP has said the windfall
tax would not affect their North Sea investment plans.303 The Labour Party has proposed
backdating the levy to raise £8bn.304
BP’s half year profits for 2022 were £11.4bn, the second highest ever.305 The equivalent figure for
Shell was £9bn.306
It is unlikely to happen, but the Energy Profits Levy needs to be reviewed against the UK’s
Net Zero commitments. This would result in it being adjusted to bring in more money and
to remove the exemption for new fossil fuel production. In the medium term, tax breaks for
the industry need to be phased out as the UK delivers a Just Transition out of oil and gas
production and use.
Likewise the UK’s energy supply companies are charging much more for their electricity
and gas, and the shifting energy price allows them to make profit. The big firms have made
profits totalling £7bn in the last five years.307 The Treasury predicts that UK gas producers
and electricity generators may make £170bn in excess profits over the next two years.308
Meanwhile those rising prices are driving the cost of living crisis with energy bills expected to
rise by 200% or more – applying deep financial pressures to household budgets.
Further windfall taxes on the fossil fuel industry or a new windfall tax on energy company
profits could create a double dividend if the revenues generated are dedicated to home
energy efficiency and heating system programmes as this would help to lift people
permanently out of fuel poverty while also reducing climate emissions. The Committee on
Climate Change calculated that UK consumers would have saved £1 billion on their energy
bills in 2022 if UK energy efficiency schemes had continued as originally planned rather than
being cut back by the UK Government.309
More generally, the UK Government routinely gives a huge subsidy to the oil industry in the
form of tax breaks. See separate measure about stopping perverse subsidies.
Type
 change behaviour
 devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: several billions more in additional profits to C/behaviour:
be extracted from the fossil fuel industry
Cost: no real cost to the public purse in introducing windfall taxes
Time to implement: The Energy Profits Levy was introduced very quickly once the political
decision to proceed was made. Since it is in place until 2025 adjustments to the existing Levy
could be made quickly.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: it is perhaps unlikely that the UK Government will review the Energy Profits
Levy and adjust it, although the scale of the Levy is not defined for next year, so this could be
increased if windfall profits remain high.
collection issues: through the normal tax system for companies
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: very directly making the oil/electricity industry pay for their pollution through
reduced profits, although in the electricity sector some companies are greener than others, so
a more sophisticated carbon-based profits levy should be considered.
climate & social justice: a profits levy which funds energy efficiency work targeted at the fuel
poor would transfer resources from shareholders – mostly the better off – to the least able
to pay.
level of certainty: the Energy Profits Levy is already in place and could be made tougher.
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2.2 Options appraisal – increase investment and support
for community low carbon heating
Option name: Community Low Carbon Heating
Description: the Climate Assembly called on the Scottish Government to:
“provide government incentives and support for local authorities and social housing
providers to work with communities to develop low carbon heating systems in
neighbourhoods. The action should lead to collaborative working opportunities with
local authorities, individuals, community and local businesses to develop innovative
responses to neighbourhood heating needs. Working together with communities in this way
will address the community’s needs, and ensure the right solutions are put in place for each
neighbourhood … A wider benefit of this action is that it may create local job opportunities
and apprenticeships meaning that the investment stays in the local community.”
District heating schemes use one central heat source to pipe hot water to a network of
domestic and/or business heat users. In Denmark there are 440 large district heating
networks, with over 60% of all homes connected to them.
There are already over 1100 heat networks in Scotland, from a single boiler supplying a number
of flats in one building to projects serving hundreds of properties.310 For instance, Aberdeen
Heat and Power Ltd is an independent not-for-profit company set up in 2002 which runs four
district heating schemes in the city, initially set up with the aim of reducing energy costs for
residents of the city’s tower blocks.
Together, Scotland’s existing heat networks currently supply about 1.5% of our heat demand
but there is a target to increase this to 8% by 2030, equivalent to an additional 650,000 homes
being connected to heat networks. This target was set in the Heat Networks (Scotland) Act
2021311 which introduced a new regulatory framework and has spawned a Heat Networks
Delivery Plan.312 There is a £300m Heat Network Fund available over the course of this
parliament, which is open to community groups among others.313
An assessment carried out for the Scottish Government314 identified 200 potential
new heat network zones in Scotland including up to 340,000 homes and 74,000 nondomestic properties.
A study by Climate Exchange315 found 109 feasibility studies or proposals for district heating
schemes. The majority aimed to supply heat to homes, and commercial and industrial
property. Of the 76 schemes with detailed information, 46 were deemed by their authors to be
viable. They identified a number of main barriers:
• High capital costs and long payback periods of District Heating projects
• High demand risk (payback period being dependent on consumer demand)
• Lack of District Heating technical knowledge and skills in the industry
• Lack of investment interest and lack of investor involvement in the process
• Lack of realistic business cases and delivery/procurement models
• Lack of stakeholder and consumer awareness and lack of stakeholder buy-in
• On community engagement the Delivery Plan says:
“We will support the development of community engagement and ownership or coownership of small heat networks where these are appropriate with a tailored package of
support, handholding and advice, through our Community and Renewable Energy Scheme
(CARES), delivered by Local Energy Scotland.”
Although specialist support is available to communities through CARES, for anything but
the smallest scheme, it is clear that a community group would need to partner with a local
authority or other body. This could be facilitated, for instance, by providing specific resources
for local authorities to work with community groups in developing proposals and applying for
funds together.
See also the measure on greater support for heat pumps.
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Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£:

C/behaviour: the Scottish Government
estimates all work on heat networks will save
1.1-1.2MtCO2e by 2030, more when all those
networks are powered by renewable energy.

Cost: as part of £1.8bn overall funding during this parliament including £300m specifically for
heat networks.
Time to implement: additions to current programmes should be straightforward
Pros and cons
political acceptability: there is already support for community low carbon heating projects, so
scaling this up should not be contentious. In addition, projects which are community-led or
have a strong element of community engagement are likely to attract political support and
are more likely to succeed. There is also interest in heat networks from the UK Government.316
collection issues:
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: this measure is about helping people get away from more polluting heating
systems. However, the funding for the implementation of this measure could be directly
sourced from polluters, for example, via a parallel Windfall Tax on fossil fuel industries.
level of certainty: major programme underway already, needs a boost to the community
element
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3. Buildings
3.1 Options appraisal – retrofit grants and loans
Option name: Grants/Loans to Retrofit Homes – reducing emissions and energy bills
Description: make a grant (or loans for higher earners) available to ALL homeowners in
Scotland as soon as possible to bring their houses to zero emissions standards by 2030,
starting by prioritising houses in fuel poverty. (This is based on a specific recommendation
of the Climate Assembly with the addition of loans for higher earners)
The Climate Assembly said:
“We know that 80% of homes that people will be living in by 2050 already exist and do not
meet modern and future energy efficiency requirements. This recommendation is important
therefore, because an ambitious plan is needed to ensure that all existing housing stock can
be retrofitted by 2030.
“We believe the plan must be developed and the implementation overseen by an
independent non-profit body that is able to work with all stakeholders to ensure sufficient
funding and quality assurance. The implementation of the plan will make a significant
impact on reducing Scotland’s carbon emissions (e.g. heating Scotland’s homes accounts
for 15% of total emissions).
“This plan must also incorporate adaptations to hazards such as floods and extreme weather
which may occur in the future. Doing this will also make a positive contribution to the health
& well-being of the population (including cost savings for the NHS), and will provide much
needed employment opportunities. It will also be an important contribution to lifting people
out of fuel poverty by reducing fuel bills and making homes more economical.”
If implemented, this proposal would be a very large acceleration of existing plans in the
Scottish Government’s Heat in Buildings Strategy,317 which aims to reduce emissions from
buildings (i.e. more than homes) by 68% by 2030, have all homes reach an energy efficiency
rating of EPC C by 2033 and phase out fossil fuel boilers, with a further target of zero emissions
from homes by 2045.
The current main mechanisms to deliver home energy efficiency and replace heating
systems are the Home Energy Scotland loan and cashback scheme, the local authority led
area-based schemes, and the Warmer Homes Scotland grant scheme. The Bute House
Agreement318 between the Scottish Government and the Scottish Green Party Parliamentary
Group says that the existing grant scheme will be replaced to “support energy efficiency and
zero emission heat improvements” in 2022/3.
For those in fuel poverty upgrades of efficiency and heating systems should be free. For those
able to pay some element of grants is still likely to be appropriate but the main mechanisms
should be loans, repayment through bill savings and green mortgages. A reduction in Land
and Buildings Transaction Tax could also be used to incentivise energy efficiency upgrades.
The Scottish Government is introducing a new National Public Energy Agency,319 with this
due to come into being in the autumn of 2022 to “provide the leadership and coordination
needed to accelerate delivering the decarbonisation of heat across Scotland.” It
says that communications and engagement will be a large part of its role.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

 raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: for those with loans, these could be
recovered over time through savings in energy
costs. There is some interest in the PACE model
from the US where the loan for improvements is
tied to the property and paid back through the
equivalent of Council Tax. The current rapidly
rising energy prices provide a strong extra
impetus for this measure.

C/behaviour: the residential sector is one of
the largest sources of territorial emissions,
at 6MtCO2e a year for space and water
heating. Eliminating this entirely, through
a combination of energy efficiency retrofit
and switching heating systems to zerocarbon, would remove 15% of Scotland’s
current emissions.

Cost: the Scottish Government is committed to spend £1.8bn over this Parliament on its
current programme of work in this area. The Climate Assembly’s proposal would require
an investment two or three times this. Green Mortgages are a growing area of funding and
incentives for energy efficiency improvements.320 The Scottish Government estimates that
the total gross cost to deliver zero emissions for all buildings (not just homes and including
heating systems) by 2045 is £33bn.321 Improving energy efficiency would reduce the knockon costs of fuel poverty on the NHS: one estimate says that every £1 spent on reducing fuel
poverty saves the NHS 42p.322 The German government has allocated €177.5bn over the next
four years to climate action, much of it on retrofits to the most inefficient housing.323
Time to implement: expanding the current programme would require more training of workers
to do the retrofit work, which would take time but would also fit closely with the need to find
alternative employment for oil and gas workers as part of the Just Transition.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: all parties are committed to improving home energy efficiency, this is
unquestionably a popular area in which to do more, but the question of affordability would
dominate. Investment in this area also has the potential to simultaneously reduce emissions
and energy bills.
collection issues: if loans were to be repaid through savings on bills, agreement would be
necessary with the energy companies and Ofgem, complicated by the householders right to
change energy company at will.
local possibilities:
regional impacts: Changeworks have produced a useful study on the transformation of
heating in off-gas-grid areas, looking at four ways this might be rolled out without extensive
loans or grants.324
relation to nature recovery: through reduction in climate change emissions, and any related
adaptation measures
Principles
polluter pays: high earners (who on average have higher emissions) would be offered a
repayable loan and would therefore be paying to reduce their pollution, while those offered a
grant would have the state or private funding paying to reduce their pollution.
climate & social justice: as with current schemes, those on lower incomes get the most help
and the first priority. This scheme would be a very big step on the way to eliminating fuel
poverty as well as reducing NHS costs related to ill health. It will create energy sector jobs
as part of the Just Transition. The Scottish Government’s current programme is predicted to
create 16,000 extra jobs by 2030.
level of certainty: a variety of schemes are already delivering energy efficiency improvements.
The additional step in the Climate Assembly’s recommendations is to achieve zero emissions
standards at a much faster speed, something the Scottish Government does not aim to
achieve until towards 2045.
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3.2 Options appraisal – heat pumps
Option name: Accelerate heat pump deployment
Description: boost the current Scottish Government heat pump installation programme
which has a target of over 1m homes with low or zero emissions heating systems by 2030, plus
an additional 170,000 currently heated by oil, LPG or solid fuel, up from a total of 312,000 today.
This would require even more air source and ground source heat pump installation, requiring
an increase in the current commitment of £1.8bn of funding over this Parliament.
The current Heat in Buildings strategy includes heat pumps, connection to heat networks,
electric storage heaters and hydrogen heating systems. The latter is unlikely to be supported
by SCCS since there are more strategic uses for limited supplies of hydrogen.325
Installations of zero emissions heating systems, mainly air source heat pumps, have been
running at around 3,000 a year and this will need to rise to 200,000 a year by the end of the
decade to deliver on the Scottish Government’s target of 1 million homes. There are about 2
million homes that use gas for heating in Scotland. To convert them all by 2030 would require
installation rates to increase to 400,000 a year by the end of the decade. To convert 1.5 million
would require a rate of 300,000 a year.
This kind of acceleration to installation levels would require a very large extra effort on training
the necessary workforce, including training grants and attracting people back into the
profession, as well as making this a priority just transition route for people leaving the oil and
gas industry. It would also more encouragement for manufacturers but the good news is that
Mitsubishi already make 300,000 heat pumps a year in Livingston. And crucially the Scottish
Government needs give the market confidence by showing that its own programmes are
going to create a large and consistent demand for heat pumps over the next decade.
One area to look for rapid gains in is the nearly 600,000 homes in Scotland rented from social
landlords – local authorities and housing associations. The Scottish Government is providing
£200m in funding for net zero projects over the next 5 years to this sector.326
The Scottish Government estimates that the total gross cost to deliver zero emissions for all
buildings (including heating systems) by 2045 is £33bn, although householders would have
spent about £5bn replacing heating systems in this time anyway.327
The Scottish Government has established a Green Heat Finance Taskforce to look at how to
fund this transition from public and private sources.328 This is due to publish an interim report
in March 2023. They are also working with the industry on a secure supply chain and a Sector
Deal is being developed with the heat pump industry.329
In the UK electricity costs are closely related to gas costs through international market prices,
even though, in Scotland, only 10% of our electricity came from gas-fired generation in 2020
and we have our own oil industry. Electricity is about four times more expensive than gas
for the same amount of energy content, so gas-fired heating systems seem cheap to run
compared to electric systems like heat pumps. This means a heat pump would reduce
carbon but might actually increase bills if other energy saving measures are not put in
place at the same time. In some circumstances a ‘no detriment’ policy would be needed
which might mean a fuel bill subsidy might need to be in place for certain households
and/or additional measures like solar panels and battery storage. The UK government
has recently floated the idea of making electricity cheaper in regions where it is produced
from renewables.330
Domestic electricity bills have a levy on electricity prices for schemes which deliver energy
efficiency in homes and support renewable energy. If there was a carbon-based tax on
domestic fuel, gas would become more expensive relative to electricity, as would be the case
if the environment and social levies were on gas bills instead of electricity bills. Either of these
measures would strongly encourage heat pumps over gas boilers.
This measure is closely related to the one on grants and loans for home energy
efficiency retrofits.
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Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

 raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: where a heat pump reduces heating costs
the installation cost could be recovered from
the savings on energy bills over time. This
would be much easier if the artificially high
cost of electricity versus gas was addressed.

C/behaviour: the residential sector is one of
the largest sources of territorial emissions,
at 6MtCO2e a year for space and water
heating. Eliminating this entirely, through
a combination of energy efficiency retrofit
and switching heating systems to zerocarbon, would remove 15% of Scotland’s
current emissions.

Cost: where a heat pump reduces heating costs the installation cost could be recovered
from the savings on energy bills. However, while electricity remains much more expensive
than gas, some installations will not deliver significant energy cost savings unless extensive
insulation work is done at the same time.
Time to implement: heat pumps are available and there is plenty of experience in fitting them.
It will take time to train up more installers, although these are good energy sector jobs that
would be part of the Just Transition for oil workers. Apart from having enough tradespeople
the main constraint is the current lack of funding.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: making people’s homes zero carbon is politically popular and where
this would also reduce bills and fuel poverty rates it would be doubly so.
collection issues: if costs were to be recouped through savings on bills, agreement would be
necessary with the energy companies and Ofgem, complicated by the householders right to
change energy company at will.
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: the polluter would be paying to some extent where costs were recovered from
savings on bills
climate & social justice: schemes should be aimed at households in fuel poverty and be
accompanied with a guarantee that the improvements made would reduce heating bills.
Potential to create thousands of energy sector jobs as part of the Just Transition for the oil
industry.
level of certainty: heat pumps are a proven technology with thousands being installed every
year and plans already in place to increase this rate by a factor of 65. A rapid expansion of
installer training will be needed.
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4. Transport
4.1 Options appraisal – free or cheap public transport
Option name: Free or cheap public transport for all
Description: public funding for free public transport (bus and train) anywhere in Scotland.
Under-22s, over-60s and many disabled people already have free bus travel anywhere in
Scotland, with 40% of the Scottish population now included. Some island residents have
limited free ferry travel and some people buy into concessionary schemes, eg family
railcards, although these are a commercial offering from the operators rather than a scheme
subsidised by public funds.
The extension of free travel to all would be intended to reduce car traffic and car ownership
in the long term and therefore climate emissions and local air pollution, as well as increase
access to job opportunities for the less well-off and create a more gender-just transport
system. The cheap rail pass in Germany appears to have had an immediate impact in
reducing congestion in 23 out of 26 cities.331 Behavioural research confirms the effectiveness
of free public transport in changing habits.332
Over 100 cities, more than half of them in Europe, have made their public transport free and all
public transport has been free in the (small) country of Luxembourg since early 2020. Spain
is making all commuter and medium rail journeys free for several months,333 Germany has
a temporary €9 monthly rail pass and Austria has introduced a KlimaTicket annual season
ticket for all public transport throughout the country for €1095, equivalent to €3 a day.
The Scottish Government already supports the public good that comes from public transport.
The Scottish bus and train system were already 45% and 74% subsidised respectively by the
public purse before extra support was needed during COVID-19.
Free or very cheap public transport was a proposal of the Climate Assembly and free bus
travel was a 2021 election proposal from FoE Scotland. A key principle would be to make sure
quality of service for the user with the frequency and comprehensive coverage of the system
maintained and improved.
There could be a trail in one large urban area, as suggested by the Just Transition
Commission.334 Lesser options include making only buses and not trains free, applying this
only in urban areas or adding further concessions to the current list with the aim of free travel
for all in the long-term.
In addition to the climate case, there are strong social justice and gender justice cases for this
measure. The Poverty Alliance’s Everyone Aboard campaign335 states that: “Public transport
is key to easing the financial pressures on low-income households.” They are calling for free
bus travel to everyone receiving Universal Credit (and other low-income benefits) and to all
young people under 25. Engender has noted that “women are the majority of public transport
users,” and say they “tend to make more complex and frequent journeys due to caring
responsibilities and working patterns.” They conclude that: “Scotland’s current transport
systems, however, do not reflect the different needs of women.”336
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

 raise revenue
 reserved

X new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: a key objective of this policy would be
to reduce car traffic over time. This would
reduce costs to society of congestion (approx
£700m in 2019), crashes (~£900m in 2019) and
car-based infrastructure. A 15% reduction in
congestion and crashes would save society
around £240m a year. Using a Social Cost of
Carbon of £248/tonne yields an additional
(theoretical) saving of £124m. This would also
save people money by eliminating fares, and
reducing car operating costs, most of which
would be spent in the local economy.

C/behaviour: the policy in Luxembourg is part
of a strategy to increase public transport use
by 50% and to reduce car use by 15% by 2025.
A similar reduction across Scotland’s urban
and motorway driving would save around
0.5MtCO2e every year or 1.25% of current
annual emissions.
A behaviour change of this size would deliver
a very significant contribution to the Scottish
Government target of reducing car-km by
20% by 2030.
In the long term, if the policy led to a reduction
of 15% in the number of cars owned in
Scotland this would result in a further saving
of 8MtCO2e in embodied carbon, reducing
Scotland’s consumption footprint.

Cost: in financial year 2018-19 bus and coach travel received £314m of public funding while
ticket revenues brought in £380m.337 The extension of the free bus travel to under 22s is
expected to shift this balance further away from ticket income. The Scottish Government
funding for ScotRail and the Caledonian Sleeper in 2019-20 was £989m. For ScotRail alone this
figure was a subsidy of £526m and ticket revenue was £360m.338
In essence Scotland could have the same bus and ScotRail train service as pre-COVID but
completely free for everyone at an additional cost of around £750m a year, nearly doubling
the public funding. This amount is about 1.5% of the total Scottish Budget for 2022-3. This is
less than the Scottish Government gave to keep the public transport operators going through
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Only making the buses free would cost about £350m. This might be offset by accident and
congestion savings of around £240m – some direct savings to the Scottish Government,
some savings to the Scottish economy – making the net cost of free buses only a one third
increase in the existing bus subsidies.
Revenue raised from Workplace Parking Levies (WPL), congestion charging and other
measures which make private motoring more expensive would be a good fit to fund free or
cheap public transport. The Welsh Government’s new transport strategy proposes using
road pricing to fund public transport improvements.339 Increasing the attractiveness of public
transport helps drivers who might become subject to WPL or congestion charges see that they
have other viable options, help them switch and helping ‘sell’ those measures.
time to implement: extending free bus travel to under 22s has had some teething troubles
around ids but is in theory an easy change to an existing system, with the payment scheme to
bus operators already in place. However the biggest changes in transport habits would come
not from car users switching to public transport but potential car users deciding not to buy
or lease a car, and existing owners getting rid of their car, so locking in the carbon savings.
These are mostly medium-term changes.
table continues on next page
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Pros and cons
political acceptability: the move to extend free travel has been popular, as was the scheme
for people 60 and over when it was introduced. The Scottish Government’s response to
the Climate Assembly recommendation was to support greater affordability but not to
support free public transport for all. They are conducting a Fair Fares Review “to ensure a
sustainable and integrated approach to public transport fares as the country recovers
from the pandemic” including “the range of discounts and concessionary schemes which
are available on all modes including bus, rail and ferry across the whole of Scotland.” This
will also look at integrated ticketing, something UK and Scottish Governments have been
promising since the late 90s…
collection issues: extension of existing system for buses, ScotRail currently in public ownership
but negotiations required with cross-border rail operators.
local possibilities: could encourage publicly-owned bus companies to be created
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: through reductions in climate and regional air pollution, and less
roads needing to be built
Principles
polluter pays: those who were already choosing public transport now get to use that lowcarbon mode for free. If the result is less car traffic then local air pollution is also reduced.
climate & social justice: increased access to job and educational opportunities for lowerwaged people as it would remove the barrier created by travel costs. The measure could
also support a more gender-just transport system than today where men often take priority
in using a household’s car. Plans would need to reverse the recent trend of declining
bus services in rural areas and more generally ensure that rural areas are well served by
public transport.
level of certainty: the impact of the policy on car usage depends on a wide variety of factors
including the measures the government introduces in its plan to cut car-kms by 20% by 2030.
Even though there are 100 cities internationally with some form of free public transport climate
impact assessments are rare.
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4.2 Options appraisal – workplace parking levies
Option name: Introduce Workplace Parking Levies in Scotland’s cities
Description: use the powers in the 2019 Transport Act to introduce Workplace Parking
Levies (WPL) in Scotland’s larger urban areas, with the revenue raised dedicated to public
transport and active travel investment. A scheme of this type in Nottingham has raised
£83m in its first decade, all of which has gone back into transport improvements in the city,
principally the provision of electric buses and the extension of the tram network.340 The
scheme covers around 40% of the workplace parking spaces in the city, with employers
providing more than 10 spaces currently paying £458 for each parking space included in the
scheme.341 Evidence is clear that people on higher incomes are more likely to drive to citycentre work with a dedicated free parking space.
The aim of the scheme would be to reduce car commuting. Firms might also decide to
reduce their number of employee parking spaces so that they reduce costs or fall below the
10 space threshold.
The powers to implement this measure are in the hands of local authorities but so far only
Edinburgh and Glasgow are actively considering introducing a WPL. In Edinburgh about
31,000 spaces, eventually charged at a similar rate to the Nottingham scheme would bring
in about £14m a year, with Glasgow estimating £30m for a city-wide scheme. The Scottish
Government could work with local authorities to help fund the development and delivery
of schemes.
Further measures could introduce a levy on parking at retail/leisure parks, and a review of
parking charges more generally could lead to an increase in revenue and a decrease in car
trips to urban centres.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
 reserved

X new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: projected at £14m a year in Edinburgh
and £30m in Glasgow. Revenue decreases
or charges have to go up if the measure
succeeds in reducing car use.

C/behaviour: provides an incentive for
businesses to reduce the number of car
parking spaces they provide and for
commuters to switch to public transport or
cycling. A year after opening the Nottingham
scheme was reducing congestion by over 1100
days’ worth of time savings.342 If EV charging
spaces were exempt from the charge this
would be a further incentive to reduce the
number of fossil-fuelled cars from urban
areas, although there should be a time limit on
this exemption.

Cost: the Glasgow scheme is estimated to cost £1m-£1.6m to set up.343
Time to implement: Glasgow estimates that it would take at least three years to set up a
scheme in the city.
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Pros and cons
political acceptability: WPL has been the subject of hot political debate but the powers were
agreed by Holyrood and two local authorities are already keen to progress schemes.
collection issues: works straighforwardly in Nottingham
local possibilities: local authorities are free to set their own rates and eligibility criteria. A
minimum rate defined by the Scottish Government would help ensure some consistency
across Scotland.
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: most effective where the employer passes on the cost of the levy to employees
using a currently-free parking space at work. Applies the polluter pays principle to some
extent but translating the levy into a daily charge for the individual rather than a one-off
annual charge would be more effective.
climate & social justice: on average good for social justice because it transfers resources from
businesses with car parking or employees who drive to people who use public transport or
cycle. The legislation requires the businesses to pay the levy on each parking space, it is up
to the business whether they pass some or all of this cost on to the employee. Any workplace
parking levy should be carefully designed to prevent employers from unfairly passing on the
cost to low-paid workers for whom car use is essential to the delivery of their work.
level of certainty: operating successfully in Nottingham for over a decade. Powers to
implement are already in Scots law.
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5. Business and Industry
5.1 Options appraisal – business rates
Option name: Link business rates to climate emissions
Description: link the level of business rates to a business’ carbon footprint – starting with the
need for mandatory emissions reporting this could drive improvements in businesses from chip
shops to sporting estates. Likely to be designed to be neutral overall, there would be winners
and losers but not a big income stream.
There are already specific reductions in business rates for district heating, renewable energy
and hosting reverse vending machines. This measure would extend this approach to a
business’ carbon footprint.
Some larger businesses may already be part of the UK Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), and
more will already be paying the Climate Change Levy on their electricity and fuel bills. These
are both UK-wide schemes, so this additional element of payment or reduction on business
rates would be an additional Scottish partial carbon-valuing measure to further incentivise
climate emission reductions.
There would need to be a graded approach based on business size. In mid-2021, 38% of UK
businesses reported that they are taking at least one action to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions, while 24% reported that they are intending to act in the next 12 months.344 The CBI
supports the use of business rates to drive energy efficiency and green technology, although
their support was only about lower business rates.345
In a related measure, the Climate Emergency Response Group has proposed reductions in
business rates for energy efficiency improvements when business buildings are expanded or
improved.346 There are around 220,000 non-domestic buildings in Scotland, accounting for
6% of Scotland’s total greenhouse gas emissions and about twice the proportion are in the
lowest energy efficiency bands as for domestic properties. There is therefore a strong need
to increase the energy efficiency of many non-domestic buildings, and business rate relief for
businesses which invest in improved energy efficiency could help incentivise this transition.
Including Scope 3 emissions – those created indirectly within a company’s value chain347 – in
a later phase of implementing the measure would help businesses understand the carbon
footprint of their supply chain, although the uncertainties involved in calculating these would
mean this would not necessarily be used to influence their level of business rates.
At the UK level this approach could be applied through Corporation Tax. A system just
in Scotland would need to deal with confusion between business landlords and the
business itself.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

X new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: uncertain but likely to be designed to be
fairly neutral over all

C/behaviour: strong incentive to measure and
then reduce climate emissions for businesses
that have not considered it before.

Cost: training and advice services would be needed to help businesses assess their climate
impact
Time to implement: business rates are already set and controlled in Scotland. This measure
would be likely to be phased in with larger businesses, followed by SMEs.
table continues on next page
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Pros and cons
political acceptability: maximising acceptability by providing sufficient support for business to
understand their emissions and what they can do about them and overall cost neutrality
collection issues: the Scottish Enterprise network already offers guidance for businesses to
calculate their carbon footprint.
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: this measure is directly about the polluter understanding their climate impact
and paying for it or being rewarded for reducing it. This is a form of partial carbon tax
climate & social justice: careful system design would be needed over small businesses and
particular sectors.
level of certainty: systems exist but much business support will be needed.
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5.2 Options appraisal – emissions trading scheme
Option name: UK Emissions Trading Scheme
Description: the UK ETS replaces the EU ETS for UK businesses. It is a ‘cap and trade’ system.
So there is an annual cap on the number of allowances in the scheme and participants can
trade with each other or participate in auctions to gather sufficient allowances to cover the
emissions for they are responsible. An allowance is worth 1tCO2e. The amount of allowances
in the scheme decreases every year. Many industries including fossil fuel extraction and
aviation are given free allowances, these total nearly half of all allowances. It is particularly
egregious that in 2022 oil platforms in UK water are allocated 3.2 million free allowances,
amounting to a hidden subsidy to fossil fuel extraction of around £250m a year.348
The UK ETS covers energy intensive industries, the power generation sector and aviation for
flights departing from or arriving in the UK. It covers around 100 participants in Scotland,
accounting for 28% of Scotland’s greenhouse gas emissions.349 A range of industries can
claim compensation for the impact of the UK ETS on their production costs.350
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency is the regulator for the scheme for installations in
Scotland, as it was for the EU ETS.
The UK scheme started with a cap on carbon 5% tighter than the EU scheme. When the
scheme opened in May 2021 the price of an UK ETS allowance was £47/tCO2e, a year later it
was £78/tCO2e.351
The UK Government has just finished consulting on the future of the scheme,352 including
on reducing the amount of allowances more sharply to align with the UK’s net-zero target,
reducing the number of free allowances given out, covering more than just carbon dioxide
and introducing a border tax on imports from countries without a similar price on carbon.
They also consulted on including maritime transport and waste into the scheme, but not
buildings and road transport as current proposed in the EU.
It is still unclear whether there will be a formal link between the UK and EU scheme, and
whether the UK scheme will implement the accelerated pace of change proposed for the
EU scheme. Linking the two schemes should reduce the administrative burden of the EU’s
proposed Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (see Chapter 1). The EU is also planning to
introduce a separate Emissions Trading Scheme for heating and transport fuels from 2026,
and Germany introduced such a system last year. There has been considerable concern
about rises in energy bills for poorer households from the inclusion of buildings in the ETS,353
which the EU has tried to address through a Social Climate Fund targeting the less well off.
Given Scotland’s climate targets are more ambitious than those at UK level, the UK ETS
needs to put industry in Scotland on track to deliver a fair share of Scotland’s climate
targets, which means reducing allowances faster than needed only to meet the UK’s
targets and also reducing the amount of free allowances allocated at a faster rate than at
the UK level. Free allowances for the fossil fuel industry should be scrapped.
If a new scheme is created for fuel use in buildings, as in the EU, an equivalent mechanism
to the proposed EU Social Climate Fund is needed to protect poorer households.
Linking the UK and EU ETSs, as has happened for the EU and Switzerland, makes sense to
increase efficiency in reducing emissions and to avoid the risk of carbon border taxes being
applied to trade with the EU.

The Treasury brought in £1.4bn through the auctioning of allowances in 2020. This revenue should
be ring-fenced for carbon-saving activity and apportioned to the devolved nations.
Type
X change behaviour
 devolved

 raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: the Treasury received £1.4bn from
auctioning ETS allowances in 2020. This
revenue is treated as general funding and
none of it is passed back to the devolved
nations.

C/behaviour: higher carbon prices in recent
years have started to make a big difference to
emissions from industries in Europe covered
by the EU ETS.

Cost: the Scheme is already up and running, so government costs to change its rules are
small. Creating a new ETS for building and transport fuels would have significant cost.
Time to implement: already running but major changes would have to be phased in. Linking
the UK scheme to the EU one could take years of negotiations (linking the Swiss system
took 10 years). The EU ETS achieved rather little during its first ten years, with one estimate
suggesting it reduced emissions by less than 4% between 2008 and 2016.354 The EU has
ambitious ideas for how the scheme will reduce emissions across Europe in the coming
decades, but the lesson for any new ETS is that it may not achieve much for quite a long time.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: a robust system is in place with proposals to increase the reductions
expected but there will be resistance to pushing it even harder, so it delivers on industry’s fair
share of the UK and Scotland’s targets. More complex would be any discussion about any
differences to the operation of the system in Scotland.
collection issues: trading system is already in place
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through reduction in climate change emissions
Principles
polluter pays: in theory the UK ETS implements the polluter pays principle for large industrial
emitters but this is currently severely undermined by the number of free allowances given out
climate & social justice: industry needs to make a bigger contribution to reductions but
caution is needed to protect those on lower incomes from unintended consequences if
energy costs rise.
level of certainty: the scheme is running and the EU scheme provides a ready comparator
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6. Waste and Circular Economy
6.1 Options appraisal – extended producer responsibility
Option name: Introduce Extended Producer Responsibility schemes
Description: introduce additional Extended Producer Responsibility schemes.
An extended producer responsibility (EPR) scheme shifts the responsibility of dealing with
the environmental impacts of a waste product from the consumer and waste collector to
the manufacturer and/or retailer. At its most simple the manufacturer is obliged to fund
collection, reprocessing and disposal schemes for their products. Much better is if it can drive
product redesign to be lighter and use materials with less environmental impact. With 82% of
Scotland’s carbon footprint caused by the goods and services we consume, EPR is a powerful
tool to drive better product design and more re-use and recycling.355
A modified version of the Climate Assembly recommendation:
Introduce extended producer responsibility requirements to [improve] product design e.g.
materials, production processes, so that the full costs of lifetime product emissions and
disposal/repurposing are included in the price – including imported products. Introducing
this legislation would ensure that the manufacturer takes responsibility for the TOTAL carbon
footprint & emissions of a product. This should lead to manufacturers designing and making
products that last longer, are repairable and upgradeable. This should mean that people
will need to replace expensive items less frequently. Consumer electronics, in particular
mobile phones, should be prioritised. It will also reduce the carbon footprint of products by
discouraging the use of non-reusable components.
EPR schemes that operate in other European countries include tyres, waste oil, paper and
card, construction and demolition waste, farm plastics, medicines and medical waste,
chemicals, newspapers, refrigerants, pesticides and herbicides, and lamps, light bulbs and
fittings. Schemes which are required by EU law include waste electronic and electrical
equipment, batteries, end-of-life vehicles and packaging.
The 2016 circular economy strategy ‘Making things last’356 announced the Scottish
Government’s intention to explore proposals for extended producer responsibility schemes
for tyres, furniture and bed mattresses. Six years on none of these schemes have been
introduced, at least in part because discussions have been bogged down on developing GB
or UK schemes. The 2022 consultation on a Circular Economy Bill357 notes that the Scotland
Government is working with the UK administrations to introduce EPR schemes for waste
electrical and electronic equipment and for batteries in 2024 (driven by EU law).
An improved EPR for packaging, also driven by EU legislation, will be introduced across the
UK in 2024 and will make producers pay for the £2.7bn annual cost of dealing with their
packaging when it becomes waste. The forthcoming Scottish Deposit Return Scheme
(DRS), introducing a 20p deposit for drinks’ bottles and cans. is also a form of EPR. The
Scottish Government proposes to develop EPR schemes for at least three other products and
discussions are underway (again) on mattresses.358
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: producers fund collection and
reprocessing activities, usually passing
some of the cost on to the consumer. The
packaging EPR could see very significant
revenue raised to fund local authorities’
collection and clean up of waste.

C/behaviour: to reduce the amount they are
paying producers may redesign products
or packaging to have lower environmental
impact. The UK-wide packaging scheme is
expected to save about 4.5 MtCO2e per year.

Cost: in theory there is a saving to the taxpayer because the producer has to start paying for
services that local authorities are already providing. The packaging scheme is expected to
cost UK businesses £1bn a year.
Time to implement: several schemes are coming into operation in 2024 but they have taken a
long time to develop, despite being mandated by EU legislation.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: the idea that producers should take responsibility for their products,
shifting costs away from the public sector and the consumer, will seem like common sense to
most people. These kind of schemes are common in Europe and some have been running for
decades. However, producers and retailers are unlikely to be overjoyed.
collection issues: reasonably straightforward for UK-wide schemes, less so for any Scotlandonly schemes as seen with setting up the DRS.
local possibilities: provides a revenue stream to fund local authority and community waste
and recycling collections and re-use, repair and remanufacturing projects.
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: as well as the reduced carbon emissions, greater recycling
means less litter in the countryside, better product design could mean less extraction of raw
materials here and overseas.
Principles
polluter pays: this is a strong implementation of the polluter pays principle, but need to be
careful that revenue raised from collecting material does not discourage efforts to promote
reduced consumption.
climate & social justice: less extraction of materials means less health impact of mining
communities and less environmental damage. Consideration needs to be given to any price
rises that may occur for essential products , and the potential for this to exacerbate living
costs for lower-income households.
level of certainty: EPR schemes are common in Europe and there is much to learn from
these schemes; several are being introduced here soon and the powers exist in Scots law to
create more.
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6.2 Options appraisal – pay as you throw
Option name: Pay as you throw tax
Description: introduce a pay as you throw tax for household waste.
These schemes are widespread in Europe, the US and Japan. They encourage people to
recycle properly and may encourage some thought about reducing overall waste. Because
the tax depends on how much you throw away it is very firmly linked to the Polluter Pays
Principle. A scheme might for instance be set up to have the first bag of waste a week free
then the householder would have to pay a tax for any subsequent bags.
Householders are already paying for waste collections through their Council Tax so once
a scheme is up and running the overall cost to the average householder should be about
the same but people will be paying at a level in proportion to the amount of waste they
are producing. As the scheme helps reduce overall residual waste volumes, overall costs
will decrease.
In Scotland the Landfill Tax has driven local authorities to provide more extensive recycling
facilities (but also increased rates of incineration). However, even where recycling
opportunities are excellent, there is currently no financial incentive for the public to use them,
so recycling rates may be plateauing at around 45%. The Scottish Government’s Route
Map for the Circular Economy Bill highlights research showing that “householders should be
incentivised to minimise residual waste to support recycling rate improvements.”359
Schemes in Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg use a variety of ways of making a
charge from the size of a wheelie bin or the frequency of collection to the actual weight of
refuse collected or the sale of refuse sacks.360
There is potential to create the powers to set up a pay as you throw scheme in the
forthcoming Circular Economy Bill. In addition or instead of this tax there could be Council Tax
reductions for participating in particular schemes, such as food waste collection or textiles
recycling. In Wales there is another approach with enforced limits on the size of household
bins or bags of waste that will be collected to encourage households to maximise their levels
of recycling.361
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

X new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: every tonne of waste not sent to landfill,
saves a local authority the Landfill Tax of
around £100, and more material collected for
recycling means more income. Most likely this
would be offset by reductions in Council Tax
and Business Rates, although some suggest
there is potential to raise tens of millions a
year for local authorities to invest in circular
economy measures. The Benelux schemes
aim to raise up to 50% of the cost of the
service from charges. Could compensate for
some valuable recyclable materials being
diverted away from local authority collections
by the Deposit Return Scheme.

C/behaviour: schemes in Europe have been
successful at reducing waste which goes
to landfill or incineration and increasing
recycling rates. If rates increased from 45%
to the Scottish Government’s target of 70%
there would be a carbon saving of around
0.5MtCO2e every year.362
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Cost: Investment would be needed in dedicated sacks, new equipment on waste trucks,
new wheelie bins or a combination of these. There is already a five-year £70m Recycling
Improvement Fund available to local authorities for capital expenditure. The electronicallytagged bag scheme in Seveso in Italy costs about €5/person/per year to run. Extra resources
would also need to go into stopping fly tipping and enforcement of the new scheme.
Time to implement: different approaches might be needed in rural, suburban and tenemental
areas so the scheme might be phased in over some years. The simpler approaches would be
relatively quick and cheap to implement.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: the Benelux schemes are generally liked by householders and any
scheme could be designed to be cost neutral to the average householder through tax
payments being offset by parallel reductions in Council Tax, and could be phased in over
time. It is likely that this scheme would be much more acceptable, politically and publicly,
if Council Tax were reduced as it was introduced.
collection issues: there is scope for cheating but there is plenty of experience in European
schemes on how to minimise this. There would also need to be more effort addressing
littering and fly tipping.
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: only through climate emissions reduction, closure of landfill sites
and litter reduction
Principles
polluter pays: this is a classic example of a scheme designed to deliver on the polluter pays
principle.
climate & social justice: an equitable scheme would require everyone to have good access
to recycling opportunities, so that they can divert recyclable waste away from the general
waste , without – for example – requiring to independently transport this to a recycling centre.
There would no doubt need to be some exemptions from the scheme and it would need to be
designed to be fair to both low income and larger households.
level of certainty: in operation in many places across Europe, often for decades, so there is a
great deal of experience to draw upon
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7. Land use, land-use change and forestry
7.1 Options appraisal – Carbon Emissions Land Tax
Option name: Carbon Emissions Land Tax
Description: introduce a Carbon Emissions Land Tax which taxes emissions created through
land use and penalises the owners of land currently emitting more carbon than it captures.
This recommendation hopes to target land not being used productively. Land owners
would be incentivised to change land use, to reduce carbon consumption and increase
carbon capture to avoid paying this tax. We believe this would encourage use of the land
for the common good and also target unfair or unproductive landownership in Scotland.
(Climate Assembly version)
This Climate Assembly recommendation was based in part on the John Muir Trust’s (JMT)
proposal for a Carbon Emissions Land Tax363 which suggests a banded tax on landholdings
over 1,000ha, with the money raised funding peatland restoration and woodland creation.
They have a quite detailed proposal and a starting rate might be £1-£5 per hectare
depending on land use and soil carbon content. The revenue would go to local authorities for
local carbon reduction projects.
Around 60% of Scotland’s land area would be covered by the scheme, with a mix of ownership
among private, public and non-government organisations (NGOs). For NGOs there would
need to be a discussion about this tax and existing tax reliefs.
At a devolved level, the forthcoming Land Reform Bill, to be introduced before the end of 2023
or the Natural Environment Bill in 2024, could be ideal opportunities to create this tax.
See also the discussion on Wealth Tax, which could also be land (and property) based.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
 reserved

X new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£: JMT suggests the tax could raise £12.5m
C/behaviour: JMT suggests this measure
a year. As a local tax funding local authority
could take 6MtCO2e out of the atmosphere
activity, this is a devolved matter. If the
every year by 2040.
emissions saved were valued using the UK
Treasury’s social cost of carbon, the true value
of the savings to society would be about £2bn
a year by 2040.
Cost: JMT’s proposal is to extend existing rates collection systems, so keeping implementation
cost low.
Time to implement: JMT suggests phasing the tax in with a pilot for landholdings over
10,000ha, the Land Reform Bill in 2023 or the Natural Environment Bill in 2024 would be ideal
starting points.
table continues on next page
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Pros and cons
political acceptability: the new tax would be challenging for sporting estates, a group whose
political influence is already on the wane, with, for instance, licensing coming soon and more
attention being paid to wildlife crime. JMT estimates an average grouse moor that chose
to make no changes would pay around £16,500 a year in tax, those that chose to reform
would avoid much of this bill. Many would see this tax as usefully progressing the land
reform agenda. JMT has already had discussions with a wide range of bodies, including civil
servants, Ministers and MSPs, and the Scottish Government formally responded to it through
the Climate Assembly process without acknowledging that they could set this up as a local
tax.364
collection issues: JMT suggests the tax would be administered at local government level,
building upon existing systems for collecting non-domestic rates for sports shooting and
other land-based businesses.
local possibilities: revenues of over £10m could flow to local authorities.
regional impacts: as well as reducing carbon emissions and increasing carbon absorption by
land, a well-designed measure would also boost biodiversity, reduce flooding risk, improve
water quality and increase recreational opportunities
relation to nature recovery: expansion of native woodlands and peatlands with consequent
boosts for biodiversity
Principles
polluter pays: the tax aims to make large landowners more accountable for the carbon
impact of their land management choices, so this measure is a form of carbon tax.
climate & social justice: moves to greater direct land management likely to create jobs
in the rural areas. A report from Scottish Wildlife Trust came up with a total of over 7,000
new jobs from peatland and woodland restoration and expansion, and deer and nature
management.365
level of certainty: this is a tax which could be introduced within existing powers, through the
Land Reform Bill, and which could deliver large carbon benefits, but which could face strong
opposition from vested interests.
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7.2 Options appraisal – woodland grants
Option name: New woodland planting and management grants/tax relief
Description: boost fiscal incentives encouraging crofters, farmers and land managers to
plant, and investors to invest in, the right sort of trees in the right places including reviewing
current planting and management funding schemes to make sure they are delivering as
much as possible for nature and the climate, including protecting forest soils.
In 2021 80% of the trees planted in the UK were in Scotland and 40% of those were broadleaved.
Planting rates have been high in recent years but the Scottish Government’s Climate Change
Plan requires a 40% increase in the next few years, rising to 18,000 hectares/year by 2024-5. This is
greater than the recommendation from the Climate Change Committee, although their trajectory
continues to a rate of 25,000ha/yr after 2035.366 There is also a commitment to increasing the area
of native woodland planted from 3,000 a year to 4,000. In 2020 RSPB Scotland, Scottish Wildlife Trust
and WWF Scotland called for 50% of new planting to be native species.367
The current grant schemes are grouped together under the Forestry Grant Scheme (FGS) and
cover eight categories of new woodland creation and management of existing woodland,
including grants for planting trees on agricultural land.368
There is also a Scottish Government commitment to help public sector bodies to increase
tree cover on land they own and manage and to ensure the replacement for the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) agricultural subsidy scheme includes funds for “tree planting,
orchard creation, and woodland regeneration, as well as support for the development of rural
businesses linked with forestry.”
A new report for Scottish Environment LINK369 analysed the effectiveness of the Forestry
Grant Scheme and recommended changes to increase the nature value of forests under
four themes:
Diversification – aimed at increasing forest and woodland resilience. This can be done
through the FGS supporting a broader range of species, age classes and structure in
woodland/forestry expansion.
• Increasing the minimum amount of native species in the woodland creation conifer and
diverse conifer options
• Reducing the maximum allowed for any single species from 75%
• Extending target area premiums to Argyll and South Scotland, and setting supplements for
growing broadleaves for timber on areas suitable for growing quality hardwoods
Management of existing woodlands – incentives to increase the resilience of existing woods
through restocking and enhancement of existing woods.
• Target area premiums for native woodland afforestation
• Partnership opportunities with conservation bodies, agencies and interested landowners
to initiate an intensive drive for native woodland afforestation schemes in selected areas
on the lines of Cairngorms Connect.
• Increase the hectarage grant rate for natural regeneration to reflect the scale and public
benefits that are to be delivered.
• Long term grant payments for deer control (least 10 years)
• Set conditions that woodland expansion grant will be awarded subject to plans and
commitments to manage existing woodland
Deer Management – implement the Deer Working Group Recommendations
• Pilot a new target area grant package for catchment-scale deer control. Involve NGOs,
agencies community groups and sympathetic landowners in promoting the package locally.
• Create a new long-term fund for deer control on the lines of the Peatland Action Project
and link the funding with support for rhododendron control (where appropriate) and
natural regeneration of native woodland.
• Through a Challenge Fund, increase the short-term management payments for deer
control and fencing for small native woodlands in urgent need of management. Invite
NGOs with local knowledge to help in identifying and prioritising such woods and assisting
with grant applications.
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Natural regeneration and colonisation – increase support for management to facilitate
natural regeneration of native species in existing woodlands and natural colonisation in buffer
zones around the edges of existing native woods.
• Increase the hectarage grant rate for natural regeneration to reflect the scale and public
benefits that are to be delivered.
• Include a greater focus on natural regeneration provision within FGS Long Term Forest
Plans and Woodland Plans.
• Where appropriate encourage consideration of natural regeneration first
The Farming for 1.5º report370 recommended “Forestry applications over 20 hectares should be
required to specify the net carbon sequestration they will achieve over the next 50/100 years,
and demonstrate biodiversity net gain.”
A report371 from the Forest Policy Group and the Pebble Trust, highlights the importance of
forest soils but also the gaps in our scientific knowledge about carbon balances and the
impact of different tree-cultivation practices. They recommend new guidance on tree
planting on peaty soils and more public sector resources for monitoring of forestry activity.
An example of exactly the wrong type of scheme was the tax reliefs that led to extensive
planting in the carbon-rich Flow Country in the 1980s, to the benefit of high-profile individuals
like Terry Wogan.372
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

 raise revenue
X reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
Potential revenue/savings
£:

C/behaviour: it is important that the 18,000
ha/yr planting rate target and higher ones in
later years are met, but this should be done
in the way best designed to deliver for nature
and the climate.

Cost: the total budget for the Forestry Grant Scheme in 2021-2 was £63.3m and the Scottish
Government has committed £100m to increase planting rates to reach the 18,000ha/yr target.
Time to implement: extension of existing schemes to focus more strongly on climate and
nature,
Pros and cons
political acceptability: the case for greater forest cover in Scotland has been widely accepted.
collection issues:
local possibilities:
regional impacts: job creation in rural areas
relation to nature recovery: a vital part of nature recovery in Scotland
Principles
polluter pays: this does not deliver on the polluter pays principle since the public purse is
paying to absorb carbon from other polluters, however the finance for this investment could
be sourced through parallel measures which make polluters pay.
climate & social justice: grants schemes need to include support for individuals and
communities managing or creating woodlands.373 Good rural job creation potential.
level of certainty: the Climate Change Plan monitoring reports rate woodland creation as
on track.374
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8. Agriculture
8.1 Options appraisal – agricultural subsidies
Option name: Incentivise climate and nature friendly farming
Description: reform agricultural subsidies to deliver maximum benefits for climate and
nature, including protecting soil health, while producing healthy food from resilient
businesses.
This requires a radical change to the current funding priorities, with the vast majority of
funding going to help farmers make and sustain the transition to low-carbon, nature-friendly
farming. All public money going to support agriculture must come with environmental
conditions, and there needs to be a much bigger proportion of the budget going to directly
to nature reduction and emissions reduction initiatives. This also means a big boost for a
reformed advice service, and training and knowledge exchange opportunities.
Agriculture produces almost a fifth of Scotland’s greenhouse gas emissions, yet agricultural
emissions have only fallen 2% since 2008. More than 70% of the emissions counted under
the agriculture category are to do with rearing livestock. See the previous chapter for the
importance of managing the land of Scotland for climate change and nature.
The Climate Change Committee recommends that agricultural emissions across the UK need
to reduce by 34% by 2035 (from 2019 levels).375
Around £600 million a year is spent in Scotland on agricultural support, and most farm
businesses would not survive without public funding, so public policy has a huge influence
over what farming looks like.
In 2019 76% of agriculture support was direct payments, related to land area and quality and
given regardless of whether the farm business is profitable or not, with the top 1% of claimants
getting 10% of the budget. Only 23% of this subsidy was allocated through the specific (but
weak) ‘Greening’ category. Figures from the James Hutton Institute376 put the spend in nature
restoration at 7% of total spend.
The Farming for 1.5º was an independent inquiry on farming and climate change in Scotland,
co-ordinated by NFU Scotland and Nourish Scotland. It involved a panel of farmers, NGOs,
scientists and the main report377 in 2021 looked at pathways to 2032 and then to 2045.
They suggested greenhouse-gas-specific targets for the sector:
“For methane we see a reduction of 25% by 2032 through a combination of better animal
health, improved genetics, early adoption of feed additives and better management of
manures. By 2045 a reduction of 50% on current levels is possible through low methane
breeding and widespread adoption of feed additives.
“For nitrous oxide we see a reduction of 25% by 2032 through a combination of more efficient
use of bagged nitrogen, manures and slurries, an increase in the use of legumes and the
reduction of nitrogen use in the large areas of land being farmed for nature.
“Nutrient budgeting, yield mapping, crop monitoring, controlled release fertilisers and
variable rate application all contribute to nitrogen use efficiency. Further uptake of these
measures result in a cumulative reduction of 50% in nitrous oxide emissions by 2045. In
combination, this means a 55% reduction in emissions by 2045.”
The report recommended that public funding should first move to general greening,
encouraging practices to reduce emissions and then greenhouse gas reduction contracts for
individual farms.
The report contained 15 recommendations, many based around the Scottish Government’s
new Agricultural Reform Implementation Oversight Board,378 including
• The Board should institute a scheme for continuing professional development for farmers.
The new contract for advisory services should involve a re-focusing of the service on
working with farmers to tackle the climate and nature emergencies; and an emphasis on
reaching the full diversity of farmers through flexible and inclusive ‘one to few’ approaches.
This enhancement of CPD and refocussing of advisory services should be reflected in
formal training provision for new entrants too.
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• As part of the Green Recovery priorities under “boosting youth employment opportunities
in nature and land-based jobs”, Scottish Government should fund a programme of training
and employing young people to undertake soil carbon testing and mapping of on-farm
natural capital.
• From 2024, Scottish Government should introduce emissions reduction contracts across
all farm types underpinned by a management plan that fits their system and its future
development, with a limited number of management interventions.
• Scottish Government, farmers and research institutes should work together to accelerate
advances in ruminant livestock selection and breeding; include reducing methane
emissions in breeding goals, and encourage uptake of best practice.
• Scottish Government should set a target of 6,000 hectares a year for agroforestry creation,
and create a ring-fenced budget for agroforestry with a dedicated 10-year programme
to drive it.
• Land use change should as far as possible be planned to optimise economic
environmental and social outcomes rather than be purely market-driven.
• The carbon in Scotland’s soils should not be traded until further notice.
The Bute House agreement says the Agriculture Bill to replace the CAP scheme will be
introduced in 2023 to deliver:
• a new support framework that will include delivering climate mitigation and adaptation,
nature restoration and high quality food production.
• integration of enhanced conditionality against public benefits, with targeted outcomes for
biodiversity gain and low emissions production.
• increased equality of opportunity, improving business resilience, efficiency and profitability.
The proposals for the Agriculture Bill379 include payments to farmers, crofters and land
managers to support delivery of national climate change emission reduction objectives, to
support delivery of national climate change adaptation objectives, and to support integrated
land management, such as for peatland and woodland outcomes on agricultural holdings.
Some payment will be conditional on outcomes that deliver on climate change. However,
the Scottish Government’s vision380 for the future of farming proposes that only 50% of direct
payments will have climate and nature conditions attached by 2025.
Scottish Environment LINK is running a ‘Farm for Scotland’s Future’ campaign aiming to make
sure the reformed subsidy system delivers for climate, nature and people.381 This calls on the
Scottish Government to:
• Replace the decades-old farm funding system with one that works for nature, climate and
people.
• Ensure at least three quarters of public spending on farming supports methods that restore
nature and tackle climate change.
• Support all farmers and crofters in the transition to sustainable farming.
NatureScot has published a set of case studies looking at how current subsidies can be
redirected to a version which maximises tackling climate change and enhancing biodiversity.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

 raise revenue
 reserved

 new

X extending/revising existing measure(s)
 carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: redirecting large public subsidies, no revenue
raising potential. The total carbon savings from
driving the sector to net-zero could be valued at
about £10bn a year at a social carbon price of
£248 a tonne.

C/behaviour: redirecting public subsidy would
very significantly reduce the 25% of Scotland’s
emissions that come from agriculture and its
associated land use impacts.

Cost: the public purse already pays for much of what happens in agriculture, so reprioritising
this spend to reduce carbon has additional transitional costs but the on-going level of
support might be similar.
Time to implement: the previous EU-based system of agricultural support has to be replaced
over the next few years so now is the time to build climate change into this system. Large
change will result in agriculture, food production and land use so there will need to be a
transition phase. The Scottish Government consulted on the replacement of CAP in late 2021.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: change in agriculture is often difficult to make, despite the whole
shape of the sector being mostly determined by government policy. The replacement of
the CAP system is a big opportunity to make a step change in how the sector contributes to
climate change.
collection issues: current rural payments service already in existence
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: protecting and enhancing biodiversity should be written in to the
new subsidy system.
Principles
polluter pays: currently the public purse pays for farming to have a large climate impact,
redirecting this spend would see public money paying for a low-emissions, carbon-removing
agricultural sector
climate & social justice: a transition from the current system will need to be carefully managed.
The Just Transition Commission suggested that employment in the sector need not fall through
this transition.382 The Bute House Agreement commits to support for farmers, crofters and land
manager, protection for tenant farmers and small holders and more support for women in
agriculture and for new and young entrants into farming.
level of certainty: the current subsidy regime needs to change anyway and some
commitments are in place on using this transition to reduce agriculture’s contribution to
climate change. The Scottish Government has stated an aim to maintain broad alignment
the EU CAP system going forward, which may present a barrier to the level of ambition that
can be built into reforms here. There is still an argument about whether the UK Government
will support agriculture to the same financial extent as under CAP beyond 2024.
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8.2 Options appraisal – nitrogen levy
Option name: Introduce a nitrogen levy in farming
Description: Introduce a nitrogen levy in farming. As a minimum the Scottish Government
should honour their commitment in the 2018 Climate Change Plan to develop a target for
reducing emissions from nitrogen fertiliser.
Nitrous oxide emissions, mainly from fertiliser use, contribute about 9% of Scotland total
emissions, and about 60% of those come from agriculture. As the 2019 Climate Change Bill
was being debated SCCS called for a nitrogen budget for Scotland, with targets. The Scottish
Government has introduced a Scottish Nitrogen Balance Sheet383 – an accounting exercise
to track this impact. It says this “provides a powerful new source of evidence to track how
efficiently nitrogen is used in Scotland and help identify further opportunities to improve this.”
There is also a new indicator to measure the nitrogen use efficiency in crop production, but
there are no targets. The Climate Change Plan included a commitment to look at setting a
target but the monitoring report simply refers to the balance sheet and does not mention
a target. 384 In 2020 RSPB Scotland, Scottish Wildlife Trust and WWF Scotland called for the
introduction of compulsory soil testing and nitrogen balance sheets on all farms.385
After a big historical rise, recent nitrogen fertiliser use peaked in the 2010s and has dropped
a little since then but the rate of application per hectare has been relatively flat over the
last decade.386 The simplest form of fiscal measure would be a levy on the price of mineral
fertiliser, based on its nitrogen content.
The Farming for 1.5º report387 laid out a pathway to a reduction of 25% by 2032 “through a
combination of more efficient use of bagged nitrogen, manures and slurries, an increase in
the use of legumes and the reduction of nitrogen use in the large areas of land being farmed
for nature. Nutrient budgeting, yield mapping, crop monitoring, controlled release fertilisers
and variable rate application all contribute to nitrogen use efficiency. Further uptake of
these measures result in a cumulative reduction of 50% in nitrous oxide emissions by 2045.
In combination, this means a 55% reduction in emissions by 2045.”
In the Netherlands a levy on nitrogen and phosphorus at levels above a set minimum has
been in place since 1998.388 This minimum level is reduced over time. A court ruling from 2019
is driving nitrogen emissions reductions even faster in the Netherlands with a commitment of
over €30bn out to 2035 for work to reduction nitrogen emissions by 50%389 and there is now
even a Minister of Nature and Nitrogen Policy. The aim is to reduce both greenhouse gas
emissions, and local air, land and water pollution.
Experiments in Germany showed that a moderate nitrogen tax was effective at reducing
fertiliser use on barley – the most common cereal crop grown in Scotland390 – but less so
for wheat.391
A Swedish fertiliser tax ran for 25 years but was scrapped in the 2009 recession. A Danish
fertiliser tax exempts most farmers because they are covered by strict regulation, but the tax
still raises about €3m a year.
Powers to introduce a Scottish levy on fertiliser use could be included in the forthcoming
Agriculture Bill on the new subsidy arrangements. The levy would be analogous to the Carrier
Bag Charge already successfully in place in Scotland, enabling powers for which were in the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009.
Type
X change behaviour
X devolved

X raise revenue
X reserved

X new

 extending/revising existing measure(s)
X carrot and stick
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Potential revenue/savings
£: using the lower tax tested by the study in
Germany of €0.2 per kg of nitrogen, suggests
Scotland’s current use of mineral fertiliser
would generate about £30m a year392

C/behaviour: cutting nitrogen emissions from
farming by half would reduce Scotland’s
overall emissions by around 3% or 1.2MtCO2e.
There would also be an energy and climate
emissions saving from the reduction in
production of artificial fertiliser, at over
0.5MtCO2e

Cost: introducing a simple levy would require some new systems to track the sales of
nitrogen fertiliser.
Time to implement: a levy would require primary legislation and regulations and would no
doubt be phased in over time.
Pros and cons
political acceptability: change in agriculture is notoriously difficult to make, despite the whole
shape of the sector being mostly determined by government policy. The replacement of
the CAP system is a big opportunity to make a step change in how the sector contributes
to climate change. Increasing fertiliser costs are already a concern for farmers, with prices
doubling in the last year. There is a risk that a levy would be introduced at such a low level
that it would not incentivise farmers to reduce their use of mineral fertiliser.
collection issues: the Dutch system requires knowledge of nitrogen in purchase feed and
fertilisers and in manures.
local possibilities:
regional impacts:
relation to nature recovery: as well as the climate impact, reduced nitrogen pollution to the
land and water would improve the health of ecosystems.
Principles
polluter pays: this measure is clearly about making the polluter pay. Reduced nitrogen input
will also help protect groundwater in Scotland’s five Nitrate Vulnerable Zones.
climate & social justice: care would have to be taken to ensure farmers, crofters and land
managers were supported through the transition to increase fertiliser costs.
Level of certainty: there is some European experience with this kind of measure and there is an
opportunity through the forthcoming Agriculture Bill.
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